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ABSTRACT 

Muscle plays a primary role in movement of the body of multicellular organs. A study of 

muscle contraction at a molecular level will provide understanding of muscular malfunction, as 

well as insights into the basic mechanism of bimolecular motors. Muscle contraction involves a 

complex interaction between multiple proteins with multiple domains. Not all of these 

interactions are well understood. This study is focused on the role of the S2 segment of muscle 

myosin. S2 is part of the long α-helix coiled-coil rod, and plays a significant role in both muscle 

contraction and myosin II ATPase regulation.  

In this study, we use the HMM fragment of smooth muscle myosin II (smHMM) which 

contains a pair of myosin heads held together by the S2 domain. smHMM with a full length S2 

shows the ATPase behavior of a fully regulated smooth muscle myosin (smM) but is soluble 

rather than filamentous. Biochemical studies have shown that the length of the S2 domain affects 

actin-activated ATPase regulation in smHMM, an observation that would suggest that torsional 

rigidity of the α-helices that comprise S2 is the physical basis because the two heads, which 

would be nominally on opposite sides of the coiled-coil α-helices, must rotate to a position on 

one side only. However, interpretation of the biochemistry suggested that the effect of S2 length 

on regulation was due to a requirement that the S2 coiled-coil be long enough to interact with 

one of the myosin heads in the inactive complex. Modeling studies investigating this effect 

concluded that torsional rigidity was the explanation.  

Torsional motions could also be involved in the binding of both myosin heads to a single 

actin filament because as with formation of the ATPase inhibited conformation, the two heads 

must come to the same side of the S2 domain. In this case, there is no suggestion of an 

interaction between the S2 domain and the actin-attached heads and thus an effect can have a 
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simpler interpretation. On that basis, we investigated whether the length of the S2 domain has an 

effect on the simultaneous binding of both myosin heads to an actin filament using two 

recombinant smHMM constructs, one with a full length S2 (wt-HMM), the other with a highly 

shortened S2 with a length of two heptads of S2 followed by a 32 residue leucine zipper 

(2hepzip-HMM). We compare the amount of 2-headed binding to actin in these two otherwise 

identical constructs in the complete absence of nucleotide, known as the rigor state, and in the 

presence of saturating levels of ADP. The myosin S1 head has its strongest binding affinity to 

actin in the rigor state; while in the presence of ADP, it has less binding affinity. Thus, if 

torsional rigidity is the physical basis of the effect, the predicted outcome is more 2-headed 

attachment to actin with wt-HMM-rigor compared to 2hepzip-HMM-rigor, and a less 2-headed 

attachment for both constructs when ADP is added. 

For this study, we directly visualize the smHMM attachment to actin filament by 

combining cryo-electron tomography with subvolume alignment and classification using 

multivariate data analysis. Methodological advances in several steps were necessary to achieve 

this goal: (1) segmentation of the subvolumes from the tomograms, (2) alignment of the 

subvolumes to a feature held in common among all members, and (3) clustering into groups a 

heterogeneous collection of subvolumes that vary with respect to several criteria. In this study 

the common feature is the actin filaments, and the heterogeneous feature is the presence or 

absence of myosin binding to actin by either one head or two. We use a novel approach that 

utilizes convolution and least squares fitting to smooth the stochastic error in the subvolume 

centers and Euler angles to improve the alignment. The subvolume alignment was done in a way 

that enabled all the bound myosin heads to be localized to a single classification site from which 

the variability can be assessed in a simplified way. Following identification of the bound myosin 
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heads, the different types of attachment are determined that include 2-headed attachments, 1- 

headed attachments with one free head, which may or may not have an accessible, unlabeled 

actin subunit nearby, and 1-headed attachments that have no unbound second head, which may 

arise from dissociation of the S2 domain (Chapter 3).  

We find that the when the S2 domain is shortened to a length of 2 heptads plus a leucine 

zipper that 2-headed binding decreases by a factor of 2 compared to full length S2 constructs. 

This we interpret as evidence of a torsional effect of the S2 helices. Moreover, the addition of 

ADP, rather than decreasing the amount of 2-headed binding increased it by ~5% in the case of 

wt-HMM. The effect of ADP addition is compatible with published accounts of ADP addition to 

smooth muscle fibers, which showed that tension increased by ~3% and stiffness decreased by 

~10% (Chapter 4).  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Myosin Superfamily 

Myosin is a diverse superfamily of ATP-dependent motor proteins that are responsible 

for actin-based motility. Myosins are involved in wide range of cellular tasks, such as organelle 

trafficking (Vale 2003), cytokinesis (Scholey, Brust-Mascher and Mogilner 2003), maintenance 

of cell shape (Yumura and Uyeda 2003, Geeves and Holmes 2005), muscle contraction (Geeves 

and Holmes 2005), etc. Recent phylogenetic analysis on myosin from different organisms 

grouped these molecular motors into 35 diverse classes (Foth, Goedecke and Soldati 2006, 

Odronitz and Kollmar 2007, Richards and Cavalier-Smith 2005).  

Myosin II is the most well-studied member and the only one that is able to form filaments 

at low physiological strength. Because it was the first myosin purified, its biochemistry is well 

understood. The properties will be explained in detail in 1.2 and 1.3. 

The second myosin class identified is the single headed protein, Myosin I. It regulates a 

number of cellular functions, such as intracellular transport, the formation of cell-surface 

projections, the regulation of the cytoskeleton, and the regulation of membrane-related events 

including exocytosis, endocytosis, and phagocytosis (Adams and Pollard 1986, Kim and Flavell 

2008).  

Myosin V is known as an unconventional myosin motor, and moves vesicles and 

organelles from the center of the cell to the periphery; it moves possessively along actin tracks 

via a  “hand-over-hand” lever-arm mechanism that gives 36-nm steps (Sellers and Veigel 2006, 

Kodera et al. 2010).  
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Compared to the three myosin classes mentioned above, our understanding of the subunit 

composition, structure, function and intracellular localization of myosin classes III to XVIII are 

much less well understood.. 

 

1.2 Force Generation in Muscle 

1.2.1 Sarcomere 

Muscle contraction is responsible for body movements of metazoan (multicellular, multi-

tissue organisms). Muscle tissue is made up of elongated cells arranged in parallel arrays. Each 

muscle cell is considered a muscle fiber. The cytoplasm of each muscle fiber is occupied by 

many of its structural and functional subunits, myofibrils.  

Muscle fibers in vertebrates generally fall into two classes, striated and smooth, 

depending on the appearance of the contractile cells at the light microscope (LM) level. Those 

that exhibit cross-striations are striated muscle, a classification that includes skeletal muscle, 

visceral striated muscle and cardiac muscle. Ones that do not exhibit cross-striations in the LM 

are referred to as smooth muscle. 

The cross-striations in striated muscle are produced by the arrangement of sarcomeres in 

series within myofibrils. In striated muscle the myofibrils are arranged in parallel to each fiber, 

and often, adjacent myofibrils are in register. Smooth muscle contains a quasi-sarcomeric 

alignment of actin and myosin filaments, but these structures are not regularly arranged so the 

cells present a relatively featureless morphology in comparison to striated muscles at the light 

microscopic level.  

In polarizing microscopy, unstained preparations of living striated muscles (longitudinal 

sections) appear as alternating light I (isotropic) bands and dark A (anisotropic) bands. The I-
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band is bisected by a dense dark line, the Z-disk. The A-band is also bisected by a light region 

called H-band at the center of which is the M-band. The sarcomere, the basic contractile unit of 

the myofibril, is the portion of a myofibril between two successive Z-discs. The I-band is the 

zone of thin filaments that is not overlapped with thick filaments. The A-band marks the extent 

of the thick filaments. The H-band is the zone of the thick filaments that is not overlapped with 

the thin filaments under normal conditions and the M-band is the structure that cross links the 

thick filaments into a hexagonal array. Thin filaments extend from the Z-disk into the region of 

the A-band, where they interact with myosin heads. (See Figure 1.1) 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Muscle fibers to sarcomere. A skeletal muscle fiber is surrounded by a plasma 
membrane called the sarcolemma, the cytoplasm of muscle cells. A muscle fiber is composed of 
many fibrils in register, which give the cell its striated appearance. A longitudinal section of 
fibrils appear as alternating light I-bands and dark A-bands. Figure from 
http://cnx.org/content/col11496/1.6/ 

http://cnx.org/content/col11496/1.6/
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When a sarcomere contracts as muscle tissue shortens, the Z-discs move closer, and the I-

band becomes smaller, while the A-band remains constant in length. The A-band contains thick 

filaments of myosin, which suggested that the myosin filaments remained central and constant in  

 

(A) Relaxed 

 
(B) Contracted 

 

Figure 1.2 The basic organization of a sarcomere.  Actin and the Z-discs are shown in light and 

dark green respectively; myosin filaments (A band) are shown in purple. When a sarcomere 
contracts (B), the Z-discs move closer together, and the I-band shortens. The A-band stays the 
same width. At full contraction, the thin and thick filaments overlap completely. (Figure from 
http://philschatz.com/anatomy-book/contents/m46447.html) 
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length while other regions of the sarcomere shortened (See Figure 1.2). The observation was 

initially reported in 1954 using high-resolution light microscopy (Huxley and Niedergerke 1954, 

Huxley and Hanson 1954), and led to the sliding filament theory, which states the force between 

actin and myosin is generated in the region of the overlap between the thick and thin filaments, 

sliding actin past myosin generates muscle tension and shortening the muscle fiber. The 

filaments themselves do not shorten. 

 

1.2.2 Myosin II Structure  

Myosin II isoforms are hexamers with two heavy chains (HC) and two pairs of light 

chains, the essential light chain (ELC) and the regulatory light chain (RLC). The N-terminal 

region of each HC forms a globular motor domain; an α–helix extends from C-terminus of the 

MD, and forms part of the light chain binding domain (LCD). The rest of the α–helical C-

terminal residues forms a coiled-coil rod with a length of ~150 nm (See Figure 1.3). The ELC is 

known to be important for structural stability of the LCD and in smooth muscle is involved in the 

stabilization of the inhibited conformation of smHMM and the 10 S conformation of full length 

myosin II (Wendt et al. 1999). The RLC can be phosphorylated, an event that is entirely 

sufficient to activate smooth and non-muscle myosin II, while RLC phosphorylation of striated 

muscle myosin only potentiates contraction.  

Myosin can be proteolytically cleaved into heavy meromyosin (HMM) and light 

meromyosin (LMM) by α-chymotrypsin (Lowey and Trybus 2010). HMM itself can be further 

cleaved into two subfragments: subfragment-1 (S1) made up of the motor domain and the LCD, 

and S2 which is part of the coiled-coil rod domain. The remainder of the coiled-coil is LMM. 

(See Figure 1.3) 
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Figure 1.3 Schematic diagram of myosin molecule and its sub-fragments.  Myosin or 
conventional myosin is a hexameric protein consisting of two heavy chains and two light chains. 
The N-terminal region of the myosin heavy chain forms the globular motor domain (MD; grey). 
The ELC (blue) and the RLC (orange) stabilize a single α-helical polypeptide chain at the C-
terminus of the motor domain. Myosin can be proteolytically cleaved into heavy meromyosin 
(HMM) and light meromyosin (LMM) by α-chymotrypsin in high salt. Heavy meromyosin 
consists of the myosin head subfragment-1 domain (S1) and the coiled-coil S2 rod. LMM 
consists of coiled-coil protein structure. The myosin S1-subfragment is produced by papain 
digestion of HMM at low salt.  Figure from (Lowey and Trybus 2010) 

 

The motor domain contains three functional domains: the actin binding site, ATP 

catalytic site and the converter domain. The converter domain forms the junction between the 

catalytic site and the LCD. The converter domain and LCD form the “lever arm” that plays a 

central role in the production of mechanical force and movement during muscle contraction (See 

Figure 1.4). 

The two heavy chains of the myosin II molecule dimerize through their C-terminal 

residues which form an α–helical coiled-coil structure known as myosin rod. Approximately 
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β/γ’s of the rod comprises the LMM domain and the rest is the Sβ domain. Sβ alone is capable of 

forming a HC dimer. The LMM domain comprises most of the thick filament backbone.  

  

Figure 1.4 Ribbon representation of scallop myosin S1 (Protein Data Bank code 1QVI) in the 
pre-power stroke state.  The motor domain is composed of three functional domains: actin 
binding, nucleotide binding and the converter. The nucleotide (ATP; green) pocket is located at 
the lower end of a large cleft that serves as a communication pathway between actin and the 
nucleotide-binding site. The lever arm is composed of RLC, ELC and part of the HC to which 
they bind, as well as the converter domain. Ca2+ (cyan) bound to the C terminus of the ELC and 
Mg2+ (yellow) bound to the N terminus of the RLC. Figure was made using Chimera (Grunewald 
et al. 2003).  
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The most commonly observed type of coiled coil is left-handed: Each α-helix of the 

coiled coil has a periodicity of seven residues (a heptad repeat). The residues in the a and d 

positions are typically nonpolar amino acids which are positioned at the interface of the two 

helices; the residues in the e and g positions are solvent exposed, polar residues that give 

specificity between the two helices through electrostatic interactions of their side chains. The 

residues in the b, c and f positions are usually hydrophilic, and exposed to the solvent (Mason 

and Arndt 2004) (See Figure 1.5). 

 

Figure 1.5 The dimeric, parallel coiled-coil.  (A) Helical wheel diagram looking down the helix 
axis from the N- to the C-terminus. Heptad positions are labeled a to g and a’ to g’ respectively. 
Positions a, d, e and g are color coded. (B) Side view. The helical backbones are represented by 
cylinders, the side-chains by knobs. The path of the polypeptide chain is indicated by a line 
wrapped around the cylinders. For simplicity, the supercoiling of the helices is not shown. While 
residues at positions a (purple) and d (blue) make up the hydrophobic interface, residues at 
positions e (orange) and g (red) pack against the hydrophobic core. (C) and (D) Coiled coil 
domain of the yeast transcription factor GCN4 as ribbon plot (PDB code: 1ZTA) to indicate 
supercoiling and g/e’ interactions. The plot was made using Pymol. Figure from 
http://www.syntbio.net/bCIPA/ and was modified from (Mason and Arndt 2004). 

 

 

http://www.syntbio.net/bCIPA/
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1.2.3 The Thick Filament Structure 

Myofibrils are composed of bundles of two kinds of myofilament, thin filaments and 

thick filaments. The thin filament is ~ 80 Å in diameter, and is composed primarily of the protein 

actin along with regulatory proteins such as TM/Tn in striated myosin (Huxley 1973) and TM 

and caldesmon in smooth muscle (Marston and Smith 1985). The thick filament is about 150 to 

200 Å in diameter depending on species, and composed of the protein myosin II, on which the 

rod domain of myosin molecules aggregate to form the filament backbone, and the heads project 

out towards the thin filaments. In vivo the thick filaments also have other proteins associated 

with them, such as C-protein and titan of vertebrate striated muscle. The thick filaments occupy 

the center portion of a sarcomere and are composed of approximately 300-500 myosin 

molecules. Hundreds of myosin tails bind together to form the core of a thick filament. 

In striated muscle, the thick filaments have a bipolar arrangement, in which the myosin 

heads all have the same polarity in one half of the filament, and the opposite polarity in the other 

half (Gordon, Homsher and Regnier 2000). The myosin tails in the filament backbone are 

antiparallel with each other at the midpoint of the filament at the M-band, but become parallel 

towards the ends of the A-band. However, in smooth muscle, the cross-bridges have a non-

helical, side-polar arrangement (Craig and Megerman 1977, Xu et al. 1996). The polarity is the 

same along the entire length of one side of the filament and the opposite on the other side with 

bare zones located at either ends. Unlike striated muscle, where the thick filaments have defined 

length, smooth muscle thick filaments have a wide variation in lengths and experience dynamic 

equilibrium of linear polymerization and de-polymerization of myosin dimers. (Liu et al., 2013). 

The structure of side-polar filaments helps to explain the ability of smooth muscles to shorten by 

large amounts. The actin filament of smooth muscle, which is probably several times as long as 
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the myosin filaments in vivo (Small et al. 1990), would interact with cross-bridges of appropriate 

polarity along the entire length of a side-polar filament without encountering active filaments 

coming from the opposite direction. In the case of the bipolar filaments of striated muscle, actin 

filaments encounter cross-bridges with the wrong (opposite) polarity when they reach the middle 

of the sarcomere, and further shortening does not result in increased tension but instead results in 

decreased tension (Gordon, Huxley and Julian 1966, Yanagida and Ishijima 1995, Xu et al. 

1996).  

 

1.2.4 The Thin Filament Structure 

Actin is the main protein component of thin filaments in smooth muscle fibers; the other 

two less abundant components are tropomyosin and caldesmon. They have a molar ratio of 

28:4:1 respectively (Marston and Smith 1985). 

The actin can be present as either a free monomer called G-actin (globular) or as part of a 

linear polymer microfilament called F-actin (see Figure 1.6). The structure of G-actin has been 

known for many years. It is a flat molecule built from two similar major domains (outer and 

inner). Each domain is made up of two subdomains: subdomains 1 and 2 in the outer domain, 

and subdomains 3 and 4 in the inner domains. The term outer and inner refer to the position of 

these domains in the F-actin structure. The inner domain is located closer to the axis of the helix 

of F-actin filament, and subdomains 3 and 4 interact with those of other actin subunits. The 

nucleotide binding site for ATP or ADP is located between the inner and outer domains. All of 

the subdomains interact with the bound nucleotide. (Otterbein, Graceffa and Dominguez 2001, 

Holmes 2009, Kabsch et al. 1990) 
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Figure 1.6 Ribbon representation of the structure of uncomplexed actin in the ADP state (Protein 
Data Bank ID 1J6Z).  The G-actin is a flat molecule made up of four domains: subdomains 1, 2, 
3 and 4. The nucleotide binding site for ATP or ADP is located at the center and interacts all of 
the subdomains. Four Ca2+ ions bound to the actin monomer in the crystals are represented as 
red spheres. Protein Data Bank ID 1J6Z. Figure from (Otterbein et al. 2001)  

 

During the polymerization process, ATP that is bound to G-actin is hydrolyzed to ADP, 

following the elongation of the filaments. ATP hydrolysis occurs on F-actin in two subsequent 

reactions, cleavage of ATP and slower release of Pi. The later reaction is linked to a 

conformational change of actin subunits that leads to destabilization of the actin-actin 

interaction. As a result, newly polymerized filaments consist of stable ADP-Pi actin (F-ADP-Pi), 

whereas the older filaments contain mainly ADP actin subunits (F-ADP), which disassembles 

more rapidly. The F-ADP end (also known as the pointed end or the minus end) grows less 

rapidly than F-ADP-Pi end (barbed end or plus end). There is a net dissociation of G-actin 

(bound to ADP) from the minus end, balanced by the addition of G-actin (bound to ATP) to the 
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plus end (Korn, Carlier and Pantaloni 1987, Carlier 1990, Murakami et al. 2010). Electron 

microscopy studies found that actin-bound myosin heads appear as arrowheads with the pointed 

end of the arrowhead corresponding to the (-) end of the F-actin filaments (Woodrum, Rich and 

Pollard 1975, Begg, Rodewald and Rebhun 1978, Moore, Huxley and DeRosier 1970). 

The F-actin is made up of two chains to form a right-handed ‘long-pitch’ helix or a left-

handed genetic helix of actin monomers. For vertebrate striated muscle thin filaments, the axial 

helical repeat is usually 13 actin subunits in 6 turns of the basic helix giving a repeat distance of 

36 nm; the helical symmetry of the actin filaments arranges the subunits by a -166.15° rotation 

and 27.7 Å translation along the filament axis. For insect flight muscle thin filaments, the 

average axial repeat is 28 actin subunits in 13 turns, corresponding to an approximate repeat of 

77.4 nm (Reedy 1968); the helical symmetry of the actin filaments arranges the subunits by a -

167.14° rotation and 27.6 Å translation along the filament axis. The diameter of the F-actin is 

about 100Ǻ and the mass-per-length is 1.5 kDaǺ-1 (Fujii et al. 2010). 

The structure of F-actin has been much studied since the 1960s using electron 

microscopy and X-ray diffraction. The structure of the actin monomer was first determined at 

atomic resolution by Kabsch et al. (Kabsch et al. 1990), and it was positioned into F-actin atomic 

model of the filaments by modeling against X-rays fiber diffraction data obtained from oriented 

gels of actin filaments (Holmes et al. 1990, Popp, Lednev and Jahn 1987, Popp et al. 1991). The 

F-actin structure was directly visualized using cryo-electron microscopy and single particle 

analysis (Fujii et al. 2010). The latest report has produced a 6.6 Ǻ resolution density map of 

skeletal muscle F-actin that allowed visualization of the secondary structure of G actin, such as 

α-helices, -structures and loops; it reported that F-actin is not very flexible, as the angular twist 

per molecule in the actin helix is 166.6 ± 0.6° and the rise per residue is 27.6 Å (Fujii et al. 
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2010). The subunit rotation of -166.6° corresponds to a helical symmetry between 28/13 and 

13/6 (subunits/turn).  

 

A)    B)  

Figure 1.7 Schematic presentation for the symmetry of actin filaments.  (A) The side view. (B) 
The top view. The helical symmetry of the filament is 13/6 (subunits/turn), generating symmetric 
equivalent actin subunits by a left handed 166.66º rotation and a 27.5-Å translation along the 
filament axis. (Figure from (Volkmann et al. 2001)) 

 

Yet observations from electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction have shown that 

subunits in the actin filament have a relatively fixed axial rise (Huxley et al. 1994) but a variable 

twist (Hanson 1967, Egelman, Francis and DeRosier 1982, McGough et al. 1997). Actin subunits 

are able to rotate through angles of the order of 10º from their helically ideal positions (Egelman 

et al. 1982). Cofilin was the first protein found to induce a substantial change in the twist of F-

actin (McGough et al. 1997).  It brings filaments to a new mean subunit rotation of 162.3°, while 

the twist is normally 167.1° to 166.1° (13/6 to 28/13 units/turn) (McGough et al. 1997).  
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1.2.5 Actin-myosin ATPase Cycle 

Myosin is an actin-based motor that couples ATP hydrolysis to motility, cytokinesis, 

vesicle transport and muscular contraction. It undergoes a series of events during each step of 

movement. Repetition of this actin-myosin ATPase cycle causes thick filaments to slide relative 

to thin filaments (See Figure 1.7). 

 

 

Figure 1.8 Schematic diagram showing the predominant states of the actin–myosin ATPase cycle 
and the presumed state of the lever arm in each state.  Actin-bound states are represented in red; 
dissociated states are shown in blue. Figure from (Murphy et al. 2001) 

 

During one cycle, the rigor state has the strongest binding between myosin and actin. 

When ATP binds to myosin, the myosin actin binding is disrupted and myosin releases actin. 

Myosin hydrolyses ATP to ADP-Pi while detached from actin, and in the process recocks 

myosin lever arm. The myosin rebinds the actin filament initially weakly but then converts to 

strong binding, releases inorganic phosphate (Pi) first and then ADP (See Figure 1.7). As Pi 

dissociates from the nucleotide-binding pocket, the myosin head undergoes a second 

Power stroke 

strongest 
rigor  

stronger 
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conformational change called the power-stroke which moves the “lever arm” and drags the rod 

forward. Because myosin head is bound to actin and the rod forms the thick filament, this 

conformational change exerts a force that cause relative sliding between thick and thin filaments. 

In striated muscle, inorganic phosphate release is the rate-limiting step and generate force for the 

ATPase cycle. In smooth muscle, the ADP release step, during which a portion of the power-

stroke occurs, is the slowest and limits velocity, while rebinding of ATP is fast in both muscle 

types. If new ATP molecules were not available, myosin would remain bound to actin, which 

results to the rigor state. (Murphy, Rock and Spudich 2001)  

As the myosin head binds and releases actin, it forms cross-bridges, which extend from 

the thick myosin filaments to the thin actin filaments. The actin-myosin ATPase cycle is also 

called the cross-bridge cycle. 

 

1.3 Muscle Myosin II Regulation 

Contraction in vertebrate striated muscle is regulated by Ca2+ through effects on the thin 

filaments. The position of troponin (Tn) and tropomyosin (Tm) on the thin filament determines 

the cross-bridge binding to actin (interaction between myosin and the binding sites on actin). The 

actin binding sites can be blocked by Tm (unable to bind to cross-bridges), closed (able to 

weakly bind cross-bridges), or open (able to bind cross-bridges strongly so that they 

subsequently isomerize to become strongly bound and release ATP hydrolysis products). An 

action potential propagated from the neuromuscular junction spreads across the sarcolemma and 

into T-tubules to trigger the release of Ca2+ from the sarcoplasmic reticulum. The elevated 

intracellular Ca2+ activates skeletal muscle contraction by binding to Tn, and the actin binding 

sites which were previously blocked by Tm, are exposed so that myosin can bind (Gordon et al. 

2000). 
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1.3.1 Smooth muscle Myosin Regulation 

Vertebrate smooth muscle is found in most hollow organs such as airways, vasculature, 

digestive, urinary and reproductive tracts. Malfunction of contractility in these systems leads to 

clinical disorders such as pulmonary hypertension, asthma, etc. 

Smooth muscle contraction is initiated by an increase in the Ca2+ concentration in the 

cytosol. The Ca2+ for contraction enters the cytoplasm through either voltage-dependent Ca2+ 

channels in the plasma membrane or IP3-induced Ca2+ released from smooth endoplasmic 

reticulum. Different from skeletal, smooth muscle is regulated by the posttranslational 

modification of myosin. The released Ca2+ binds calmodulin which in turn actives myosin light 

chain kinase (MLCK).  The active MLCK then phosphorylates the myosin RLC at S19, and 

subsequently T18. The phosphorylation activates the actomyosin ATPase activity and results in 

force generation.  

In vertebrate skeletal muscle, Ca2+  released to the sarcomere activates Ca2+ /calmodulin-

dependent myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) that phosphorylates N terminus of the RLC of 

myosin II (Kamm and Stull 2001). While RLC phosphorylation is sufficient to initiate 

contraction in smooth muscle, the RLC phosphorylation of skeletal muscle myosin II has no 

significant effect on actin-activated ATPase activity of purified myosin, but promotes movement 

of the myosin head out of the off-state in sarcomeres, resulting in modulation of Ca2+ /troponin-

dependent force generation (Kamm and Stull 2001).  

The dephosphorylation of the RLC is done by a myosin light chain phosphatase (MLCP). 

The activity of MLCP can be inhibited by phosphoryation of a Rho-kinase, which is activated by 

the small GTPase Rho with GTP (Feng et al. 1999).  
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Cardiac myosin is also a substrate for the myosin light chain phosphatase in vivo, but it is 

not clear that whether regulation occurs by phosphorylation (Okamoto et al. 2006, Mizutani et al. 

2010). RLC is dephosphorylated about 100 times more slowly in cardiac muscle compared to 

skeletal muscle, and skeletal muscle RLC dephosphorylation is about 25 times slower than 

smooth muscle RLC. RLC phosphorylation-dephosphorylation is a more dynamic system in smooth 

muscles where RLC phosphorylation initiates contraction, compared to striated muscles where RLC 

phosphorylation only modulates contraction (Zhi et al. 2005, Mizutani et al. 2010, Ding et al. 2010, 

Sweeney, Bowman and Stull 1993). RLC phosphorylation in striated muscle potentiates the force and 

speed of contractions that are dependent on Ca2+ binding to troponin on thin filaments. 

 

1.3.2 Smooth muscle myosin II folding 

1) Folding of the heads 

Electron microscopy (EM) has been a useful tool to study the dephosphorylated, 

inactivate state of myosin. Wendt et al. reported the asymmetric conformation of HMM by 

docking S1 coordinates into the 2-D EM map of unphosphorylated smHMM (Wendt et al. 1999), 

and showed the head-head interaction, in which the actin binding site of the motor domain of one 

head associates with the converter domain of the other head (Wendt et al. 2001). As a result, only 

one head of smHMM in this state can interact with actin (Wendt et al. 2001). Liu et al. (2003) 

studied the smHMM and 10 S smM in 2-D crystals by EM and showed that the heads in the 10 S 

conformation have the similar asymmetric conformation (Liu et al. 2003). Woodhead et al. found 

a nearly identical structure in relaxed Tarantula myosin filaments using iterative helical real 

space reconstruction (Woodhead et al. 2005). Burgess et al. (2007) studied smHMM and smM 

using single particle image analysis of negative stain EM images, and reported the asymmetric 

conformation and the trace of S2 in smHMM and rod in smM (Burgess et al. 2007). With the 
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same technique, Jung et al. (2008) found the HMM and full length myosin from scallop striated 

muscle has a similar asymmetric 2-head structure like smHMM and smM although its ATPase 

activity is activated by direct calcium binding to its LCD rather than phosphorylation. Zoghbi et 

al. (2008) presented their three dimensional (3-D) structure of vertebrate cardiac muscle myosin 

filaments using EM single-particle analysis and found that 2/3 of the myosin heads are arranged 

as in the inactive state of smHMM (Zoghbi et al. 2008). Moreover, Jung et al. (2008) reported a 

similar head folding structure in nonmuscle myosin II, vertebrate skeletal myosin and vertebrate 

cardiac muscle myosin using negative stain EM and single particle analysis. They concluded that 

striated muscle and non-muscle myosin II with phosphorylation-dependent regulation all 

observed asymmetric structure and head-head interactions and head-tail in the inactive state 

similar to smM (Jung et al. 2008).  

2) 10 S folding 

In addition to ATPase activity, Ser19 phosphorylation also changes the structure of 

smooth muscle myosin from a closed, inhibited state with a sedimentation coefficient of 10 S to 

an open, 6 S, active conformation (Suzuki et al. 1978). The 10 S conformation has the -helical 

coiled-coil rod domain of myosin bending back onto itself, folding into thirds and thereby 

facilitating an interaction between LMM and the regulatory domain of the so-called “blocked 

head” (Onishi and Wakabayashi 1982, Trybus, Huiatt and Lowey 1982, Craig, Smith and 

Kendrick-Jones 1983, Onishi et al. 1983). Phosphorylation of the RLC destabilizes the 10 S 

conformation (Onishi et al. 1983, Ikebe, Hinkins and Hartshorne 1983, Trybus and Lowey 1984) 

and induces filament formation (Trybus 1991). A similar conformational change occurs in 

smHMM from the folded state (9 S) to the open state (7.5 S) (Nag et al. 1987). 
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Single particle negative stain electron microscope and image-processing techniques have 

revealed the detailed structure of the 10 S form of smooth muscle myosin (Burgess et al. 2007, 

Jung et al. 2011). A similar structure was also observed for non-muscle myosin II (IIA) (Jung et 

al. 2011). Further study on the role of the tail in the smM suggested that folding of the tail in 10 

S is stabilized by ionic interactions between the positively charged N-terminal sequence of the 

RLC and a negatively charged region in tail segment 3, and phosphorylation of RLC could 

perturb the interactions; the tail perform a critical role in regulating the activity of smM through 

stabilizing 10 S (Jung et al. 2011, Taylor et al. 2014). 

In contrast to the 10 S smM, myosin II from skeletal and cardiac muscles have been seen 

by EM to adopt a partially folded structure in which tail segment 3 does not cross the head, but 

instead extends away from the head region on its own (Jung et al. 2008, Takahashi et al. 1999, 

Walker, Knight and Trinick 1985). Their unstable in 10 S were expected to favor thick filament 

formation (Jung et al. 2011). 

 

1.3.3 The Effect of RLC Phosphorylation in smM Regulation 

Biochemical studies have showed that the actomyosin ATPase activity of smM increases 

when activated by phosphorylation of the RLC (Sobieszek and Small 1977, Gorecka, Aksoy and 

Hartshorne 1976, Ikebe, Onishi and Watanabe 1977) at S19 by MLCK (Ikebe et al. 1985, Ikebe 

and Hartshorne 1986). Phosphorylation increases ATPase activity of smM by up to 1000-fold 

and thick filaments form (Sellers, Spudich and Sheetz 1985). Subsequent phosphorylation at T18 

further increases the ATPase activity (Ikebe, Hartshorne and Elzinga 1986) and stabilizes 

filament formation (Kamisoyama, Araki and Ikebe 1994). 
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The RLC can also be phosphorylated by PKC (Bengur et al. 1987, Ikebe, Hartshorne and 

Elzinga 1987, Nishikawa et al. 1984). In vitro, this occurs first at T9 and subsequently at S1 

and/or S2 (Ikebe et al. 1987). However, in vivo, phosphorylation of the corresponding PKC sites 

in nonmuscle cells (this experiment has not been reported for smooth muscle) has been observed 

only on S1 and/or S2, but not on T9 (Kawamoto et al. 1989, Yamakita, Yamashiro and 

Matsumura 1994). PKC phosphorylation decreases the actin-activated ATPase activity of smooth 

muscle HMM (smHMM) already phosphorylated at S19 by 50% and thus acts to repress the 

effects of phosphorylation by MLCK alone (Bengur et al. 1987). In vitro studies have suggested 

the inhibition caused by phosphorylation at S1 and S2 is due to a decrease in the myosin affinity 

for actin (Ikebe et al. 1987, Bengur et al. 1987).  

In addition to ATPase activity, S19 phosphorylation also changes the structure of smooth 

muscle myosin from a closed, asymmetric, inhibited state with a sedimentation coefficient of 10 

S to an open, 6 S, active conformation (Suzuki et al. 1978). The former one has the -helical 

coiled-coil rod domain of myosin bending back onto itself, folding into thirds and thereby 

forming an interaction with the regulatory domain of the so-called “blocked head” (Onishi and 

Wakabayashi 1982, Trybus et al. 1982, Craig et al. 1983, Onishi et al. 1983, Burgess et al. 2007). 

Phosphorylation of the RLC destabilizes the 10 S conformation (Onishi et al. 1983, Ikebe et al. 

1983, Trybus and Lowey 1984) and induces filament formation (Trybus and Warshaw 1991). 

The function of the smM RLC N-terminus has been extensively studied by site directed 

mutagenesis (Ikebe et al. 1994). Deletion of 4, 7 or 10 N-terminal residues does not significantly 

affect actin activated ATPase activity. Deletion to R16, which also eliminates the ability of S19 

to be phosphorylated, completely abolished the 10 S formation without increasing the ATPase 
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activity (Ikebe et al. 1994). Thus, folding into the 10 S conformation and ATPase activation are 

independent, though related events. 

Numerous point mutations have been reported (Kamisoyama et al. 1994, Ikebe et al. 

1994, Sweeney et al. 1994). K11E/K12E and R13D decreased the ATPase activity and 

superprecipitation of the phosphorylated myosin by actin. In the dephosphorylated state, Q15E 

had no effect on 10 S stability or ATPase activity, whereas R16A or R16E significantly 

destabilized the 10 S conformation without a corresponding increase in ATPase activity (Ikebe et 

al. 1994). The S19D substitution causes partial activation but is not as efficient as 

phosphorylation alone. The double mutant T18D/S19D caused further increase in actin-activated 

ATPase activity over that of S19D alone (Kamisoyama et al. 1994). It was also concluded that 

decreasing the net charge in the region from R13 to S19 can mimic the ability of RLC 

phosphorylation to unfold 10 S smM (Sweeney et al. 1994). Thus, mutations in the RLC N-

terminus can affect independently 10 S folding as well as actin activated ATPase activation; 

mutations that destabilize the 10 S conformation may or may not cause ATPase activation.  

 

1.3.4 Effect of S2 in Myosin Regulation 

S2 is a 54-kDa coiled-coil domain that connects the S1 “head” to the thick filament 

backbone, in which the C-terminal coiled-coil LMM tails of myosin II molecules are packed side 

by side. It is commonly accepted that the rod interact with the blocked head and stabilizes the 10 

S conformation and enhances and ability of the heads to trap ADP and Pi at the active site (Cross 

et al. 1988). From studies using three-dimensional reconstructions and atomic fitting of tarantula 

and Limulus thick filaments, it was suggested that there are possible intra- and inter-molecular 

interactions between both motor domains and tail segment 1 (the first one-third of the rod nearest 
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to the heads) (Woodhead et al. 2005, Zhao, Craig and Woodhead 2009). Single particle negative 

stain electron microscopy studies of the 10 S folded smooth muscle myosin and HMM proposed 

a model with possible interactions between tail segment 1 and both motor domains, tail segment 

3 and RLC, and tail segment 2 and 3 (Jung et al. 2011, Burgess et al. 2007). Additionally, by 

analysis the amino acid sequence of scallop, cardiac, skeletal, smooth muscle myosin S2 and 

study the crystal structure of human cardiac S2, it was found that there is a conserved charge 

distribution with three prominent rings of negative potential within S2, the first of which may 

provide a binding interface for the “blocked head” of smooth muscle myosin in the folded head 

state. 

The role of S2 has been previously investigated by studying the ATPase activity of 

smHMM with different length of S2 (Trybus et al. 1997). To stabilize the dimeric form of the 

truncated constructs, the GCN4 leucine zipper was added to the C terminus of the HMM 

constructs. Trybus et al. found that a rod consisting of at least 15 heptads, in addition to both 

myosin heads, was required to achieve complete regulation (> 10-fold) of ATPase activity 

between phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of the RLC. If the S2 region is shortened, 

regulation is partial (<10-fold) or lost. The 2- and 7-heptad HMM dimers had some degree of 

regulation (3 to 5 fold).  

It was thus interpreted that the blocked head needed to interact with the charged surface 

of the rod to maintain the off state. A segment of 15 heptads approximates the length of the 

myosin head. Moreover, a striated muscle rod sequence replaced the smooth muscle rod in a 

chimeric HMM construct, and there was no loss of regulation. The interpretation of this result 

was the interaction may be more dependent on the pattern of charged residues than on a specific 

sequence of polar residues (Trybus et al. 1997).  
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An unwinding region of the coiled-coil at the head-rod junction appears to be an essential 

element for optimal mechanical function as well as regulation of enzymatic activity (Lauzon et 

al. 2001). A leucine zipper which is not able to unwind was placed into the head-rod junction 

immediately after the head (0-heptad zip), the power stroke step size of smooth muscle HMM 

was reduced from ~10 nm to <1 nm; when the leucine zipper was placed after 15 heptads, the 

step size was restored (Lauzon et al. 2001). The dephosphorylated state of smHMM visualized 

by cryo-electron microscopy of two-dimensional crystals has a compact conformation with an 

asymmetric arrangement of the heads (Liu et al. 2003); by negative staining and single particle 

analysis, the rod region has been shown to extend back from the head-rod junction and to run 

between the two heads (Burgess et al. 2007). This arrangement would require an unwinding of 

perhaps 1 to 2 heptads of the coiled coil at the N terminus of S2. The crystal structure of scallop 

myosin S2 shows an unwinding or disordered region of about ~7-heptad in N-terminal of the rod 

(Li et al. 2003). By studying the crystal structure of 126 N-terminal residues of S2 from human 

cardiac myosin ( -myosin II) wild type and E924K mutant, a similar unwinding or partial 

disordering region consisting 12 amino acid has been observed at the N terminus of wild type 

cardiac muscle myosin S2 starting from residue P838; whereas a familial hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy (FHC) associated mutant (E924K) has a stable coiled coil in the same region 

(Blankenfeldt et al. 2006). Those finding suggests that this instability near the head-rod junction 

may be an important feature of class II myosin.  

With a combination of experimental structural data, homology modeling and normal 

mode analysis, 2 to 3 heptads at the head-rod junction were suggested to be necessary for 

coupling the torsional motion of the S1 head with the rod to achieve an optimal inhibited state 

(Tama et al. 2005).  
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Although the striated muscle, smooth muscle, scallop muscle and Tarantula myosin has a 

similar asymmetric structure and head-head interactions at the relaxed state, the structure has yet 

to be visualized on smooth muscle thick filaments. Dephosphorylated state of smooth muscle 

myosin filaments tent to dissociate to the 10 S state in the presence of ATP (Trybus 1989). The 

strain introduced by twisting the separated myosin heads into a compact asymmetric structure 

may be propagated along the rod so that even the assembly-competent light meromyosin is 

subject to small distortions that destabilize the rod-rod interactions in the thick filament 

backbone. 

 

1.4 Electron Tomography and Image Processing 

The biological applications of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on three-

dimensional structure determination include electron crystallography for ordered two 

dimensional (2-D) arrays, Fourier Bessel reconstruction for helical filaments, single particle 

methods for suspensions of macromolecules and macromolecular assemblies and electron 

tomography (ET) for cells, subcellular structures and complex assemblies in situ or in vitro.  

ET is a method for reconstructing the 3-D structure of an object (e.g. a cell or a protein) 

from the 2-D projection images collected using single or double axis tilt series in a TEM. The 

idea of ET was first proposed by Hart (Hart 1968), who named the technique as “polytropic 

montage”. Later cryo-electron microscopy was developed (Glaeser and Taylor 1978) and 

technical requirements for data collection at low dose under cryogenic conditions was met 

(Dubochet et al. 1988). In the 1990s computer-controllable transmission electron microscopy 

became available, and charge-coupled device (CCD) digital camera was adopted, which 

facilitated automated tomography (Koster et al. 1992). Cryo-ET was widely used and became a 
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leading technique to study the 3-D ultrastructure at 5 to 20 nm resolution (Baumeister, 2002) in 

cell biology and structural biology applications.  

The technique is particularly useful in obtain the 3-D structure of amorphous biological 

specimen that lack translational or rotational symmetry. The field of application ranges from 

whole cells (Medalia et al. 2002) to organelles (Nicastro et al. 2000) and viruses over 

macromolecular suspensions (Grunewald et al. 2003). In recent years, cryo-ET was used to 

visualize the spatial organization and interaction of specific macromolecules. For this purpose, 

computational techniques are needed to exact the structural information from a tomogram. 

 

1.4.1 TEM and 3-D Imaging 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a microscopy technique in which a beam of 

electrons traveling through a vacuum in the column and focused by electromagnetic lenses, and 

transmitted through an ultra-thin specimen. Depending on the density of the material present, 

some of the electrons are scattered and removed from the beam. At the bottom of the 

microscope, the unscattered electrons hit a fluorescent screen, a layer of photographic film, or 

are detected by a sensor such as a CCD camera. As a result, each image in TEM is the 2-D 

projection of the specimen.  

In ET, images are obtained from a series of projections of the specimen recorded at 

different angles of tilting. The reconstruction process “stacks” the 2-D images into a common 

volume. In the single axis tilt series, the specimen is rotated about a single fixed axis 

perpendicular to the optical axis in the microscope. The back-projection rays from the different 

images intersect and reinforce one another at the points where mass is found in the original 

structure, and a 3-D tomogram is formed from the volume. 
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One issue affects the quality of the tomogram is the electron dose applied. Organic 

samples and in vitrified ice film are prone to radiation damage caused by the electron beam. 

Although the specimen is placed in liquid nitrogen temperature to reduce radiation damage, high 

electron dosage expose will “burn” the organic material and result the loss of structural details, 

shrinkage and even bubbles within in the sample. Most organic samples can tolerate around 50–

100 electrons per Å2, which is an average of 0.5–1 electron per Å2 per image. In the ET image 

acquisition, the maximum electron dosage for one image is calculated from the total dose an area 

can withstand divided by the number of images in the tilt series. 

The quality of the tomogram also depends on the angular spacing between adjacent 

images and the angular range of the tilt series. The resolution of the tomogram is dependent on 

sampling, and fewer images will result in poorer resolution (See figure 1.9) (Koster et al. 1997). 

Usually, images from tilt series are collected at 1 to 2º angular intervals over an angular range of 

±60 to ±70°. Because the specimen cannot be rotated in a full circle (±90°) as the cryoholder 

does not allow that mechanically, the tomograms lack data for tilts higher than 60 to 70°, leading 

the problem commonly referred to as the “missing wedge” in Fourier space, which results in an 

elongation of the point-spread function along the direction of the optical axis (Midgley et al. 

2007). The effects are seen in the reconstruction as an elongated volume in the direction of the 

missing wedge, or two objects might appear fused to one another (See Figure 1.9 and 1.10a). 

Merging data sets with multiple tilt axes with respect to the specimen could potentially lessen the 

effect (See Figure 1.10b) by reducing the missing wedge to a missing pyramid or missing cone.  

In the alignment of subvolumes extracted from tomographic data, the relative orientation 

of the missing wedge with respect to the tomogram could potentially introduce a bias in favor of 

the wedge orientation and the alignment of arbitrarily oriented objects within the subvolumes 
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may fail. The effect of the missing wedge can be alleviated by taking the overlap into account in 

the normalization of the cross-correlation function (constrained correlation) (Frangakis et al. 

2002), which is known as missing wedge compensation (Forster et al. 2008).  

All in all, the resolution of the reconstruction is determined by the quality of the 

tomogram which depends on how precisely the angular projections are aligned. The signal-to-

noise ratio (contrast of the images), radiation-induced shrinkage or changes in the structure of the 

sample are factors that may disrupt the alignment and hence result in a poor tomogram, or even 

make the reconstruction impossible. 

 

 
Figure 1.9 Illustration of the influence of the tilt range and tilt increment on the quality of 
tomographic reconstructions. With a tilt range of ±90° and an increment of 2° the reconstruction 
is almost identical to the original image; with a tilt range of ±50° and an increment of 5° the 
similarity is very poor. Figure from (Koster et al. 1997) 
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Figure 1.10 Missing wedge effect in electron tomography. (a) Schematic diagrams showing the 
sectors in the Fourier domain which remain unsampled owing to the limited tilt range (here 
±60°). Left: in single-axis tilting there is a ‘missing wedge’; right: in dual-axis tilting this is 
reduced to a ‘missing pyramid’. The more complete sampling significantly reduces the 
distortions in the reconstruction, which are due to the non-isotropic resolution. (b) The artifacts 
resulting from the missing information are illustrated with a thin-walled vesicle. Left: in the 
single axis case, the vesicle walls perpendicular to the tilt axis and the poles of the vesicle are 
poorly represented in the reconstructed volume. Right: in the two-axis case, only the poles of the 
vesicle are affected by the missing information. The same threshold was applied in both cases. 
Figure from (Baumeister 2004) 
 

1.4.2 Classification and Averaging 

The classic electron microscopy imaging methods, such as single-particle reconstruction, 

helical reconstruction and election crystallography, require repetitive structure or multiple copies 

of identical structures to study the 3-D structure. The ET reconstruction of a specimen carries the 

3-D information of a single copy of the structure, and thus carries the promise of studying 

structures with more intrinsic disorder or irregular features. Yet an initial ET reconstruction can 

only reveal structure detail at the cellular level for a thin specimen. The molecular level 
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information must be obtained through further image processing to improve the signal to noise 

ratio.  

The basic ET 3-D reconstruction procedure is first to extract subvolumes from a 

tomogram, align the subvolumes to a common feature of the structure, and classify the 

subvolumes based on the heterogeneous part. The multivariate data analysis (MDA) is used to 

identify patterns in the data, and classify the subvolumes based on the common feature. An 

averaged structure with an improved SNR and structural features can be produced from each 

class, and the missing wedge effect will disappear. There are a number of ways to align the 

subvolumes to the common feature, such as aligning subvolume to subvolume, aligning 

subvolume to global average, and align class average to global average, etc. 

 

1.5 Aims 

Muscle plays a primary role in movement of the body of multicellular organs. Studying 

the nature of muscle contraction at a molecular level will provide understanding of muscular 

malfunction, as well as insights into the basic mechanism of bimolecular motors. The muscle 

myosin Sβ segment is part of the α-helix coiled-coil rod, which plays a significant role in myosin 

II regulation.   

Parallel coiled-coils are generally symmetric structures which would imply that the pair 

of heads of an HMM molecule would lie on opposite sides of the 2-fold axis of the coiled-coil in 

the lowest low energy state. Thermal motion and diffusion would cause the heads to be 

comparatively disordered, which would be desirable in the case of myosin in order for the heads 

to search for actin subunits. It is our hypothesis that the length of the coiled-coil can affect both 

the torsional and bending motions that comprise this movement. Torsional motion is implied by 
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any arrangement in which both heads of the HMM come to lie on the same side of their S2 

domain. Two such arrangements are the inhibited conformation of myosin II found in smHMM 

as well as thick filaments, and two headed binding of myosin heads to actin in rigor and even in 

contracting muscle. It has already been suggested that stability of the head-rod junction may be 

an important feature in myosin II for the head folding in the “off” state (Tama et al. 2005), and it 

was further suggested that torsional rigidity of the rod affects the ability of S1 heads to achieve 

an optimal inhibited state (Tama et al. 2005). Understanding the torsional rigidity of S2 will help 

to determine how it contributes to the stabilization of the “off” state.  However, no experimental 

data exists that measures the torsional flexibility of S2 or even of individual α-helices and 

couples the result with predictions of the twisting motion of the heads. 

In this study, we visualized the smHMM attaching to actin filaments by cryo-ET and 3-D 

reconstruction. We use recombinant constructs of smHMM that have wild type length and a 

minimal length of S2 that has been shown to retain any regulation, i.e. two heptads of native 

sequence combined with a leucine zipper (Trybus et al. 1997). We also study two states of 

smHMM making a total of four samples: 2hepzip HMM in ADP, 2hepzip HMM in rigor, wild-

type HMM in ADP and wild-type HMM in rigor. We investigated the effect of different length 

of S2 on the formation of 2-headed myosin attachments to actin. The myosin head has its 

strongest binding affinity to actin in the rigor state; while in the presence of ADP, it has less 

binding affinity, and thus we expect there should be less two headed binding. Moreover, the 

torsional rigidity depends on the length. Our prediction is that when the S2 is shorter, it becomes 

more rigid for S2 to twist, and as a result there is less two headed binding with the shorter S2. 
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It has been claimed that the torsional flexibility of S2 is a key mechanical parameter for 

myosin II regulation, especially to achieve the folded, inhibited conformation. My result 

described below will thus provide insight into the role of S2 in myosin II regulation. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND DATA COLLECTION 

2.1 Sample Preparation 

The two constructs of smHMM were prepared, expressed and purified by Dr.Trybus’ 

group. All constructs were expressed in Sf9 insect cells using a Baculovirus expression system. 

Most of the smHMM constructs were made with a C-terminal Flag-tag and purified using 

affinity chromatography with an anti-Flag tag antibody. Some wild type smHMM was expressed 

with a C-terminal His tag and purified using Ni-NTA affinity chromatography. All smHMM was 

thiophosphorylated on the RLC to eliminate any formation of the folded, inhibited conformation. 

After expression, purification and thiophosphorylation the protein was stored in 50% glycerol, 50 

mM NaCl, 5.7 mM Hepes, 15 mM EGTA, and 1.5 mM ATP S at a protein concentration of 0.86 

mg/ml. smHMM with two different lengths of S2 were used, full length and 2hepzip. 

Actin was prepared from Rabbit muscle acetone powder and depolymerized into G-actin. 

HMM concentration was 0.86 mg/ml and actin concentration was 1.2 mg/ml. 

Lipids used for the monolayer was DLPC (Avanti Polar Lipids) and DDDMA (Eastman 

Kodak). These were dissolved in chloroform at 1 mg/ml. A solution of 80% DLPC and 20% 

DDDMA diluted to 0.5 mg/ml will be used to form the monolayer.  

Actin and HMM were premixed in 20 mM Na2HPO4, 80 mM KCl, 1 mM EGTA, 2 mM 

MgCl2, pH 8.0 at a concentration of 0.024 mg/ml and 0.029 mg/ml, respectively. The protein 

solution was pipetted into 5 mm x 1 mm wells (~ 25 μl/each) in a Teflon block and 1 μl of lipid 

solution was applied to the surface. The block was then sealed with Parafilm inside a glass Petri 

dish in humid environment. Sample set up and storage were carried out in a 4 ˚C cold room.  
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EM samples were made by placing a grid with a reticulated carbon film onto the surface 

of the solution, lifting the grid plus monolayer sample and plunge freezing for cryo-EM. We 

used a home built plunge freezer mounted in a 4 ˚C cold room. 

 

2.2 Cryo-Electron Tomography 

The EM grids for data collection on the Titan-Krios were mounted in a cartridge and then 

placed in a cassette cooled with liquid nitrogen. The tilt series were collected under low dose 

conditions in an FEI Titin-Krios electron microscope operated at 300kV. Specimen temperature 

was around ˗190°C. Single-axis tilt series were collected from frozen-hydrated specimens at 

26,000x magnification with a Gatan Tridem Image Filter 2048 x 2048 pixel GIF CCD camera 

and the associated FEI Batch Tomography software; the pixel size at the specimen level was 5.5 

Å. The angular range of the tilt series (~ 64 images for 2 degree increment and ~120 images for 

Saxton scheme) ranged from -65° to +65°. The tilt series was collected starting at 0° and 

progressing to +65°, returning 0° and progressing to -65°. The cumulative dose of the tilt series 

was about 80 ~100 e-/Å2. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE THREE DIMENTIONAL IMAGE PROCESSING 

 

The processing of tilt series image data collected for electron tomography is generally a 

complicated process, involving multiple steps. For this study the processing involved the 

following steps: (1) aligning the collected tilt series images by marker free alignment, and 

computing of tomogram by weighted back-projection. (2) Segmenting of the subvolumes from 

the tomograms. The subvolume centers are first picked by hand to provide a trace of the 

filament. Subsequently computer scripts used this trace to determine a center for each actin 

subunit in the filament. (3) Aligning the subvolumes to a feature held in common among all 

members. (4) Clustering groups of subvolumes that are homogeneous with respect to specific 

features in order to characterize the heterogeneity. In this study the common feature is the actin 

filaments, and the heterogeneous feature is the myosin head. The subvolumes were aligned based 

on the F-actin symmetry utilizing convolution and least squares fitting to smooth the subvolume 

centers and Euler angles based on F-actin symmetry to improve the alignment. The subvolume 

alignment was done in a way that enabled all the bound myosin heads to be identified in a single 

classification step.  (5) Following identification of the bound myosin heads, the different types of 

attachment are determined. These include 2-headed attachments, 1-headed attachments with one 

free head, which may or may not have an accessible, unlabeled actin subunit, and 1-headed 

attachments that have no unbound second head (dedimerized smHMM). Those steps are show in 

Figure 3.1. This chapter is going to explain each step in detail. 

To clarify, the term alignment is used in two different stages in this study. In tomogram 

alignment, it refers to the correction of relative shifts and rotation between the projected images 
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of the tilt series and refinement of specimen geometry. In subvolume alignment, it refers to the 

determination of the translation and angular orientation of each subvolume relative to the 

reference. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Flowchart for processing of the subvolumes through tilt series alignment, subvolume 
alignment by classification method and classification of the subvolumes. 

3.1 Marker Free Alignment 

In ET, images are obtained from a series of projections of the specimen recorded from 

different angles by tilting about a fixed axis. The 3-D reconstruction is obtained by reprojecting 

the 2-D projection images into a common volume (back projection volume). The final step 

involves applying a filter to reweight the Fourier transform of the back projection volume.  
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Prior to computing the tomogram, the projections need to be aligned by the features or 

the mass found in the original structure, so that features in common to all projections will back 

project to the same location. The tilt series images in this study were aligned by the marker free 

alignment method using PROTOMO 2.3.1 (Winkler and Taylor 2006). The method uses the 

cross-correlation technique to match images, which are the low-pass and high-pass filtered 

micrographs from a tilt series. There are two steps of alignment, in which the image at 0º tilt is 

selected to define a reference coordinate system; the coordinates of images from tilted specimens 

are adjusted to fit.  

The first step is the coarse alignment in which each image is aligned to the proceeding 

image in a tilt series by cross-correlation, and the image that is recorded at the lower tilt angle is 

always used as the reference. Translational shifts only are made to correct the misalignment and 

the alignment is done from 0º tilt to maximum negative tilt, and then from 0º tilt to maximum 

positive tilt.  

The second step is the refinement procedure. Firstly, the image that is the positive tilt 

angle closest to the 0º tilt image is aligned to the 0º tilt image by area matching. Area matching 

uses a complicated optimization algorithm to distort the image being aligned along a pair of 

vectors, which start orthogonal to each other and with equal scale, but are varied in both scale 

and direction; the included angle can vary during this step. After the first positive tilt image is 

aligned, the image with the lowest negative tilt angle is aligned to the 0º tilt image using area 

matching. After the lowest positive and negative tilt images are area matched, the aligned images 

are back projected into a volume and weighted. The alignment references for the next pair of tilt 

series images at the higher tilt angles are obtained by reprojecting this volume in the direction of 

the next higher positive and negative tilt images to be aligned (Figure 3.2).  The next images to 
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be aligned are selected from the remaining recorded image and closest to 0º tilt; after aligning 

each pair of images, the already aligned images were reprojected to construct the alignment 

reference for next pair of images (See Figure 3.2). Area matching continues until all images have 

been aligned and area matched.  

Besides translational shift and overall rotation angles, PROTOMO determines a set of 

transformations that define the specimen and data collection geometries. Ideally, the distortion 

matrix for each image obtained by area matching can be explained fully by the microscope data 

collection geometry as well as the orientation of the specimen with respect to the data collection 

geometry. To do this, a singular value decomposition is computed from the distortion matrix and 

the singular values used to obtain a set of transformations that define the specimen and data 

collection geometries. The transformations generally include a refinement of the tilt azimuth, 

defined with respect to the lattice of image pixels, and if the tilt series is collected in two separate 

groups, i.e. from 0° to θmax followed by 0° to θmin, two separate Euler transformations that 

account for the orientation of the specimen with respect to the microscope geometry. By 

computing two sets of orientation transformations, the mechanical backlash in the goniometer 

can be determined. If the tilt series is collected from θmin to θmax in one pass, only a single set of 

Euler angles is computed to account for specimen orientation. It is also possible during area 

matching to determine the amount that the tilt axis deviates from exact orthogonality with respect 

to the optical axis, termed the elevation, though generally, this angle is small enough to be 

ignored. 
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Figure 3.2 An illustration of the refinement step (area matching) of PROTOMO. Images are 
matched by a defined area using the cross-correlation technique. The image that is closest to 0º 
tilt is aligned to the 0º tilt image (1º and -1 º image aligned to 0 º image in the figure), then a 
backprojection volume is generated. All the previously aligned images are reprojected to obtain 
the alignment reference for next images (2º and -2º). This process continues until all images have 
been fit. 

 

The part of the distortion that cannot be explained by these angles is plotted in the .cof.ps 

file which in interpreted as the fitting residual. The residuals are used to assess the progress of 

the refinement. Generally, the alignment is considered to have converged when the residuals are 
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less than ±1% though the amounts are generally higher for the higher tilt images. Yet this 1% 

rule only applies to good tilt series. Not all tilt series are able to achieve this. Ideally, transfer ice 

on the specimen surface should be absent in the matching area because its center is different 

from the rest of the specimen. If the specimen is in a hole, the edge of the carbon film should be 

masked out for the same reason.  

 

 
Figure 3.3 The two singular values of the correction matrix are plotted for each image in the tilt 
series after the first iteration of area matching and after the last iteration for a tilt series.The 
values are a measure for the magnitude of the correction applied to the geometry parameters. A 
singular values of 1 means no correction is needed. (A) The values of the first iteration. When 
the singular value exceed a defined maximum (0.04 in this set of data), the program stops and 
compute the angular correlations for the next iteration. (B) The value of the last iteration. Once 
convergence is met, ideally correction values deviate less than 1% from 1; in (B), one correction 
value is slightly larger than 1% (Winkler and Taylor 2006). This plot was done by my MATLAB 
script plot_cof.m. 

 

It is common practice to collect tilt series in two steps, 0º to maximum negative tilt angle, 

followed by 0º to maximum positive angle. Mechanical backlash in the goniometer causes an 

offset in the tilt angles of the two sets. PROMOTO assumes that the increments between tilt 
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angles are accurate, but not the angles themselves. The area matching protocol determines both 

the degree of backlash and the amount that the specimen departs from perpendicular to the 

optical axis at 0º. It can also determine the amount that the tilt axis itself departs from 

perpendicular to the optical axis. This is all determined by a least square fit to the distortion 

matrix. 

 

3.2 Raw Subvolume Picking  

Particle picking and 3-D reconstructions were obtained using the I3 software package for 

subvolume processing. I first selected more than 10 points by hand along the center of each 

individual actin filament. The original selection of points is always from left to right if the 

filaments are horizontal, or from top to bottom if the filaments are vertical. These points were 

then fit to a curve to output a series of points along each filament at intervals of 27.5 Å or 5 

pixels (python scripts kindly provided by Dr. Zhong Huang). The initial x, y and z coordinates of 

the raw subvolumes are thus determined, and they will be used to determine an initial set of 

Euler angles. Although a set of Euler angles were also giving by Dr. Huang’s scripts, they were 

not used in my application. 

 

3.2.1 Initial Euler angles and Rotation Matrix Determination  

In order to describe the position of a rigid object in a 3-D Euclidean space coordinate 

system, the x, y and z coordinates are needed as well as the orientation of the object. To describe 

such an orientation, three parameters are required, and they can be given in several ways. The 

angular transformation can be described by its three Euler angles. Euler angles are also used to 
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represent the orientation of one frame of reference relative to another. Another way is by the 3 x 

3 transformation matrix.  

Any orientation can be achieved by applying in sequence three elemental rotations. 

Equivalently, any rotation matrix R can be decomposed as a product of three elemental rotation 

matrices. For example: � = � � �  

is a rotation matrix that may be used to represent a composition of intrinsic rotations 

about axes x-y’-z”. The Rx, Ry and Rz are the elemental rotations about one of the axes, and the 

Euler angles (α,  and ) are the three angles in the three elemental rotations. In the example, 

there is a first rotation about x by an angle α, a second rotation about y by an angle , and a last 

rotation about z by an angle ; after each rotation, the axes are changed, and y’ and z” are the 

new axes after previous rotation(s).  

A general rotation matrix have the form: 

� = [� � �� � �� � � ] 
Both the definition of the elemental rotation matrix Rx, Ry, Rz and their multiplication 

order depend on the choices taken by the user about the definition of both rotation matrices and 

Euler angles (α,  and ). Different sets of conventions are adopted by users in different contexts. 

The subvolume alignment software I3 uses one version of the definition of the elemental 

rotation matrix. 

A rotation of θ radians about the x-axis is defined as 

� � = [ cos � sin �− sin � cos �] 
Similarly, a rotation of θ radians about the y-axis is defined as 
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� � = [cos � − sin �sin � cos � ] 
Finally, a rotation of θ radians about the z-axis is defined as 

� � = [ cos � sin �− sin � cos � ] 
The software I3 used in this study applies three successive rotation matrices about the axes 

z-x-z, without using the rotation about the axis y. The rotation matrix R is generated by 

multiplying the three matrices generated by rotations about the axes: 

� = � � � = [ cos sin− sin cos ] [ cos sin− sin cos ] [ cos sin− sin cos ] 
Where there is a first rotation about z by an angle α, a second rotation about x’ by an 

angle , and a last rotation about z” again by an angle .  

This yields the conversion from Euler angle to the rotation matrix: 

� = [ cos cos − cos sin sin cos sin + cos cos sin sin sin− cos cos − cos cos sin cos cos cos − sin sin cos sinsin sin − cos sin cos ] 
It can also be written as: 

� = [ � � − � � � � � + � � � � �−� � − � � � � � � − � � � �� � −� � � ] 
In this study, the angles α and  are the polar angles of the subvolumes, and the third 

angle  is the spin angle. The polar angles define the direction of any symmetry axis, in this case 

the helical axis, and the spin angle the rotation about the helical axis. In the procedure to 

determine the initial rotation matrix, the polar angles are calculated by the vector from x, y and z 

coordinates of successive subvolumes. 
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Conversely, the Euler angles can be obtained from the 3 by 3 rotation matrix. The 

calculations are as follows: β=cos− cos = cos− �  

= sin− ( sin sinsin cos− cos ) = sin− ( �sin cos− � ) 

= sin− ( sin sinsin cos− cos ) = sin− ( �sin cos− � ) 

Where R13, R31 and R33 are the elements from the rotational matrix. A MATLAB script 

has been written based on those functions (refine_angle.m). Only the two polar angles for the 

subvolumes are determined from the coordinate centers of the subvolumes.  

An initial orientation transformation was determined using the vector between successive 

points to specify the direction of filament axis and a spin about this axis of 166.67°. As a result, 

the spin angles between successive subvolumes have a difference of 166.67. The orientation 

transformation is applied in the form of rotation matrix. Note that this angular difference is 

opposite in sign to the rotation along the genetic helix needed to generate the actin filament from 

actin subunits. The change in sign is necessitated by the fact that the spin angle used here is the 

angle needed to bring the individual actin subunits into alignment which is opposite to the spin 

angle needed to generate the filament from a single subunit. 

The subvolumes were generated based on the x, y and z coordinates and the rotation 

matrix. The size of the subvolumes here is 64×64×144 pixels in X-Y-Z, and the filaments axis is 

orientated parallel to the Z axis or perpendicular to the X-Y plane. The chosen length of Z is 

sufficient to accommodate 28 actin subunits. These subvolumes constituted the “particles” for 

the subsequent alignment and classification procedures.  
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A set of scripts was written to prepare the .trf file (transformation file) for the subvolume 

alignment (see Table 3.1). As the coordinates obtained from i3-display and the spline curve 

fitting program are integers, they are further processed by a convolution scripts (smooth_pos.m). 

This scripts convolute the coordinates by local averaging to determine the decimal part of the 

coordinates, so that the center of the subvolumes form a smooth curve along the filament and 

thus more precise. 

 

Table 3.1 Python scripts (.py), Shell scripts (.sh) and MATLAB script (.m) to prepare the .trf file 
(coordinates and rotation matrix) for the subvolume alignment. The filaments that are oriented 
vertical or of opposite polarity are processed with different versions of those scripts shown 
above. The detailed scripts are in Appendix B.
 Scripts Name Description 
sxextract_segments.py Fit selected points (x, y and z coordinates) to a spline 

curve, and output a series of points along each filament 
with a defined interval to trf file. A set of initial rotation 
matrix is also written to the trf file (python scripts by 
Zhong Huang) 

trf_analysis.sh Get the coordinates from the trf file. 
smooth_pos.m The output from sxextract_segments.py are integer. 

Smooth the coordinates, so that they have the decimal 
part.  

refine_angle.m Calculate the Euler angles from smoothed coordinates. 
trf_rebuild.sh Rebuild trf file from smoothed coordinates and 

recalculated rotation matrix from Euler angles. This 
recalculated trf file will be used for the initial 
subvolume alignment. 

trf_clean.sh Clean the unwanted files from the directory  
 

3.2.2 Polarity Determination 

An initial orientation transformation was made to all raw subvolumes of one filament to 

orientate them the same way. However, actin filaments are polar structures with (+) and (-) ends. 

Thus, different filaments can be oriented either parallel or antiparallel to a reference filament. In 

order to pursue the high-resolution 3-D reconstruction, I need the population of segmented actin 
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filaments to have the same orientation. Neither the resolution of the actin filaments alone either 

in the raw tomogram or the global average of a filament is high enough to identify the polarity of 

the filaments. It is necessary to use the myosin head orientation to differentiate the polarity.  

To determine the polarity of each actin filament, the subvolumes from each filament were 

first aligned to generate a recognizable actin filament using the alignment by classification 

method (Winkler et al. 2009). Because the subvolumes for each filament are spaced by actin 

subunits following the 5.9 nm genetic helix, the procedure effectively aligns each actin subunit 

of any filament to a single site. For more detail about subvolume alignment, please refer to 3.3.  

After alignment on the actin filament, a global average of each filament was generated 

from which the bound myosin S1 heads were visible in the global average. The bound position 

and the angle of the myosin head were used to determine the polarity of the filament, because in 

the strong binding states, which include the rigor and the ADP bound states, the myosin head has 

a well-defined orientation with respect to filament axis. 

A shell script has been written to generate the global average of the subvolumes of each 

filament from its coordinate and initial rotation matrix file (polar_test.sh). The bound head can 

be visualized from the global average, and the polarity of each filament can be thus determined. 

A python script was used to reverse the direction of filaments by operating on the .trf file 

(written by Dr. Zhong Huang). The reverse is done when a filament has an opposite polarity 

compared to the other filaments. 
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3.3 Subvolume Alignment 

Subvolumes from each data set were analyzed using the volumetric data processing 

package I3,  version 0.9.5 (Winkler 2007). The alignment of the subvolumes used the alignment 

by classification method, and included missing wedge compensation (Winkler et al. 2009).  

The purpose of subvolume alignment is to select a subvolume for every actin subunit 

following the actin genetic helix, and align those subvolumes to superimpose every actin subunit 

on a single site. By analyzing the myosin head attachment situation (head vs no head) on this site 

from all aligned subvolumes, I was able to identify the myosin binding state of each actin subunit 

in each actin filaments. Moreover, by application of a smoothing application based on the actin 

subunit spacing and rotation angles, refinement of the coordinates and Euler angles of 

subvolumes can be done to improve alignment accuracy. 

The procedure to align on the actin filament uses the alignment by classification method 

(See Figure 3.3) (Winkler et al. 2009). In this method, differences of aligned voxels are separated 

by classification. Class averages are aligned with respect to each other, and the resulting 

alignment transformations are then applied to the raw subvolumes, at which point a new cycle of 

the iterative procedure can be started.  

At the beginning of each cycle, the subvolumes were first stacked to generate a global 

average, then a cylindrical mask was applied to the global average in order to generate the initial 

alignment reference. The cylinder mask has a diameter of 16 pixels and the height is the same 

length as the subvolume along the z axis. The pixel size of my tomogram is 5.4 Ǻ per pixel, and 

the diameter of the actin filament is about 80 Ǻ. The cylinder mask is restricted to the diameter 

of the actin filaments, so that voxels largely representing the actin filament were utilized in the 

alignment. The same region of the actin filament was also restricted for MDA and classification. 
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An eigenvector/eigenvalue decomposition was performed and factorial coordinates of each 

subvolume were computed. These factorial coordinates are usually called eigenvectors and the 

amount of the image variance contained within each is the eigenvalue. 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Flowchart of the alignment by classification protocol. Modified from (Winkler et al. 
2009) 
 

 
Figure 3.5 Illustration of grid search for polar alignment (precession angle, blue; nutation angle. 
green) and spin alignment (orange). Figure is reproduced from I3 Subvolume Processing 
Tutorial v. 0.9. Precession is a change in the orientation of the rotational axis of a rotation body. 
Nutation is a rocking motion in the axis of rotation object. Spin is the rotation about the polar 
vector. 
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All subvolumes were first aligned to a single reference. One tomogram was processed 

first (h_10 from 2hepzip_ADP), and in each cycle, the single reference for the alignment of 

subvolumes from all tomograms is the global average of its subvolumes from the tomogram. In 

the initial cycle, the global average (or the reference) within the mask is a smooth cylinder with 

an apodized edge. I use it as the initial reference volume to avoid any model bias in image 

alignment and reconstruction. The transitional alignment, polar alignment and spin alignment 

were applied alternatively in each cycles, and after every cycle, a new reference volume was 

made from global average with the cylinder mask. After about 30 cycles of alignment, the global 

average shows a fish bone shape, and this density was used for alignment of the subvolumes 

from other tomograms. As a result, the actin subunits from all subvolumes of the different 

filaments and samples are superimposed onto every other actin subunit at one site. 

For aligning the subvolumes to the initial reference, and aligning the class averages to 

each other, there are three types of alignment, which are translational alignment, polar alignment 

and spin alignment. In translational alignment, the coordinates of the raw subvolume shifts to 

match the reference image, but the Euler angles are not changed. Polar alignment searches the 

direction of the rotation axis in concentric cones with a defined nutation/precession angle and 

angular step; the polar angle defines any special direction in the object, such as a rotation axis or 

a helical axis in this case. Spin alignment searches rotationally about the polar axis with an 

angular range and step size (Figure 3.5). The step size for the precession angle is assumed to be 

the same as the step size for the nutation angle in I3. 

In my application, for each cycle, only one type of movement was done, so as to avoid 

computational complexity and save computer time; the shift of the center is only allowed in 

transitional alignment and was limited to 2 pixels in any direction; for the cycles that do polar or 
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spin alignment, the shift of the center is not allowed. The angular range (nutation/precession 

angle) for polar alignment was 30º initially and was gradually reduced to 5º after ~20 cycles (see 

Figure 3.4). The angular range for the spin alignment was 180º initially and was gradually reduce 

to 10º after ~20 cycles. The step size for polar and spin alignments were also reduced to 1º in 

later cycles for the purpose of fine alignment.  

The alignment cycles were repeated until a distinct actin filament was shown in the 

global average. However, due to low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is the nature of the cryo-

ET, the coordinates of some raw subvolumes would shift along the polar axis to a separation 

greater than 5 pixel apart, an amount equal to the predicted actin subunit spacing. In addition, 

some subvolumes shifted radially very considerably from the track of the actin filaments in the 

original tomogram (outliers), which means those subvolumes no longer contain the actin 

filament. The polar angle and the spin angle of those outliers are also corrupted. More cycles of 

alignment would be unlikely to correct those outliers or move them back to the center of the 

actin filaments. Instead, I developed a convolution application to correct the coordinates and the 

first two Euler angles (which define the polar orientation) by smoothing the large oscillations in 

angle. The spin angle is also smoothed, to enforce a fixed angular difference along successive 

subvolumes from each actin filament. The convolution application will be explained in greater 

detail in section 3.4. 

 

3.4 Subvolume Coordinates and Euler Angles Convolution 

The convolution application was used to correct and refine the coordinates and the Euler 

angles based on the helix symmetry of F-actin. The spacing between actin subunits in F-actin is 

usually defined based on X-ray fiber diffraction and found to be fixed and changes very little 
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even when the filaments are placed under tension. A single actin filament can withstand an 

elongation force of about 110-250 pN before breaking, and it only stretches about 0.2-0.3% 

under these forces (Mitran and Young 2011). The actin filament bends more easily in 

comparison to stretching, but is still quite stiff. Its flexural rigidity has been found to be on the 

order of 10-26 pN/nm2, between a persistence length of 10-β0 μm (Gittes et al. 1993, Mitran and 

Young 2011). 

Unlike the actin subunit spacing, the spin angle between actin subunits is not fixed but 

can vary both within a single filament (Egelman and Derosier 1992) and between different 

filaments because actin filaments with different helical symmetry are known in nature, e.g. 13/6 

for vertebrate skeletal muscle actin and 28/13 for insect flight muscle actin. Although the spin 

angle is not fixed, it must be smoothly varying, otherwise, high resolution filament structures 

would be impossible to obtain, whereas there have recently been reported several structures at 

subnanometer resolution (Holmes et al. 1990, Volkmann et al. 2001, Fujii et al. 2010).  

However, in electron micrographs, image distortions described as pincushion, barrel and 

spiral exist as well as non-uniform image magnification. Consequently, the spacing between 

actin subunits may not be a single value in all filaments within a tomogram even when perfectly 

aligned. The purpose of convoluting the subvolume coordinates is to make them follow a 

smoothed curve with a uniform or at least smoothly varying spacing in all filaments. 

Convoluting the first two Euler angles is to make the neighboring raw subvolumes change polar 

angles gradually. Convoluting the spin angle (the third Euler angle) is to enforce a fixed angular 

difference along successive subvolumes from each actin filament. The spin angle convolution 

retains the total amount of rotation for a given filament while removing the rapid oscillation 

observed in the subvolume angular alignment.  
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The convolution application on coordinates and polar angles uses a robust version of 

‘LOESS’ and the script was written in MATLAB using the MATLAB function smooth. 

LOWESS and LOESS are derived from the term “locally weighted scatter plot smooth”, and is a 

method that is also known as locally weighted polynomial regression (Cleveland and Devlin 

1988, Cleveland 1979). At each point in the data set, a low-degree polynomial is fitted to a 

subset of the data, with explanatory variable values near the point whose response is being 

estimated and less weight to points further away.  

 LOWESS uses a linear polynomial, while LOESS is a later generalization of LOWESS 

and uses a quadratic polynomial. The polynomial is fitted using weighted least squares, giving 

more weight to points near the location whose response is being estimated and less weight to 

points further away. The process is weighted because a regression weighting function is defined 

for the data points contained within the span. The value of the regression function for the point is 

then obtained by evaluating the local polynomial using the explanatory variable values for that 

data point. The LOESS fit is complete after the regression function values have been computed 

for each of the data points. Many of the details of this method, such as the degree of the 

polynomial model and the weights, are flexible.  

 In this study, I used MATLAB option ‘rloess’ with a span of 0.1 to 0.5. The parameter of 

the span decides the total number of data points in percentage to fit locally to the 2nd degree 

polynomial model. In addition to the regression weighting function that uses local regression 

with weighted linear least square and 2nd degree polynomial model, the ‘rloess’ uses a robust 

procedure that is not influenced by a small fraction of outliers. If the data contains outliers 

(noisy), the smoothed values can become distorted, and not reflect the behavior of the bulk of the 

neighboring data points. The robust methods include an additional calculation of robust weights, 
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which is to assign lower weight to outliers in the regression and zero weight to data outside six 

mean absolute deviations. As a result, the outliers have less influence on the output. 

 

Table 3.2 Shell scripts (.sh), MATLAB script (.m) for coordinates’ analysis, smooth and 
refinement. The filaments that are oriented vertical or are opposite polarity are processed with 
different versions of those scripts and not shown above. The detailed scripts are in Appendix B. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before applying the convolution on the coordinates, the spacing of the subvolume was 

analyzed (trf_analysis.m). If the spacing between two subvolumes is too small (<2.5 pixel), I 

regard the two subvolumes as overlapping. One of the coordinates is removed; if the spacing 

Scripts Name Description 
trf_analysis.sh Extract coordinates for each filament from I3 output file, and 

sort them by x or y position along the filament. Compute Euler 
angles from trf file. The coordinates and rotation matrix are 
stored in trf files. 

trf_analysis.m Use sorted trf file and Euler angles to compute the spacing 
between the neighboring raw subvolume and the difference 
between their spin angles. 

trf_modify.m Remove duplicate subvolumes (subvolume spacing < 2.5 pixel), 
add new subvolumes between two subvolumes more than 7.5 
pixel apart. Plot the coordinates before and after modification. 

dat_analysis.m Do statistical analysis and plotting on spacing between the 
neighboring raw subvolume and the difference in spin angles. 
Plot the coordinate in 3-D, and plot the Euler angles distribution. 

trf_smooth.m Apply smoothing to the coordinates of each raw subvolume to 
make them follow a smooth curve and more evenly spaced. Plot 
the coordinate before and after smoothing. 

Euler_smooth.m Apply smoothing to the first two Euler angles (polar angles) to 
make neighboring raw motif change angles gradually. Fit the 
third Euler angle (spin angle) to apply a 166.67 angular 
difference along successive subvolumes from each actin 
filament. 

refine_angle.m Compute the first two Euler angles by coordinates of successive 
raw subvolumes. The result can be compared with smoothed to 
verify the smoothing result.  

dat_rebuild.m Rebuild .dat file from smoothed coordinates and Euler angles, so 
that dat_analysis.m can analyze the spacing and Euler angles. 

trf_rebuild.sh Rebuild trf file from smoothed coordinates and Euler angles. 
The new trf file can be used in I3. 
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between two subvolume is too large (>7.5 pixel), I regard there is at least one subvolume missing 

between them, and one or more subvolumes are inserted by adding new coordinate between them 

based on spacing. The later one usually happens when the signal to noise ratio (contrast) of the 3-

D volume is very low. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Flowchart of subvolume alignment and convolution application. The subvolume 
alignment was done by I3 and convolution was done by MATLAB scripts. They have been 
carried out alternately. There is no restriction on how many cycles of both are needed to achieve 
a satisfactory result.  

 

The convolution of the spin angle uses robust linear least-squares fitting method script 

written in MATLAB using the MATLAB function fit. The script fits the spin angles of each 

filament to a straight line. The slope for the fitting is obtained by determining the difference 

between spin angles of two successive subvolumes along a filament. At beginning, the 
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convolution was to apply a fixed angular change along each filament; later, the angular change 

was enforced to be 166.67º. 

 

3.5 Classification on MD Head 

After several cycles of subvolume alignment and convolution operation, every actin 

subunit is expected to stack on a single site. At this point in the process a new reference was 

made from an atomic structure of F-actin. Firstly, a F-actin electron density was made by fitting 

the F-actin atomic structure (Fujii et al. 2010) to the global average from one state 

(2hepzip_ADP), then produce the electron density from the atomic structure. An electron density 

of decorated F-actin (F-actin with S1 head) was made by fitting the atomic structure of F-actin 

with S1 head to the same global average and produce the electron density from the atomic 

structure. A difference map was computed to show the S1 head density by subtracting the F-actin 

density from the decorated F-actin density. The S1 head density is shown in the result. A new 

alignment reference was made by recombining the F-actin density at full-weight and the S1 head 

density at half weight in order to account for the lack of myosin saturation of actin binding sites. 

This new reference was used for a few more cycles of subvolume alignment and convolution. 

Before submitting the result to an open source, a standard actin model was made to match 

the coordinates of published data. The shift and spin between standard model and the alignment 

template was measured, and the transition was applied to all subvolumes. 

The ultimate goal of this research is to distinguish the numbers of HMM molecules 

bound to actin by one head from those bound by two heads in each of the four samples. There are 

three binding states of 2-headed myosin: (1) 2-headed attachment, (2) 1-headed attachment with 

an occupied actin subunit blocking the second head from binding, and (3) one headed binding 
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with an unoccupied actin subunit (See Figure 3.8A). The myosin in state (2) experiences a so-

called parking problem. I need to compare the number of subvolumes from states (1) and state 

(3).  

Initially, a myosin bound vs. myosin free actin classification was carried out by I3, and 

this procedure identifies all the actin subunits in each of the four states that have a myosin S1 

head bound to the target actin. 

 

3.5.1 Single S1 Head Classification 

A binary mask was made to the S1 head attached to the target actin subunit. This actin 

subunit is designated (0). Using the difference map computed by subtracting the F-actin density 

from the decorated F-actin density, which shows the S1 head densities, an oval shape mask was 

made to cover one of the S1 head density alone. The oval shape mask was initially made by 

dilating and shrinking the density of a myosin motor domain. The mask was made Boolean, i.e. 

containing only the values 1 and 0, and used as the S1 head mask to identify the decoration status 

of the target actin subunits (See Figure 3.7).  

A mask is used for the classification process, to confine the classification to the voxels 

inside mask from all subvolumes. These voxels inside the mask are used for the singular value 

decomposition and subvolume classification. Subvolumes were classified based on the structure 

inside the mask to identify the actin subunits with bound myosin.  

After one cycle of classification by I3, the subvolumes were grouped into 4 classes, and 

they were further separated into 2 groups depending upon whether there is a head within the 

mask; one group has a head bound, the other does not. From the result, I can determine the head 

binding status of each actin subunit. 
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Figure 3.7 The S1 mask (blue) over the global average of HMM rigor subvolumes in single S1 
head classification. In the classification, only the voxels inside of the mask contribute to the 
singular value decomposition and subvolume classification. The window size is 64x64x144.   

 

3.5.2 The Three Sites Binding Algorithm 

The initial myosin bound vs. myosin free classification carried out by I3 identifies all the 

actin subunits in a particular state that have a myosin head bound to the target actin. However, 

the problem is to determine the relative number of 1-headed and 2-headed attachments occurring 

for any given state.  As a result, in addition to obtaining the pattern of actin subunits with a 

myosin head bound, I need to consider the myosin head attachments on the two adjacent actin 

subunits, one at (-) side and the other at (+) side along the long pitch helix, which are 10 pixels 

away from the target actin subunit (0), the (+) or (-) designation being determined by whether the 

subunit is on the barbed-end side (+) or the pointed-end side (-). In this study, those three actin 

subunits are referred as (-), (0) and (+), and the myosin head attachment status of those three 

actin subunits is referred as 3-site binding status. There are a total of eight different ways that 0-3 

myosin heads can be arranged on three successive actin subunits along the long pitch helix. 
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These eight ways can be designated using the numbers 0 and 1. Thus, the eight arrangements are 

designated 000, 100, 010, 001, 110, 101, 011, and 111. Only four of these have actin subunit (0) 

bound to a myosin head and thus need to be considered for  3-site binding status: (1) all three 

actin subunits, i.e. (-), (0) and (+) have a myosin head bound (111); (2) actin subunits (-) and (0) 

have a myosin bound, the (+) subunit is free (110); (3) actin subunits (0) and (+) have an actin 

subunit bound, the (-) subunit is free (011); and (4) only actin subunit 0 has a myosin head bound 

(010). Arrangements 111, 110, and 011 must be tested for two-headed binding. Arrangement 010 

is already defined as single headed binding with available actin sites that were ignored by the 

free myosin head.  

The analytical problem can be described in the following way. From the bound head 

classification, every actin subunit that has a myosin head bound is identified one time and one 

time only on actin subunit (0). However, each bound head can also appear on actin subunits (+) 

and (-) because the alignment is done over filament segments 28 subunits in length. For myosins 

bound with two heads, both the leading (on the barbed end side) and the trailing (on the pointed 

end side) heads appear once on actin (0). However, when the leading head appears on actin 

subunit (0), its trailing head appears on actin subunit (-) and when the trailing head appears on 

actin subunit (0), its leading head appears on actin subunit (+). Thus, 2-head-bound myosins can 

be determined by two independent classifications, which in theory should produce the same 

result, absent any other effects. 

Because the initial myosin bound vs. myosin free classification carried out by I3 is 

performed on a data set with each actin subunit aligned on one site, the 3-site binding status can 

be determined by analyzing the result of this single S1 head classification. A set of SHELL 

scripts and MATLAB scripts were developed to perform the task and assign the three-number 
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marker (see Table 3.3). The scripts analyze the head binding one by one from each filament. 

There is a set of master scripts written to process all the .trf files from each sample.  

When considering the 2-headed attachment, there are a number of possibilities for 

arrangement 111, 011 and 110 (see Figure 3.8B). For the arrangement 111, there are three 

possibilities: (a) two-headed binding occurs on (-) and (0) (a myosin dimer binds to (-) and (0)) 

with a myosin head binding to (+); (b) a myosin head binds to (-) with 2-headed attachment on 

(0) and (-) (a myosin dimer binds to (0) and (-) ); and (c) all three actin subunits are bound by 

only one head from three different myosin dimers. There are two possibilities for arrangement 

110: (d) a myosin dimer binds to (-) and (0), or (e) (-) and (0) are bound by one head from two 

different myosin dimers. There are two possibilities for arrangement 011, (f) and (g), which are 

similar 110. There is only one possibility for arrangement 010, which is single headed binding at 

(0). 

 

 

Figure 3.8 The schematic diagram illustrating the three binding states. The three binding states 
are: 2-headed attachment, 1-headed attachment with an unoccupied actin subunit, and 1-headed 
attachment with an occupied actin subunit. 
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Figure 3.9 The 3-site binding algorithm.  (A) The schematic diagram showing the four 
arrangements of the 3-site binding algorithm. (B) The simplified diagram showing the eight 
subgroups of the 3-site binding algorithm. The actin subunits are in yellow. The myosin dimers 
are in purple. The single headed binding myosin is in blue. The myosin whose 1-headed or 2-
headed attachment cannot be determined is in green. For the arrangement 111, there are three 
possibilities: (a) a myosin dimer binds to (-) and (0) with a myosin head binds to (+); (b) a 
myosin head binds to (-) with a myosin dimer binds to (0) and (-) ; and (c) all three actin subunits 
are bound by only one head from three different myosin dimers. There are two possibilities for 
arrangement 110: (d) a myosin dimer binds to (-) and (0), or (e) (-) and (0) are bound by one 
head from two different myosin dimers. There are two possibilities for arrangement 011, f and g, 
which are similar 110. There is one possibility for arrangement 010, which is single headed 
binding at (0). 

 

Firstly, the number of subvolumes from the arrangements 111, 110, 011 and 010 can be 

calculated. Because myosin is a dimer, in the alignment, the two heads occur in separate 

subvolumes. Consequently, one head will be the trailing head in one 2-headed attachment; the 

second head will be the leading head in another 2-headed attachment. Thus, there is redundancy 

built into the determination of those subvolumes that come from 2-headed attachments. As a 
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Table 3.3 Shell scripts (.sh), MATLAB script (.m) for analyzing the 3-site binding statues. This 
script analyzes the .trf file from each filament. The filaments that orient vertical or are opposite 
polarity in the tomogram are processed with different versions of those scripts and not shown 
above. The detailed scripts are in Appendix B. 
Scripts Name Description 
head_trf.sh This script was applied to each filament separately. The inputs 

are head.trf and nohead.trf, which are the trf files of the head 
bound classes and head-free classes. One output is a trf file with 
marked head vs no head for each filament, and the positions 
that with head are marked with 1, while without is 0. Another 
output is the sorted Euler angles. 

trfhead_analysis.m The input is the trf file with marked head vs no head and the 
sorted Euler angles. The output is a .dat file which has 
coordinates, Euler angles and the one head binding status of 
each position. 

dathead_analysis.m The input is the .dat file from trfhead_analysis.m. This script 
give a plot of head and no head, and the positions that have 
head are green, while those with no head are red. It also give 
another plot of Euler angles of all subvolumes in each filament. 

three_points.m The input is the dat file from trfhead_analysis.m. For each 
position (subvolume), this scripts calculate the one head 
binding status of three actin subunits, and marks 1 as with head 
and 0 without (e.g., 111 or 011, etc). If there is no adjacent 
subvolume with correct distance (10 pixel) found, the missing 
position is marked as 6 (e.g.611 or 106, etc). The output is a 
3head.dat file. 

get111.m 
get110.m 
get011.m 
get010.m 

Those four scripts are different versions of a similar script. 
Each will read the 3head.dat file and output the subvolume of 
the desired 3 point state (e.g., 111 or 011, etc) in to a new 
corresponding dat file. The duplicated points are deleted in this 
step. 

trfhead_rebuild.sh This script reads the .dat files from one group, and rebuilds 
the .dat file into a .trf file so that I3 can use. 

 

Table 3.4 The master scripts to apply the script in Table 3.3 on all filaments 
File Name Description 
run1.sh Apply head_trf.sh on all filaments 
run2.sh Apply trfhead_analysis.m on all filaments 
run3.sh Apply three_points.m on all filaments 
run4.sh Apply get111.m, get110.m, get011.m or get010.m on all 

filaments. There are different version of this script. 
run5.sh  Apply trfhead_rebuild.sh on all filaments 

 

. 
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Figure 3.10 Flowchart of 3-site status classification 
 

result, the number of 2-headed attachments is a + e, or b + f. The number of one-headed 

attachments with no adjacent, unoccupied actin subunit is c. And the number of 1-headed 

attachments with at least one unoccupied actin subunit is e + g + h. To finish the calculation, I 

need to know a, how many 2-headed attachments occur on subunits (0) and (-) in arrangement 

111 and d, how many 2-headed attachments occur in arrangement 110. We used I3 to determine 

when two adjacent actin subunits are occupied, whether the two corresponding heads are 

connected. 
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3.5.3 Double Headed Binding Classification 

Identification of two-headed binding occurrences for arrangements 111, 110 and 011 

requires a further classification step, which was carried out using I3. I designed a mask that 

covered the lever arms of the myosin head bound to actin subunits (-) and (0). From this 

classification I computed 32 class averages. The set of subvolumes for this classification 

involved only arrangements 111 and 110. Those heads that appeared to merge to a single vertex 

were the 2-headed binding occurrences. This classification will identify a from 111 and d from 

110, with the leading head at actin subunit (-) and the trailing head at actin subunit (0). I can 

further identify b+f, as they are also 2-headed attachment with the trailing head are at actin 

subunit (+) and leading head at actin subunit (0). The coordinates of the subvolumes in b+f are 

those 10 pixels away from the ones in a+d. 

 

 
Figure 3.11 The lever arm mask (blue) over the global average of HMM rigor subvolumes 
groups 111 and 011 in 2-head attachment classification. In the classification, only the voxel 
inside the mask from subvolumes were considered for the singular value decomposition and 
subvolume classification. The window size is 64x64x144. The image was made in Chimera. 

 

The window size of the subvolumes for the classification is 80x80x64. It is larger in 

width and shorter in height than the window size for the subvolume alignment procedure as the 

lever arm and S2 are extended radially from the actin filaments and need to be included in the 
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subvolumes. In the I3 classification, the voxel inside this mask was used for singular value 

decomposition and classification. The coordinates and Euler angles for all subvolumes are not 

allowed to be changed. 

Once those subvolumes were removed from the data set, we are left with only single 

headed binding occurrences. Among the single headed binding occurrences, some may occur 

because there is no available actin subunit, the so-called parking problem. Single headed binding 

due to the parking problem does not count toward the effect of S2 length and so must be 

eliminated. All of the subvolumes from arrangement 111 remaining after identifying those bound 

by two heads may be due to the parking problem; the rest from arrangement 110 and 011 have an 

available actin subunit that could have been used by the free head. They may also simply be 

single myosin heads, a possibility that must be considered for those data sets with a shortened S2 

domain, i.e. 2hepzip. 

The final condition, whether we are looking at single headed binding by a myosin dimer or 

single headed binding by myosin monomers is more difficult because it requires identifying the 

unbound myosin head. If the data set is very small, the free head, if present, can be identified in 

the raw subvolumes. If the data set is large, the most effective way to do this is to combine all the 

subvolumes having only a single head bound into a single data set and perform a classification 

using a mask that includes only the volume that could be occupied by the free myosin head. 

Because our data set is large, we combine all the remaining subvolumes in order to have 

sufficient numbers to identify patterns on free myosin heads. We first construct a spherical 

Boolean mask centered at the S1/S2 junction of the myosin head bound to actin subunit (0) and 

remove from this mask those voxels that contain density from the bound myosin head of the 

class average, and any parts of the actin filament that impinge on the mask. 
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Table 3.5 Scripts for identifying 2-headed attachments from 3-site binding algorithm. The 
detailed scripts are in Appendix B. 
Type File Name Description 
Shared for all 
four 
arrangements 

1head.sh Identify all the 1-headed attachments from a 
filament. Read from 2head.trf which is the trf file 
for all 1-headed attachment from I3 classification. 

2head.sh Identify all the 2-headed attachment from a 
filament. Read from 2head.trf which is the trf file 
for all 2-headed attachment from I3 classification. 

111 find2head_111_x.m 
find2head_111_x_F.m 
find2head_111_y.m 
find2head_111_y_F.m 

This is different versions of MATLAB scrip for one 
filament. It is to find a, b, and c subgroups from 
111. 

find2head_111.sh This is a master script to apply 1head.sh, 2head.sh 
and find2head_111 MATLAB scripts on all 
filaments 

trfhead_rebuild_c.sh This script is for one filament. It reads from the 
_111_c.dat file and outputs a _111_c.trf file. 

run5_c.sh This is a master script to apply trfhead_rebuild_c.sh 
on all filaments 

011 find2head_011.m This script is for one filament. It is to find f and g 
subgroups. 

find2head_011.sh This is a master script to apply find2head_011.m on 
all filaments 

trfhead_rebuild_g.sh This script is for one filament. It read from 
_011_g.dat file and output a _011_g.trf file. 

run5_g.sh This is a master script to apply trfhead_rebuild_g.sh 
on all filaments 

110 find2head_110_x.m 
find2head_110_x_F.m 
find2head_110_y.m 
find2head_110_y_F.m 

This is different versions of MATLAB scrip for one 
filament. It is to find d and e subgroups from 110. 

find2head_110.sh This is a master script to apply find2head_110 
MATLAB scripts on all filaments 

trfhead_rebuild_e.sh This script is for one filament. It reads from 
_110_e.dat file and outputs a _110_e.trf file. 

run5_e.sh This is a master script to apply trfhead_rebuild_e.sh 
on all filaments 
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3.5.4 Quantify the Subgroup Numbers 

After the 2-headed and 1-headed attachment have been identified from groups 111 and 

011, I used shell scripts and MATLAB script to identify the subgroups from a to g (See Figure 

3.9). The subgroups b and f are directly from the 2-headed group, and g is directly from the 1-

headed group. The number of heads in group c was calculated from those belong 1-headed group 

and at the same time 10 pixels away from those in 1-headed group. Group e was calculated from 

the one that 10 pixel away from those in 1-headed group. The a was calculated from 111 – b – c 

and d was from 110 – e.  

The corresponding scripts are shown in Table 3.5. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS 

4.1 Tomogram Alignment 

Over one hundred single axis tilt series were collected and merged into tomograms. Of 

these only 18 tomograms were selected for the subsequent subvolume processing based on their 

having better contrast, better statistics and higher cross correlation during the tilt series alignment 

and subsequent subvolume alignment. The information of sample name and tomogram name as  

 

Table 4.1 An overview of the four different samples studied and their corresponding tomograms. 
The name of the tomogram is only for the purpose of recognition. The size of the tomograms are 
listed above (in pixels). The pixel size of the tomogram is 5.4 Ǻ. The filament numbers shown 
are the number selected for subvolume alignment, not the total number of filaments in the 
tomogram. The HMM_ADP and HMM_rigor samples were formed on the Ni-NTA lipid 
monolayer whereas the 2hepzip_ADP and 2hepzip_rigor samples were made conventionally by 
decorating F-actin filaments suspended over holes with the HMM. 
 
Sample Name Tomogram name Size of the tomogram 

(in pixel) 
Number of filaments 
selected 

2hepzip_ADP h_10_12_bck.img 
h_12_13_bck.img 
h_13_08_bck.img 

1900 × 1800 × 120 
1850 × 1900 × 240  
1900 × 1900 × 200 

6 
9 
8 

2hepzip_rigor h_1_08_bck.img 
h_3_08_bck.img 
h_05_08_bck.img 
h_07_08_bck.img 

1700 × 1800 × 120 
1890 × 1840 × 120 
1800 × 1800 × 120 
1800 × 1700 × 120 

9 
14 
3 
7 

HMM_ADP h_8_10_bck.img 
h_23_10_bck.img 
h_24_13_bck.img 
h_30_12_bck.img 
h_32_1_11_bck.img 
h_32_2_16_bck.img 
h_35_13_bck.img 

1800 × 1200 × 160 
1500 × 1500 × 120 
1600 × 1600 × 120 
1300 × 1120 × 120 
2200 × 2000 × 140 
1500 × 1800 × 120 
1130 × 1100 × 120 

3 
7 
4 
1 
5 
6 
4 

HMM_rigor h_14_50_bck.img 
h_18_13_bck.img 
h_10_20_bck.img 
h_2_20_bck.img 

1670 × 1700 × 200 
1800 × 1700 × 200 
1700 × 1800 × 160 
1700 × 1700 × 160 

8 
2 
5 
3 
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well as the number of picked filaments from each tomogram are presented in Table 4.1. A 

projection of each of the selected tomograms can be found in the Appendix.  

 

 
Figure 4.1 A section plane taken from near the middle of tomogram h_3_08_bck.img from the 
2hepzip_rigor data. This specimen was made on the positively charged monolayer. Note that the 
background between the filaments is clear of free smHMM and that the polarity is visible by eye.  
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Figure 4.2 A section of a tomogram h_24_13_bck.img from HMM_ADP. This specimen was 
made using the Ni-NTA lipid monolayer. Note that the monolayer is coated with smHMM and 
that those molecules close enough to attach actin do so. This makes the polarity of the decoration 
more difficult to establish by eye.  
 

Each tomogram of the four acto-smHMM states shows the “arrowhead” morphology of 

strongly bound myosin. Some tomograms have more actin filaments than others, and in some 

cases the filaments form rafts of parallel or anti-parallel filaments (Figure 4.1). A high  
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concentration of free myosin appeared in some tomograms, particularly those specimens made 

using the Ni-NTA affinity lipid monolayer. The general appearance of these specimens  

 

 
Figure 4.3 A section of a tomogram (h_10_20_bck.img from HMM_rigor). I will use this 
tomogram as an example to illustration the particle picking and coordinate convolution 
procedure. 
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suggested that the actin filaments strongly attracted those myosin heads that were close enough 

to bind. Their appearance gives the impression that the actin filaments “vacuumed” up the 

myosin dimers close to them. For the specimens made on the positively charged lipid monolayer, 

there was little free smHMM in the background. For all the monolayer specimens, all the myosin 

not bound to the actin filament was found on one surface of the specimen, apparently held to the 

monolayer and unable to diffuse to the actin filament (Figure 4.2). Although all specimens were 

made on a lipid monolayer samples, the local “vacuum” effect in which the smHMM in the 

neighborhood clearly reached to the actin, was only observed for the Ni-NTA lipid monolayer 

samples. 

 

4.2 Subvolume Alignment 

For each of the tomograms, the different steps described in the Methods were used to 

pick, align, classify and average to both obtain high signal-to-noise ratio averages, but also to 

enumerate the relative numbers of the different structures.  

 

4.2.1 Subvolume Picking 

The subvolumes were first picked by hand along the center of each individual actin 

filament (Figure 4.4). The predicted spacing between actin subunits along the genetic helix is 

about 5 pixels. Manually picking points that close together is both tedious and unnecessary. 

Instead we pick a much smaller number of points to define the filament path, fit a spline curve to 

those points and output coordinates with the predicted spacing. 

These selections were fit to a curve to output a series of points along each filament at 

intervals of β7.5 Ǻ or 5 pixels (see Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6). The points in Figure 4.5 are the  
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Figure 4.4 Illustration of manual picking and initial smoothing. The manually picked subvolume 
coordinates of one filament from a tomogram h_10_20_bck.img from HMM_rigor. This 
tomogram has five filaments, only one of which is selected in this illustration. Points that are at 
the current z layer in the tomogram are shown in yellow; points in the layers below the current 
layer are shown in blue and points in the layers above it are shown in green.  

 

coordinates of subvolumes after the initial smoothing from the curve fitting. They are 5 pixels 

apart but are too closely spaced to be visible on the micrograph. Figure 4.6 shows those same 
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smoothed coordinates (green) plotted in 3-D along with the points picked manually (red). 

Although those coordinates are smoothed in x, y and z direction, because of differences in the 

scale of x and y compared to z, Figure 4.6 suggests they are more smoothed in the z direction  

 

 
Figure 4.5 Illustration of initial smoothing. This figure shows the initial smoothed subvolume 
coordinates of the filament from the tomogram.  
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Figure 4.6 Illustration of manual picking and initial smoothing by 3-D plotting. Plotting of 
manually picked (red) and initial smoothed coordinates (green). Plotting is made by script 
plot_pos.m in MATLAB. These coordinates are before any alignment.  

 

than the manual picking whereas the amount of smoothing is approximately equal in all 

directions. The initial set of Euler angles for the subvolumes was calculated based on the 

coordinates using MATLAB scripts. 
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The initial x, y and z coordinates as well as the Euler angles for each subvolume were 

subsequently improved using multiple iterations of alignment by I3. After each iteration noisy 

oscillations in the subvolume centers as well as their angular orientations were smoothed by the 

MATLAB convolution application. Figure 4.7 shows the coordinates after I3 alignment and 

smoothing (green) compared to the initially generated coordinates following manual picking 

(red). The coordinates after I3 alignment followed a smooth curve that tracked the actin filament, 

much better than the manually picked coordinates both before and after smoothing. 

Table 4.2 shows the number of subvolumes from each tomogram and sample. Not all of 

the available filaments were included in the analysis. Some filaments were removed because they 

either were too short, poorly decorated, or had indistinct polarity. 

 

 
Figure 4.7 Illustration of manual picking and initial smoothing after alignment. 3-D plotting of 
manually picked (red) and smoothed coordinates after I3 subvolume alignment (green). Plot 
calculated by the script plot_pos.m in MATLAB.  
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The detailed results of subvolume alignment and smoothing will be presented in Sections 

4.2. 

 

Table 4.2 Number of subvolumes from each tomogram and sample. 
Sample Name Tomogram name No. of subvolumes Total No. of subvolumes 
2hepzip_ADP h_10_10_bck.img 

h_12_13_bck.img 
h_13_08_bck.img 

1980 
2181 
2112 

6273 

2hepzip_rigor h_1_08_bck.img 
h_3_08_bck.img 
h_05_08_bck.img 
h_07_08_bck.img 

2485 
4010 
732 
1506 

8230 

HMM_ADP h_8_10_bck.img 
h_23_10_bck.img 
h_24_13_bck.img 
h_30_12_bck.img 
h_32_1_11_bck.img 
h_32_2_16_bck.img 
h_35_13_bck.img 

556 
1156 
543 
224 
879 
1043 
726 

5127 

HMM_rigor h_14_50_bck.img 
h_18_13_bck.img 
h_10_20_bck.img 
h_2_20_bck.img 

1483 
556 
1013 
507 

3559 

 

4.2.2 Subvolume Alignment 

The subvolumes are aligned based on the path of the actin filament as defined by the 

subvolume centers using I3 though ~ 40 cycles before the coordinate and Euler angle 

convolution is applied. Differences in the polarity of the filaments and their component 

subvolumes are also corrected during the alignment.  

Before executing any alignment cycles, the global average of the subvolumes has a 

cylindrical shape due to errors in the initial coordinate selection and Euler angle assignments 

even though the path of the unaligned actin subunits is reasonably well defined (Figure 4.8A). 

After multiple cycles of alignment and polarity correction, the global average has a “fishbone”  
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Figure 4.8 Global average from the subvolumes of one decorated actin filament from HMM rigor 
tomogram h_14_50_bck.img (grey) with the alignment mask (purple). The window size is 
64x64x144. (A) Initial global average from cycle 0. (B) A global average for the last cycle of 
subvolume alignment of individual tomogram with the alignment mask superimposed. The 
polarity has been corrected. (C) The global average at a threshold high enough to show only the 
actin subunits. (D) The global average at a threshold low enough to show the myosin lever arms, 
which are disordered. Because a threshold can be chosen that will eliminate the visibility of the 
myosin heads without eliminating the actin subunits, the actin filaments are not saturated with 
myosin. The window size is 64x64x144. The images were made in Chimera.  
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shape with the arrowhead appearance typical of myosin head labeling (Figure 4.8B and Figure 

4.5). When the threshold is high, the tract of actin subunits can be seen as they follow the actin 

filament symmetry (see Figure 4.8C). The track of the actin subunits in the filament can be used 

to illustrate the effect of the polar alignment. When the subvolumes are misaligned in their polar 

angles, only the actin subunits at the center of the filament will be visible, or the filament track 

will not be continuous from top to bottom of the window. In Figure 4.8B and D, the density of 

the myosin S1 heads can be seen at different thresholds, which provides evidence that the myosin 

S1 head saturation of actin subunits is partial or incomplete. 

 

4.2.3 Subvolume Spacing and Euler Angle Convolution 

After I3 alignment, in order to make the 3-D coordinates of the subvolumes from each 

filament follow a smooth curve with a uniform or at least smoothly varying helical rotation and 

spacing based on the actin symmetry, a few additional processing steps must be taken.  

The first correction is to remove duplicate subvolumes and add missing ones. During the 

alignment, subvolume centers can move along the filament axis, which can cause subvolumes to 

overlap causing gaps in the tracking of actin subunits because the number of subvolumes is 

fixed. Each axial shift of the magnitude of an actin subunit spacing causes a duplication of one 

subvolume and loss of another. The first correction removes duplicated subvolumes and replaces 

the lost subvolumes (coordinate modification). Figure 4.9 shows the result of coordinate 

modification using one filament (h_10_1 from 2hepzip_ADP) as an example. Figure 4.9A shows 

the plotting of the entire filament. Figure 4.9B shows the coordinates from the framed region in 

4.9A at a higher magnification. The coordinates before correction are in red, and the ones after 

correction are in green. It can be seen that most of the points stay ~5 pixels apart near their  
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Figure 4.9 Plot of coordinates of one filament (h_10_1 from 2hepzip_ADP) before and after 
modifications to correct for axial shifts during alignment. (A) Plotting of all the coordinates from 
an entire filament. The points before modification are in red (+), while the points after 
modification are in green circles. (B) The points at higher magnification from the frame of (A). 
The arrow points to the location where a coordinate has been skipped and a duplicate coordinate 
created, to the left of the skipped point.   
 

original location. However, one coordinate has moved by one subunit producing a duplicate 

point and causing loss of one subunit from the track (marked by the arrow). Thus, the duplicate  
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Figure 4.10 Histograms plots of the spacing between coordinates (actin subunit spacing) for the 
filament in Figure 4.9A.  (A) Histogram before coordinate modification. Note that the span of the 
histogram contains a coordinate spacing near 0.0 (a skipped point) and another at a spacing near 
10 pixels (a duplicate point). (B) Histogram after coordinate modification to correct for axial 
shifts of the magnitude of an actin subunit. Since these coordinates have not been smoothed, the 
histogram shows the span of experimental error. The coordinate modification and plotting was 
done by the trf_modify.m script written for MATLAB. 
 

point (it is positioned to the left of the arrow) is removed and the skipped point (arrow) is 

inserted. Figure 4.10A and 4.10B shows the histogram plots of the spacing between the 

subvolume centers before (A) and after correction (B). These plots are useful for identifying 

whether subunit skipping has occurred.  

In the next step, the convolution operation was applied to the subvolume coordinates 

using robust locally weighted polynomial regression algorithm. Figure 4.11 shows the spacing 

between the coordinates from the same filament before (A) and after (B) the convolution. Note 
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that Figure 4.10B and Figure 4.11A are the histogram of the same data, but the X-range is 

different. The spacing is more evenly distributed after the convolution. 

 

  
Figure 4.11 Histograms plots of the spacing between coordinates (actin subunit spacing) for the 
filament in Figure 4.9A.  (A) Histogram before coordinate convolution. (B) Histogram after 
convolution. The coordinate convolution and plotting was done by trf_smooth.m in MATLAB. 

 

Another convolution using the same algorithm was applied to the first two Euler angles 

(polar angles) to make the polar angles between neighboring subvolumes change gradually. 

Figure 4.12 shows the polar angles before (red) and after (green) convolution.  

Convolution operation on the spin angle (the third Euler angle) used a robust linear least-

squares fitting algorithm to enforce a fixed angular difference along successive subvolumes from 
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each actin filament that close to the average spin angle. Figure 4.13 shows Plot of the third Euler 

angles (the spin angle) before (red) and after (green) convolution. 

The histogram of the spacings between subvolume centers (Figure 4.10A) and spin angles 

before convolution (Figure 4.13A) reveals one of the difficulties of this scheme of subvolume 

alignment. The filament is a continuous helix of actin subunits and thus the alignment can result  

 

Figure 4.12 Plotting of the first two Euler angles (the polar angles): before (red) and after (green) 
convolution. Note that the vertical plot scales are different between the two plots. The plot was 
made by MATLAB script euler_smooth.m. 
 

A 

B 
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Figure 4.13 Plot of the third Euler angles (the spin angle) before (red) and after (green) 
convolution. (A) Plot of the spin angles. (B) Plot angular difference of the spin angles. Plot made 
by MATLAB script euler_smooth.m.  

 

in axial shifts corresponding to one or more actin subunits even when axial shifts are restricted. 

Because axial shift and spin angle are coupled, the alignment protocol must either restrict the 

allowed distance or the amount of angle change in order to maintain a set of points that represent 

all actin subunits along the genetic helix. The histogram reveals that the majority of spacings are 

as predicted, but some show no difference relative to the previous center, while others are two 

A 

B 
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subunits apart. This axial shift also results in a quantized change in the spin angle due to the 

coupling. 

The subvolume alignment cycles using I3 are alternated with coordinate and Euler angle 

convolution until convergence is reached, which is judged by the center of the subvolumes 

achieving an average ~5.1 pixel separation, and the resolution determined using the Fourier Shell 

Correlation plateaus.  

 

4.2.4 Fourier Shell Correlation Analysis 

In image processing of electron micrographs, resolution is typically measured by the 

Fourier shell correlation (Saxton and Baumeister 1982). The FSC is a comparison of two 

different Fourier transforms over different shells in frequency space. The FSC calculation 

involves dividing the aligned 3-D volume data (subvolumes) into two groups, even and odd, 

based on their order, and computing the quantity (Henderson et al. 2012). Most publications 

quote the FSC at a value of 0.5, which refers to point where the FSC plot reaches a value of 0.5 

(Frank 2006). However, there is increasing discussion that this criterion, which is essentially 

arbitrary, is incorrect and that the correct criterion is to use the 0.143 value as the cutoff 

(Rosenthal and Henderson 2003, Henderson et al. 2012). For practical reasons, there is often 

little difference between the two results because the plot declines very steeply in the critical 

region and other factors such as masking of the structure have a greater effect.   

To determine the resolution of our reconstructions we computed global averages of all 

the aligned subvolumes from each state, each tomogram and each filament. The global averages 

of each state appear superficially very similar to each other (Figure 4.14). However, there are 
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subtle differences in the shape of the head, which may correlate with the nucleotide state or with 

the length of S2.  

 

 

Figure 4.14 The global average of the four samples. (A) 2hepzip ADP; (B) 2hepzip rigor; (C) 
HMM ADP; (D) HMM rigor. The window size is 64x64x144. 

 

In this study, the resolution of the global average of each sample ranged from γ7 to 45 Ǻ 

using the 0.5 as the FSC criterion, and the resolution of the global average of the subvolumes 

from each tomogram was quite comparable at γ8 to 49 Ǻ (Figure 4.15). Some filaments had 

better resolution than others. The resolution between tomograms varies. Moreover, in the same 

tomogram, filaments near the tilt axis of the tomogram or near the beam center of the tomogram 

have better resolution, because those near the tilt axis have better defocus when the micrograph 

is taken. Besides, sample has small drift away from the beam center during electron beam 
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exposure (Campbell et al. 2012). The same effect happens during the process when multiple 

micrographs were taken in tilt series. As a result, the filaments close to the center of the 

tomogram aligned better when a few filaments are evenly distribute in the tomogram.  

Based on the 0.5 criteria, the resolution of each sample is (1) βhepzip with ADP, 44 Ǻ; 

(β) βhepzip rigor, γ7.5 Ǻ; (γ) HMM with ADP, γ7.γ Ǻ; (4) HMM rigor, γ7.8 Ǻ. It is surprising 

that the 2hepzip with ADP has the lowest resolution but has next to the largest number of 

subvolumes. Normally, all other things being equal, the FSC improves with the number of 

entities averaged. 

 

 

Figure 4.15 Fourier Shell Correlation Analysis of the global average of the four samples. Using 
the 0.5 as the FSC criteria, the resolution of each sample is (1) βhepzip with ADP 44 Ǻ; (β) 
βhepzip rigor γ7.5 Ǻ; (γ) HMM with ADP γ7.γ Ǻ; (4) HMM rigor γ7.8 Ǻ. 
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4.3 Classification of 1-headed and 2-headed binding 

After completion of the subvolume alignment and convolution (smoothing) procedures, 

each actin subunit is positioned on a single site in the global average of all subvolumes. Having 

done so, we can ask and then answer the question of which actin subunits have myosin heads 

attached by performing a classification using a Boolean mask shaped roughly like a myosin 

motor domain in the strong binding orientation positioned on one actin subunit (usually in the 

center) of each of the four different states. We refer to this actin subunit as subunit “0”. The 

myosin head attachment on that target actin subunit from each global average was observed by 

classification in I3. I then wrote a MATLAB script to identify the head attachment on every actin 

subunit along each of the filaments. In I3, each subvolume has a unique tag that identifies its 

tomogram, its filament and its sequence along the filament. Thus, it is possible to determine from 

this single classification the myosin head occupancy of not only actin subunit 0, but also the 

occupancy of the (+) and (-) subunits adjacent to each of the 0 subunits along the long pitch 

helical track. Each (0) subunit is also a (+) and a (-) subunit of some other 0 subunit so the three 

actin subunit status determination has duplication built into it, necessitating that a script sort it 

out. The 3 actin binding status along the long pitch helix was carried out by a MATLAB script 

based on the result of the initial 0 actin subunit status classification (myosin bound or myosin 

free). Later, another classification by I3 is carried out using a mask centered on the lever arm 

region of specific arrangements from the 3-site binding algorithm to identify those myosin heads 

participating in 2-headed attachments. Those results were compared with the ones from the 3-site 

binding algorithm, and the number of 2-headed attachments verse the number of 1-headed 

attachment were thus determined. 
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Table 4.3 The occupancy analysis of the S1 head attachment for the four samples. 
 

Sample Type No. of subvolume with 
S1 head 

No. of subvolume 
without S1 head 

Occupancy Rate 

2hepzip_ADP 4275 1391 75.5% 
2hepzip_rigor 5899 2311 71.7% 
HMM_ADP 3537 1367 72.2% 
HMM_rigor 2527 900 73.7% 

 

  

Figure 4.16 Global average of head and no head classes from HMM_rigor with and without the 
S1 mask. The window size is 64x64x144. (A) Global average of actin subunits with myosin 
heads bound. (B) Panel (A) with the S1 mask (blue) superimposed.  (C) Global average of actin 
subunits with no myosin heads bound. (D) Panel (C) with the S1 mask (blue) superimposed.   
The window size is 64x64x144. The images were made in Chimera. 
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4.3.1 Classification of 1-Headed binding 

Classification of 1-headed binding identified the myosin S1 head attachment status of 

every actin subunit using I3 classification method. The S1 head occupancy rate for the four 

samples are given in Table 4.3. The distribution shows the occupancy rate of the S1 head 

attachment is similar among the four samples ranging from 71.7% to 75.5%. Figure 4.16 shows 

the global average of head (A and B) and no head (C and D) from HMM_rigor. 

 

4.3.2 The Three Sites Binding Status 

After identifying the occupancy of S1 heads on every actin subunit, MATLAB scripts 

were used to compute the 3-site binding status, which determines the S1 head attachment status 

of the additional two adjacent actin subunits along the long pitch helix. The number of the 

subvolumes in each arrangement and the ratio are shown in Table 4.4. The statistics show there 

is not a lot of difference in the ratio of the four arrangements across from the four different 

samples. 

The global average from the four arrangements obtained from the three-point binding 

status from HMM-rigor are shown in Figure 4.9. It is an example of what the four arrangements  

 

Table 4.4. The number of the subvolumes in each arrangement and their corresponding ratio. 
 

111 110 011 010 

2hepzip_ADP 
 

2385 
42.1% 

741 
13.1% 

739 
13.0% 

205 
3.6% 

2hepzip_rigor 
 

3092 
37.6% 

1125 
13.7% 

1127 
13.7% 

360 
4.3% 

HMM_ADP 
 

1839 
37.5% 

646 
13.2% 

659 
13.4% 

159 
3.2% 

HMM_rigor 
 

1357 
39.6% 

450 
13.1% 

441 
12.9% 

136 
4.0% 
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Figure 4.17 The global averages of groups 111, 011, 110 and 010 (3-site groups) from HMM 
rigor shown with and without the S1 mask.(A) Global average of group 111 from HMM rigor. 

(-) 

 0 

(+) 

(-) 

 0 

(+) 

(-) 

 0 

(+) 

(-) 

 0 

(+) 
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(B) The S1 mask over global average of group 111 from HMM rigor. Note that the head density 
is approximately equivalent on each actin subunit. (C) Global average of group 011 from HMM 
rigor. (D) The S1 mask over global average of group 011 from HMM rigor. Note the very low 
myosin head density on the (-) actin subunit. (E) Global average of group 110 from HMM rigor. 
(F) The S1 mask over global average of group 110 from HMM rigor. Note the very low myosin 
head density on the (-) actin subunit. (G) Global average of group 010 from HMM rigor. (H) The 
S1 mask over global average of group 010 from HMM rigor. Note the very low myosin head 
density on both the (-) and the (+) actin subunits. The window size is 80x80x64. The images 
were made in Chimera. 

 

looks like. The electron density of the myosin MD and actin filament is easily visualized. 

However, the lever arm and S2 densities are not visible because both structures are more flexible 

and thus more conformationally variable. To bring out their density requires a separate 

classification. The S2 density, because of its size is particularly problematical to identify in 

averages. 

 

4.3.3 Classification of 2-Headed attachment 

A classification was done to identify the 2-headed binding status on (0) and (+) from 

arrangements 111 and 011. Another classification was done to identify the 2-headed binding 

status on (-) and (0) from arrangements 111 and 110. The number of subvolumes in each 

category are presented in Table 4.5. 

 
Table 4.5 The number of the subvolumes in each subgroup. 
 111 110 011 010 

 a b c d e f g h 
2hepzip_ADP 145 205 2035 115 626 52 687 205 
2hepzip_rigor 221 283 2588 211 914 91 1037 360 
HMM_ADP 190 346 1303 236 410 99 560 159 
HMM_rigor 194 246 982 79 325 57 385 136 

 

The number of 2-headed attachments is given by a+d or b+f. In principle a+d and b+f 

should be identical.  However, the two sums differ on average by 10% because the densities in 
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the two regions of the maps and the masks are not identical due to small differences in the 

sampling of the density by the voxel array. Computing both classifications provides a measure of 

the accuracy of the classification. The number of 1-headed attachment is given by e+g+h. From 

Table 4.5, the ratio of 2-headed attachment compare to 1-headed attachment can be calculated. 

The result is in Table 4.6. 

 

Table 4.6 The number of 2-headed and 1 headed attachment in each sample and the 
corresponding ration. 
 2-headed attachment 

a+d or (b+f) 
1-headed attachment 
(e+g+h) 

The ratio of 2-headed 
vs. 1-headed 

2hepzip_ADP 260 (257) 1518 16.9% 
2hepzip_rigor 434 (374) 2311 16.2% 
HMM_ADP 426 (445) 1129 39.4% 
HMM_rigor 254 (303) 846 35.8% 

 

(434+3740/2= 404; 404/2311=0.175 
(260+257)/2= 258.5; 258.5/1518=0.17 
(426+445)/2=435.5; 435.5/1129=0.386 
(254+303)/2=278.5; 278.5/846=0.33 

 

4.3.4 Finding the Unattached Heads 

A further potential validation of the accuracy of the 1-headed binding is to find the 

unattached head. This procedure was carried out and the result was discussed in 5.4. 

 

4.4 Structures of 2-Headed Attachments 

Classifications were processed on arrangement 111 and 011 using the lever arm mask. 

The subvolumes from 2hepzip_ADP and 2hepzip_rigor were processed together, and 

subvolumes from HMM_ADP and HMM_rigor were processed together.  
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There were 32 class averages from 2hepzip classifications, 3 of them were identified as 

2-headed attachments. The total number of subvolumes of 2-headed attachments is 620. 

There were 16 class averages from HMM classifications, and 4 of them were identified as 

2-headed attachments. The total number of subvolumes of 2-headed attachments is 746.  

 

 

Figure 4.18 Three 2-headed attachments class averages from 2hepzip_ADP and 2hepzip_rigor. 
There were 32 class averages from the classification. 
 

 

Figure 4.19 Three 2-headed attachments class averages from HMM_ADP and HMM_rigor. 
There were 16 class averages from the classification. 

 

The ADP was known to induce an axial movement of the lever arm in smHMM S1 head 

attached to actin filament comparing to rigor states (Whittaker et al. 1995). The structures of 2-
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headed attachments were presented in Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19. The lever arm showed 

different axial movement in both samples (2hepzip and wt-HMM), which was probably due to 

the samples were from two different states.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION 

This chapter will discuss several aspects of the new methods used in the study as well as 

the results obtained and their relevance toward our understanding of smooth muscle myosin 

regulation. Some of the approaches were developed to solve the data analysis problems particular 

to this study, and have never been used before or reported in the literature to our knowledge. 

Though developed specifically for this study, they may be applicable with modification to other 

related studies of protein interactions with filaments. 

Typically in the single particle analysis, an investigator will discard ~25% of the data that 

are poorly correlated to improve the resolution of final structure. I did not do that but used all 

subvolumes along the filaments in order to make use of our knowledge of the actin helical 

structure to improve the alignment. I aligned every actin subunit of each filament to a single site, 

and then used the well-established facts of the actin helical symmetry to improve the alignment. 

This chapter will discuss the effect of those methods and their significance. 

 

5.1 Effect of Coordinates and Euler Angles Convolution 

The method described above for subvolume alignment of F-actin was developed to refine 

the coordinates and Euler angles after I3 alignment making use of what is known of the F-actin 

structure to reduce errors due to sampling and the low signal-to-noise ratio in the data. Decades 

of structural work on F-actin has shown that the intersubunit spacing is highly regular, changing 

by only 0.2-0.3 % even during an isometric contraction (Huxley et al. 1994, Wakabayashi et al. 

1994). We also know that the filament is stiff to bending (Gittes et al. 1993, Mitran and Young 

2011) and has a range of observed rotations along the 5.9 nm genetic helix of ±0.5° ranging from 
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-166.15° for a 13/6 helix to 167.14° for a 28/13 helix (Fujii et al. 2010). Thus, variations in 

intersubunit spacing of more than 0.3% and ±0.5° are unlikely and if observed are a consequence 

of noise or inherent inaccuracies in the data.  

The software used for this study, I3 (Winkler 2007), aligns raw subvolumes using an 

“alignment by classification” scheme (Winkler et al. 2009) in which only class averages are 

aligned to other class averages. The class averages have lower stochastic noise than the raw 

subvolumes and if factors that describe the effect of the missing wedge on the density are 

avoided in the classification, the class averages do not have a missing wedge dependence. 

Nevertheless, the classification is not perfect and for practical reasons the pixel size cannot be 

made arbitrarily small. The accuracy of any alignment of subvolumes or 2-D projections is 

dependent on the pixel size in addition to the signal to noise ratio. Although most alignment 

software computes a center of gravity of a correlation peak to determine the shifts, a value that 

can be obtained at subpixel accuracy, for practical purposes, the precision of the alignment is 

generally going to be approximately the size of a pixel in the case of images and size of a voxel 

in the case of volumes. 

We can estimate the influence of voxel size on the alignment problem in this study. The 

voxel size of my tomograms is 5.4 Ǻ. As a result, we expect an alignment precision of ~5.4 Ǻ. 

The spacing between actin subunits along the basic helix is β7.5 Ǻ or ~5 pixel in my study 

leading to an ~20% (or ±10%) of uncertainty in coordinate position along the actin filament.  

Similar errors induced by pixel size exist in polar angle and spin angle alignment. For my 

study, the diameter of actin filament is about 70 to 80 Ǻ, which is about 15 pixel, and I used a 

window size of 144 pixel, which is the size of the subvolume along z axis. Ideally, for a perfect 

cylinder object with a diameter of 15 pixel and height of 144, the lowest uncertainty for polar 
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alignment is about 1/72×360º=5º, and the lowest error for spin alignment is about 

1/15π×γ60º=7.64º, when the step size is significant less than them. When the step size is larger 

than those values, the uncertainty will be the step size.  

The actin filaments are not perfectly straight but in fact bend both within the plane and 

perpendicular to the plane of the specimen. The uncertainty for polar alignment due to pixel size 

would decrease as the window height increases. However, when the window height increases, 

the actin filament is more likely to bend within the window thus increasing the polar alignment 

error. The actin filament is also not perfectly regular because of incomplete decoration and 

heterogeneity in the degree of 2-headed and 1-headed binding by HMM. These factors combined 

with low contrast in the subvolumes results in alignment error that is a few times greater than 

ideal. 

For the structure in my study, the error range is much larger than would be predicted 

from what is known of the mechanical properties of F-actin. Actin filaments are known to be 

resistant to stretching but with limited bending and torsional flexibility. My procedure for 

convolution of coordinates and Euler angles smooths the alignment errors to produce a structure 

with properties closer to those know for F-actin.  

The convolution application on coordinates and polar angles uses a robust version of 

“locally weighted polynomial regression” (rLOESS) (Cleveland and Devlin 1988, Cleveland 

1979). I fitted the points locally to a quadratic polynomial, and use a parameter that changes the 

span of the outliners to influence the fluctuation of the output curve. In another words, if I judge 

that a larger number of the alignment coordinates are accurate, there are fewer outliners so a 

larger span of the data is used for the fitting. Consequently most of the points contribute to the 

curve fitting, and the value of the output points is closer to that of the input data.  
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The resolution and the filament saturation by HMM varies from filament to filament. As 

a result, the quality of alignment varies among different filaments, despite being processed 

through the same procedure. Different values for the convolution parameter can be selected 

accordingly based on the quality of the alignment result. The quality of coordinates can be 

evaluated based on the actin helical symmetry. The quality of polar angles can be checked using 

the vectors computed from coordinates.  

The disadvantage of the convolution using rLOESS is the edge effect. At the beginning 

and the end of the curve, fewer points are used in fitting, and thus there is less accuracy in the 

result at the ends. 

The convolution application on the spin angle uses a robust linear least-square fitting 

method. We use least linear squares fitting because the parameter being fit is the rotation per 

subunit. Because it is an angle, the change is actually cyclical, but if the accumulated spin is 

plotted per subunit number, the slope is the helical rotation between subunits. Generally the data 

were fit well by a straight line, but the slope itself was not constrained initially to be the same for 

each filament. The angular change between neighboring points from each filament is the slope of 

the fitting and was assigned as a constant value to each subvolume. In the early smoothing 

application, this value was allowed to vary between different filaments. Later, the value was 

enforced to be 166.67° as I observed that this value was usually the best fit for well-aligned 

filaments. A large shift in the spin angle is suggestive of a break in the filament.  

 

5.2 Three Sites Binding Statues 

The central problem in this study was identification of 1-headed and 2-headed actin 

attachments. The 3-site binding algorithm developed for this study used Matlab as a device for 
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sorting the subvolumes sequentially in order to simply the classification problem for MDA. Our 

classification approach utilizes a Boolean mask to define those voxels that will be used in the 

classification. The design of this mask must be such that it accommodates the region of 

heterogeneity. The more heterogeneity that is being classified, the larger the mask and the larger 

the number of class averages that must be generated. The larger the number of class averages the 

fewer class members and the lower the signal-to-noise ratio. Our approach is a solution to this 

issue.  

We broke the larger classification problem down into a set of smaller classification 

problems. The first classification identified the actin subunits with bound myosin heads. We then 

use the fact that each subvolume had a tag that identified its filament as well as its actin subunit 

on that filament. Since we know the filament and the subunit, we wrote a script to sift through 

the data one actin subunit at a time to determine whether the neighboring subunits on the (+) and 

(-) sides along the long pitch helix had a myosin head attached. From this Matlab classification 

we could assign every subvolume into one of four predicted arrangements of myosin heads, the 

3-point binding status. There are only four ways that myosin heads can be arranged on three 

successive actin subunits when the middle subunit (0) is bound already. These four ways we 

have dubbed using a binary nomenclature, 111 has a myosin head on each actin subunit, 110 and 

011 with either the (+) or (-) subunits free, and 010 when both the (+) and (-) subunits are free. 

With the 3-site binding status determined using MATLAB scripts, I could use a smaller mask at 

a more targeted region of the reconstruction to identify the 2-headed attachments. Without first 

separating the myosin bound from the myosin free actin subunits, I would have to use a larger 

mask to include the myosin motor domain for the 2-headed attachment classification. The larger 
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mask in this situation may or may not be able to identify it, as the myosin is flexible at the lever 

arm (LCD) and the 2-headed myosin has a variety of structures. 

 

5.3 Analysis of Errors 

We have applied a novel approach using electron microscopy to calculate a biochemical 

effect, which raises the question of what is the accuracy. The classification itself is not perfect 

but some aspects of the work allow for at least some estimate of the errors involved.  

In the 2-headed vs. 1-headed classification there is built in redundancy. The same mask 

was positioned between myosin heads on actin subunits (0) and (-) and between (+) and (0). As 

all actin subunits in any subvolume are superimposed at the same site, theoretically the actin 

subunits showing up at position (0) also appears at the (+) and (-) positions as well. As a result, 

those two positions for the lever arm mask are duplicates, and they each can be used for 

calculation the 2-headed attachment. In this study, I am using the redundancy to measure the 

classification accuracy. 

We can also estimate the accuracy of the single headed classification by identifying those 

subvolumes with a detached head. All subvolumes with 1-headed attachment at site (0) were 

selected, and classified on the detached head using a spherical mask. A few class averages 

showed the detached head, while some others do not. That might because the lever arm region 

was flexible, resulting in the detached heads assuming so many possible positions that patterns 

could not be discerned in the singular value decomposition because an insufficient number of 

factors were used and too few class averages were computed.  

Another cause might be dedimerization of the smHMM, particularly the 2hepzip 

construct. There is no precedent in the literature for this happening, most probably because it has 
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not been looked at. There is one paper that examined whether both heads of a 0hepzip construct 

could bind actin simultaneously (Chakrabarty et al.), but there was no electron microscopy 

control done to demonstrate that the two heads were still bound by their S2 domain. Rigor 

binding of myosin to actin involves a much larger interface [this would need to be checked] 

between actin and myosin than the intersubunit interface in a 32 residue leucine zipper. It is 

conceivable that any steric resistance to 2-headed binding offered by a leucine zipper placed at 

the S1/S2 junction (rather than 2-heptads away) may be overcome by the strength of the rigor 

actin attachment. The free head classification would have addressed this question, but so far, it 

recovers too few of the predicted free heads. 

What factors cause the variation? One is the sampling of the density by the voxel array 

and the mask. Though the masks are otherwise identical, they have differences when translated 

along the actin long-pitch helix which results in slightly different sampling of the mask density. 

Consequently, when the mask threshold is set the assignment of voxels around the perimeter as 

within or without the mask may not be identical. At this point, we cannot say whether this 

explanation is sufficient to account for the variation. 

A second possibility is that the subvolumes that are being classified are not identical, 

since they are centered on different actin subunits. Although the masks may be identical, the 

subvolumes are not and differ by both noise and the position of the missing wedge. It would be 

necessary to model this effect to obtain a better understanding. 
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5.4 Structure of 1-Headed and 2-Headed Attachments 

Although the S2 was not visible in the class average of those structures, because it has 

flexibility independent of that from the lever arms, there appeared to be a distinct difference 

between 2hepzip and HMM samples.  

The structure of 2-headed attachment for 2hepzip and HMM suggest some effect due to 

the S2 length. The paired lever arms in the 2hepzip construct are closer together and appear to be 

more twisted compared to the HMM samples. The greater rigidity predicted from a shorter S2 as 

in the 2hepzip construct might propagate along the lever arm. As the lever arm itself has a certain 

degree of flexibility, they may become more twisted to facilitate 2-headed attachment. 

The classification to separately verify the 1-headed attachments for 2hepzip-HMM and 

wt-HMM also shows an effect of the different length of S2. This study is based on the torsional 

flexibility of S2 being a function of its length. Consequently, we might expect to see not only an 

effect on 2-headed binding to actin, but also some effect on the flexibility of the free S1 head 

dependent on S2 length. In the free-head classification performed on those subvolumes 

containing the 1-headed attachments at actin subunit (0), the free head from the 2hepzip 1-

headed attachments was easier to visualize than the free head of wt-HMM. In addition, the 1-

headed attachment subvolume classification, there were more class averages that showed the 

detached heads for 2hepzip-HMMs and they showed a more limited range of positions. The only 

detached heads from 1-headed wt-HMM that were found occurred in the classes dominated by 

subvolumes from 2hepzip-HMMs; there were no classes dominated by subvolumes from wt-

HMM and fewer of the wt-HMM free heads were found in the class averages. Two factors might 

contribute to this. First, there are more subvolumes and more 1-headed attachments of 2hepzip-

HMM than wt-HMM. If those free heads from wt-HMM had more flexibility, then they may 
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distribute over a larger number of positions and thus form no pattern; they would appear as noise 

to MDA. There may also be a specimen effect in that some of the wt-HMM specimens came 

from a construct with a C-terminal HIS tag and decoration was done on a Ni-NTA doped PC 

lipid monolayer. If this restricted the number of 2-headed attachments for wt-HMM, then the 2-

fold difference compared with 2hepzip-HMM is an underestimate of the effect of the S2 length.  

In principle, the positively charged lipid monolayer itself could provide a steric effect that 

reduces the number of 2-headed attachments. The advantage of a lipid monolayer for this type of 

experiment is the greater number of grid squares with thin ice that are obtained when a lipid 

monolayer is used. In addition, there is little chance of myosin heads attaching to the air-water 

interface, where they might denature. However, the monolayer itself provides a barrier to the 

diffusion volume for the heads and S2 effectively concentrating them. However, to the extent 

that the HMM is confined to the monolayer, it is possible that only one side of the filament is 

decorated extensively, with the other side less decorated. We don’t know at the moment, whether 

the decorated filaments attach to the monolayer via the S2 domain or by an interaction with a 

myosin head. In either case, since the heads and S2 are attached to each other at the same 

position, the S1/S2 junction, we expect little effect of S2 length on the volume that the heads can 

diffuse in.  

The Ni-NTA monolayer, which was only used for some of the wt-HMM could have a 

different effect, since the attachment to the monolayer is through the C-terminal his-tag, not via 

charge. Thus, we know that the heads are tethered 50 nm away from the S1/S2 junction, but the 

tether appears to be quite strong preventing diffusion to the actin filament, an effect that the 

charged monolayer would not have, if we take as evidence the clean background of the charged 

monolayer compared to the crowded background of the his-tagged wt-HMM.  
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5.5 Free Energy for ADP and Rigor States 

We observed no distinct difference between 2hepzip_ADP and 2hep_rigor, and between 

HMM_ADP and HMM_rigor in the ratio of 2-headed vs 1-headed attachments; suggesting very 

little difference in free energy of actin binding whether or not ADP is bound to myosin.  

One of the more striking observations by cryo-EM of actin filaments decorated by 

smooth muscle S1 was a change in the lever arm angle when ADP was bound (Whittaker et al. 

1995). This motion tilts the region of the S1 head away from the barbed end of the actin filament, 

translating the head-rod junction a distance of 3-4 nm. This observation was also made on actin 

filaments decorated with brush border myosin-I (Jontes, Wilson-Kubalek and Milligan 1995). 

This was one of the first pieces of evidence from cryo-EM supporting the swinging lever arm 

hypothesis, in which the large rotation movements come from part of the myosin S1 fragment 

(Holmes 1997). However, it was later shown that there is very little if any reduction in tension 

and stiffness when ADP is added to skinned smooth muscle fibers (Dantzig et al. 1999) . If 

anything, there is a small (3%) increase in tension and a small (6%) decrease in stiffness when 

ADP is added to smooth muscle and soleus (skeletal) muscle fibers, both relatively slow muscles 

that must maintain tension for long periods.  

It was also found that changes in [Mg2+] and ionic strength alter rigor tension in smooth 

muscle, whereas changes in [ADP] have little affect (Dantzig et al. 1999). Changes in rigor 

tension and stiffness in response to changes in ionic strength have been described previously for 

smooth and skeletal muscle (Fink, Stephenson and Williams 1986, Arheden, Arner and 

Hellstrand 1988). However, Whittaker et al. did not detect any difference in the structure of 

smooth muscle S1-decorated actin in rigor when ionic strength was varied between 25 and 150 

mM. 
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These results are significant for our experiment, because the salt concentration could 

increase during specimen freezing. The Dantzig et al. interpretation is that a slow rate of ADP 

release helps these muscles maintain tension for longer periods of time with less ATP 

consumption. This interpretation would seem to explain our observation that more 2-headed 

binding occurred in when ADP was added (higher tension) and that ADP gives the lever arm 

more compliance (lower stiffness). 

Moreover, the dissociation constant for ADP binding to smooth muscle attached to actin 

is ~1-5 μM (Fuglsang et al. 1993, Khromov et al. 1995, Gollub, Cremo and Cooke 1996, Cremo 

and Geeves 1998, Clark, Kemp and Radda 1995), whereas estimates of the concentration of free 

ADP in the cytoplasm of smooth muscle is ~18-100 μM (Clark et al. 1995). Thus the 

concentration of free ADP in the cell compared to its affinity for myosin indicates free energy is 

absorbed when ADP is released from the AM∙ADP state, yet the reaction still proceeds forward 

driven by the overall free energy liberated by ATP hydrolysis.  

This finding would also explain our observation that more 2-headed binding occurred in 

when ADP was added. As to my result, the 2-headed attachment in ADP state has lower energy 

when bound to actin compared to that in the rigor state. The lever arm is more flexible in ADP 

state, giving the 2-headed attachment higher binding affinity to actin filament. 

 

5.6 Free Energy Difference between 1-Headed and 2-Headed Attachments 

Torsional rigidity in the S2 should also manifest as a free energy difference between 1-

headed and 2-headed binding. Because one head of HMM is already attached, the reaction is a 

unimolecular reaction that does not involve a diffusion rate limitation and is independent of the 

HMM and actin concentration in the system. The equation for the equilibrium between 1-headed 

and 2-headed binding could be expressed as  
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MbMf-Actin -----> MbMb-Actin  

where Mb is the bound head, Mf is the unbound head. The equilibrium constant is given by  

Keq = [MbMb-Actin]/[MbMf-Actin]  ≅ 0.376 for wt-HMM and 0.166 for 2hepzip-HMM 

ΔG0 = -RTlnK 

Where R =1.98724x10-3 kcal/M/°K 

RT represents thermal energy of the system. At 273°K, RT has a value of 0.54 kcal/M; at 298°K, 

RT has a value of 0.59 kcal/M. The ratio of 2-headed vs. 1-headed binding for wt-HMM was 

0.376 (average for rigor and ADP), whereas for 2hepzip-HMM, the ratio was 0.166 (average for 

rigor and ADP). The natural log of 0.376 is -0.978 whereas the natural log of 0.166 is -1.8. Thus, 

ΔG0 for 2-headed vs. 1-headed binding of wt-HMM is 0.978RT and for 2hepzip-HMM is 1.8RT. 

The free energy difference between 2-headed and 1-headed binding for wt-HMM is not much 

different from thermal energy, whereas for 2hepzip-HMM it is not quite 2x thermal energy.  

 

5.7 Torsional Rigidity from the Ratio of 2-Headed vs. 1-Headed Attachment  

The insight for the functional role of the S2 rod has come from an investigation of the 

minimum length of S2 required to regulated activity in expressed smooth muscle HMM (Trybus 

et al. 1997). The minimum length is 15 heptads, which is about 105 amino acid long. It is also 

the length to the head (105 residues * 0.15 nm/residue=15.7 nm). That was interpreted that the 

heads in the inhibited state need to interact with the charged surface of the S2 to maintain the off 

state. However, a striated muscle myosin S2 could replace the smooth muscle myosin S2 in a 

chimeric HMM construct without any loss of regulation. This result was interpreted to mean that 

the interaction was charge specific instead of residue specific.  
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Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram grouping the constructs that show no regulation, partial regulation 
(<10-fold), or complete regulation (>10-fold)by light chain phosphorylation as determined by 
steady state actin-activated ATPases. All monomeric constructs (a–c), regardless of length, show 
no regulation with phosphorylation. Constructs that show partial regulation include C-terminal 
zippers after 0, 2, or 7 heptads of native sequence (d and e), and constructs in which a piece of 
rod is translocated from its normal position relative to the invariant proline (f and g). Among the 
constructs showing full regulation are 15-heptad/zipper (h), a 37-heptad construct with the 
leucine zipper replacing amino acids 867–898 (i), a smooth head-striated muscle rod chimera (j), 
and a 37-heptad wild-type construct (k). Dimers that are fully regulated are shown with their 
heads bent down toward the rod to indicate that specific sequences in the rod mediate head–rod 
or head–head interactions.  

 

The leucine zipper has been inserted into different locations on S2 and made a few 

different constructs (Trybus et al. 1997). A 15-heptad/zipper construct and a 37-heptad construct 

with the leucine zipper replacing amino acids at the head-rod junction shows complete 

regulation; constructs with leucine zipper after 0, 2 or 7 heptads, and constructs with leucine 

zipper after 0 or 7 heptads plus rod translocated to the invariant proline showed only partial 

regulation (see Figure 5.1). At the time this work was published, the structure of the inhibited 

conformation of smHMM was not known. It was only known that regulation required a 2-headed 

myosin species. With the publication of the inhibited smHMM structure and subsequent work, it 
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is clear now that any interaction between S and the myosin head occurs with the blocked head 

MD. 

The EM structure from smooth muscle myosin, scallop myosin and tarantula muscle 

myosin support the interpretation that interactions between MD and S2 stabilize the folded head 

structure. The computational normal mode analysis suggested that a torsional motion on the α-

helices of S2 is required to achieve folding of the paired heads and thus a minimum length of S2 

is required to achieve the required flexibility (Tama et al. 2005). This study was undertaken to 

investigate whether a torsional motion on S2 could be demonstrated with smHMM constructs 

having different length of S2. We chose 2-headed binding to actin as a test system because there 

is no evidence for an interaction of the myosin motor domains with the S2 influencing this 

phenomenon. Indeed, it would seem counter intuitive that such an interaction might occur since 

the S2 links with the thick filament shaft, which is quite distant from the actin. 

The HMM constructs in this study were kindly provided by Dr. Kathleen M, Trybus. My 

study indicates that when S2 is longer, it is more flexible when compared to a shorter S2. The 

result of my study is consistent with the ATPase activity study on the construct. For constructs d 

and e, the poor regulation could be interpreted as either the torsional motion is restrained because 

the S2 is too short and has little flexibility to let the heads food, or that the S2 is too short to 

interact with one of myosin heads, which subsequent work has shown is the blocked head. Both 

effects could be operating. For construct f and g where the S2 is long enough to interact with one 

of the myosin heads, the poor regulation cannot be simply explained by torsional rigidity and 

implies that there is an interaction between S2 and the blocked head. For constructs h, i, j and k, 

the rod is both long enough to accommodate torsional motion, as well as interact with the 

blocked head and thus can form the folded head structure in the dephosphorylated state. 
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5.8 Conclusion  

We find several surprising observations in this study of 2-headed binding to actin. First, 

although we obtained only about 70% saturation of actin binding sites using the different HMM 

constructs, we find that less than 40% of the HMM attach with both heads, even after eliminating 

those situations where the second head cannot bind due to the “parking problem”. This 

observation may be due to some kinds of heterogeneity or steric effects that are not predictable 

based on current assumptions about myosin binding to actin. Our expectation and probably that 

of most investigators was that there would be a higher proportion of 2-headed binding given the 

level of saturation.  

The second surprise was the finding that saturating levels of ADP increased the amount 

of 2-headed binding compared with nucleotide-free rigor, especially for the wt-HMM construct. 

The literature on ADP binding to smooth muscle S1 is that there is a significant change in the 

lever arm angle when bound to actin (Whittaker et al. 1995) but when ADP is added to fibers, the 

tension increases, just the opposite of the expectation from the decorated actin results. Stiffness 

also decreases. The increase in tension might be attributed to increased numbers of bound heads 

but the stiffness decrease is more difficult to explain. Stiffness in muscle mechanics is usually 

attributed to the number of myosin molecules bound to actin and the frequency at which the 

stiffness is measured gives the investigator information about the on/off rates. To explain the 

tension, the number of myosin molecules bound to actin probably does not change significantly, 

but the number of 2-headed attachments could, if all myosins are not bound by both heads.  

In smooth muscle, it is not possible to predict with precision the ratio of actin subunits to 

myosin heads because there is no regular lattice. However, in striated muscle it is possible to 

make a prediction. For example, in Lethocerus flight muscle, there are three actin filaments for 
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each myosin filament and in the smallest axial period having an integral number of actin 

crossovers and myosin crowns (14.5 nm axial periods) there are 126 potential actin sites and 64 

myosin heads so the highest degree of actin saturation with myosin heads is 51%. In fact, only 

75% of the myosin heads bind the thin filament in rigor (Tsaturyan et al. 2011) for a saturation 

level of 38%. In vertebrate muscle, where there are 5 crowns spaced 14.3 nm in an axial distance 

of two actin crossovers, the ratio of actin sites (26 subunits/filament x 2 filaments) to myosin 

heads (5 crowns x 6 heads/crown) is 54/30=56%. Despite the relatively larger number of myosin 

heads/actin subunits, usually in rigor 100% of the myosin heads bind (Tsaturyan et al. 2011).  

If anything, these numbers demonstrate that the way the myosin heads and the actin 

filaments are arranged can have a large effect on myosin head binding to actin. The lipid 

monolayer system we are using places the HMM and actin on a planar surface as opposed to the 

cylindrical surface in muscle and this could affect the degree of saturation. However, for both 

HMM constructs, the conditions were nearly identical (some wt-HMM was decorated using a Ni-

NTA lipid rather than a positively charged monolayer). Thus, while the monolayer may have 

affected the degree of saturation achieved, the differences between wt-HMM and 2hepzip-HMM 

are real effects. 

We undertook this study with the goal of determining whether the length of the S2 

domain on smHMM constructs could affect 2-headed binding to actin, which is an experimental 

system where any involvement of the S2 domain would have to be due to its torsional flexibility 

and not due to a potential interaction with the myosin heads. To make this measurement, and 

actually know the structural state of the actin-myosin interaction, we developed a complete set of 

tools for identifying each actin subunit in the collection of filaments used and for identifying and 

grouping and quantitating the different patterns of the myosin labeling. The 2-fold effect of the 
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S2 length on 2-headed binding suggests that there is more to the effect of S2 length on regulation 

in smHMM than simply a requirement for a minimal the length to reach the MD of the blocked 

head and thus we conclude that we have shown evidence for a torsional motion effect on the 

flexibility of myosin heads. A 2-fold effect on actin binding in the rigor and ADP states may 

have more significance for regulation than appears at first glance. Myosin binds very strongly to 

actin in the absence of nucleotide so this would be a strong driver of 2-headed binding. 

Intuitively, the interactions that stabilize the head-head interaction in the inhibited conformation, 

which are strongly salt concentration dependent unlike the nucleotide-free interaction with actin, 

would be weaker and thus the equilibrium for the folded, inhibited conformation would show a 

greater effect, which it does, ~5-10 fold. 

We fully expected that the addition of ADP would weaken the binding to actin thereby 

decreasing the amount of 2-headed binding to actin. Although our observed differences are 

small, it seems that the opposite was achieved; 2-headed binding increased when ADP was 

added. The torsional rigidity exists when the smooth muscle myosin II binds to actin filament 

with two S1 head. Although it was found the single S1 head binds strongest to actin in the rigor 

state, the 2-headed attachment in rigor state has lower affinity to actin comparing to that when 

ADP is bound.  This difference probably results from the flexibility of the lever arm in the ADP 

state.  

The S2 rod has torsional rigidity depending on the length. The shorter S2 is, the less 

flexible it will be, and it will be more difficult for both head to be twisted towards the actin 

filament and bind. The same torsional rigidity on S2 will affect the folding of the head in the 

dephosphorylated state into the inhibited conformation. When the S2 is shorter than 15 heptads, 

it gives the head less freedom to fold. 
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The dephosphorylation also folds the smM from 6 S into 10 S. The folding of the S2 rod 

also requires torsional motion, and this motion should be coupled with folding of the head. The 

folding of the head might trigger the folding of S2, as the dephosphorylation happens on RLC, 

and in vitro, the dephosphorylated smM dimers are likely to disassemble from thick filaments 

and form 10 S. Further study should be done to test the effects of torsional motions around S2 

using constructs of different lengths, not just the two extremes examined here. 

. 
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APPENDIX A 

LIST OF TOMOGRAMS 

Sample Name Tomogram name Size of the tomogram 
(in pixel) 

Number of filaments 
selected 

2hepzip_ADP h_10_12_bck.img 
h_12_13_bck.img 
h_13_08_bck.img 

1900 × 1800 × 120 
1850 × 1900 × 240  
1900 × 1900 × 200 

6 
9 
8 

2hepzip_rigor h_1_08_bck.img 
h_3_08_bck.img 
h_05_08_bck.img 
h_07_08_bck.img 

1700 × 1800 × 120 
1890 × 1840 × 120 
1800 × 1800 × 120 
1800 × 1700 × 120 

9 
14 
3 
7 

HMM_ADP h_8_10_bck.img 
h_23_10_bck.img 
h_24_13_bck.img 
h_30_12_bck.img 
h_32_1_11_bck.img 
h_32_2_16_bck.img 
h_35_13_bck.img 

1800 × 1200 × 160 
1500 × 1500 × 120 
1600 × 1600 × 120 
1300 × 1120 × 120 
2200 × 2000 × 140 
1500 × 1800 × 120 
1130 × 1100 × 120 

3 
7 
4 
1 
5 
6 
4 

HMM_rigor h_14_50_bck.img 
h_18_13_bck.img 
h_10_20_bck.img 
h_2_20_bck.img 

1670 × 1700 × 200 
1800 × 1700 × 200 
1700 × 1800 × 160 
1700 × 1700 × 160 

8 
2 
5 
3 
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2hepzip_ADP h_10_10_bck.img 
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2hepzip_ADP h_12_13_bck.img 
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APPENDIX B 

LIST OF SCRIPTS 

================================================================================ 
plot_cof.m 
# This script is used for plotting correlation from mark free alignment. See Figure 3.3 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- 
function plot_cof(fname) 
% Example: 
% plot_cof('h_10_20.corr') 
  
dat=load(fname); 
% dat=load('h_10_20.corr'); 
  
figure('position', [0, 0, 360, 400]) 
set(0,'DefaultAxesFontSize',10) 
plot(dat(:,3),'r*'); 
hold on; 
plot(dat(:,4),'g*'); 
xlim([0 size(dat,1)+1]); 
xlabel('Image Number'); 
ylabel('Singular Value'); 
 
================================================================================  
trf_analysis.sh 
# Get the coordinates from the trf file. See Table 3.1. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 
#!/bin/sh 
awk '{print $2+$5,$0;}' $1.trf > $1_new_temp 
sort -n -k1 $1_new_temp >$1_new_temp_sort 
awk '{ print $2,$3,$4,$5,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13,$14,$15,$16,$17;}' $1_new_temp_sort > $1_sort.trf 
awk '{ print $3,$4,$5,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13,$14,$15,$16,$17;}' $1_new_temp_sort > $1_temp.trf 
rm *temp *temp_sort 
 
awk '{print $2+$5, $3+$6,$4+$7;}' $1_sort.trf >$1_sort.pos 
 
awk '{print "i3euler", $8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13,$14,$15,$16}' $1_sort.trf >$1.sh 
sh $1.sh>$1_sort.euler 
rm $1.sh 
 
================================================================================  
smooth_pos.m 
# The output from sxextract_segments.py are integer. Smooth the coordinates, so that they have the 
decimal part. See Table 3.1. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function smooth_pos(fname,fnout) 
c=load(fname); 
for I=1:3 
c2(:,I)=smooth(c(:,I)); 
end 
fid = fopen(fnout, 'w'); 
for i=1:size(c2,1) 
fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f\n', c2(i,:)); 
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end 
fclose(fid); 
 
================================================================================ 
refine_angle.m  
# Calculate the Euler angles from smoothed coordinates. See Table 3.1. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function refine_angle(fname1,fname2,fnout) 
% fname1 is *_smooth.pos 
% fname2 is *_sort.euler 
pos=load(fname1); 
euler=load(fname2); 
euler_new(1,3)=euler(1,3); 
 x=pos(1,1); 
 y=pos(1,2); 
 z=pos(1,3); 
 x1=pos(2,1); 
 y1=pos(2,2); 
 z1=pos(2,3); 
 if x-x1 == 0 
 euler_new(1,1)=0; 
 else 
 euler_new(1,1)=asin((x-x1)/sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2))/pi*180; 
 end 
 if y-y1>0 
 euler_new(1,1)=-euler_new(1,1); 
 end 
  if y-y1 ==0 
 euler_new(1,2)=0; 
 else 
 euler_new(1,2)=asin(-(y-y1)/ sqrt((y-y1)^2+(z-z1)^2))/pi*180; 
 end 
 euler_new(1,3)=euler(1,3); 
for I=2:length(pos) 
 x=pos(I-1,1); 
 y=pos(I-1,2); 
 z=pos(I-1,3); 
 x1=pos(I,1); 
 y1=pos(I,2); 
 z1=pos(I,3); 
 if x-x1 == 0 
 euler_new(I,1)=0; 
 else 
 euler_new(I,1)=asin((x-x1)/ sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2))/pi*180; 
 end 
 if y-y1>0 
 euler_new(I,1)=-euler_new(I,1); 
 end 
 if y-y1 ==0 
 euler_new(I,2)=0; 
 else 
 euler_new(I,2)=asin(-(y-y1)/ sqrt((y-y1)^2+(z-z1)^2))/pi*180; 
 end 
 euler_new(I,3)=euler_new(I-1,3)+166.67; 
 if euler_new(I,3)>=180 
   euler_new(I,3) = euler_new(I,3)-360; 
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 end 
end 
fid = fopen(fnout, 'w'); 
for I=1:length(euler_new) 
fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f\n', euler_new(I,:)); 
end 
fclose(fid); 
 
================================================================================ 
trf_rebuild.sh  
# Rebuild trf file from smoothed coordinates and recalculated rotation matrix from Euler angles. This 
recalculated trf file will be used for the initial subvolume alignment. See Table 3.1. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- 
#!/bin/sh 
 
# use rotation angle of smoothed euler angle + original spin angle 
awk '{print "i3euler", $1, $2, $3 }' $1_refine.euler >  $1_refine.euler.sh 
source /em/home/programs/protomo-2.2.1/setup.sh 
sh $1_refine.euler.sh > new_matrix 
awk '{print "'$1'", int($1), int($2), int($3), $1-int($1), $2-int($2),$3-int($3)}' $1_smooth.pos> $1_temp1.trf 
awk 'NR==FNR{_[NR]=$0;next}{print $0,_[FNR]}' new_matrix $1_temp1.trf>$1.trf 
 
rm *_temp1.trf new_matrix $1_refine.euler.sh 
 
================================================================================  
trf_clean.sh  
# Clean the unwanted files from the directory. See Table 3.1. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 
#!/bin/sh 
 
rm $1_sort.* $1_temp.trf $1_refine.euler 
 
================================================================================ 
trf_analysis.sh  
# Extract coordinates for each filament from I3 output file, and sort them by x or y position along the 
filament. Compute Euler angles from trf file. The coordinates and rotation matrix are stored in trf files.. 
SeeTable 3.2. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 
#!/bin/sh 
 
awk '{if($1=="'$1'") print $1,$2,$3,$4,$5,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13,$14,$15,$16;}' ./hmm-008-ali-ali.trf> 
$1_new.trf 
 
awk '{print $2+$5,$0;}' $1_new.trf > $1_new_temp 
sort -n -k1 $1_new_temp >$1_new_temp_sort 
awk '{ print $2,$3,$4,$5,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13,$14,$15,$16,$17;}' $1_new_temp_sort > $1_sort.trf 
awk '{ print $3,$4,$5,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13,$14,$15,$16,$17;}' $1_new_temp_sort > $1_temp.trf 
rm *temp *temp_sort 
 
awk '{print $2+$5,$3+$6,$4+$7;}' $1_sort.trf >$1_sort.pos 
 
awk '{print "i3euler", $8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13,$14,$15,$16}' $1_sort.trf >$1.sh 
#source /panfs/storage.local/winkler/software/protomo-2.2.1/setup.sh 
sh $1.sh>$1_sort.euler 
rm $1.sh 
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================================================================================  
trf_analysis.m 
# Use sorted trf file and Euler angles to compute the spacing between the neighboring raw subvolume 
and the difference between their spin angles. SeeTable 3.2. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function trf_analysis(fname1,fname2,fnout) 
trf=load(fname1); 
euler=load(fname2); 
ms(1,1)=trf(1,1)+trf(1,4); 
ms(1,2)=trf(1,2)+trf(1,5); 
ms(1,3)=trf(1,3)+trf(1,6); 
ms(1,4)=euler(1,1); 
ms(1,5)=euler(1,2); 
ms(1,6)=euler(1,3); 
for I=2:length(trf) 
 x=trf(I-1,1)+trf(I-1,4); 
 y=trf(I-1,2)+trf(I-1,5); 
 z=trf(I-1,3)+trf(I-1,6); 
 x1=trf(I,1)+trf(I,4); 
 y1=trf(I,2)+trf(I,5); 
 z1=trf(I,3)+trf(I,6); 
 ms(I,1)=x1; 
 ms(I,2)=y1; 
 ms(I,3)=z1; 
 ms(I,4)=euler(I,1); 
 ms(I,5)=euler(I,2); 
 ms(I,6)=euler(I,3); 
 ms(I,7)=sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2+(z-z1)^2); 
 ms(I,8)=euler(I,3)-euler(I-1,3); 
 if ms(I,8) >0 
 ms(I,8)=ms(I,8)-360; 
 end 
 end 
 fid=fopen(fnout,'w'); 
 for I=1:length(ms) 
 fprintf(fid, '%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f\n',ms(I,:)); 
 end 
 fclose(fid); 
 
================================================================================  
trf_modify.m  
# Remove duplicate subvolumes (subvolume spacing < 2.5 pixel), add new subvolumes between two 
subvolumes more than 7.5 pixel apart. Plot the coordinates before and after modification. SeeTable 3.2. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 
function trf_modify(fname,fnout) 
% remove dublicate subvolume 
% add new subvolum where there is a gap 
dat=load(fname); 
datnew(1,:)=dat(1,:); 
k=2; 
for n=2:length(dat); 
if dat(n,7)>2.5 && dat(n,7)<7.5 
    datnew(k,:)=dat(n,:); 
    k=k+1; 
elseif dat(n,7)>=7.5 && dat(n,7)<12.5 
 datnew(k,1)=(dat(n-1,1)+dat(n,1))/2; 
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 datnew(k,2)=(dat(n-1,2)+dat(n,2))/2; 
 datnew(k,3)=(dat(n-1,3)+dat(n,3))/2; 
 datnew(k,4)=(dat(n-1,4)+dat(n,4))/2; 
 datnew(k,5)=(dat(n-1,5)+dat(n,5))/2; 
 datnew(k,6)=dat(n-1,6)+180; 
 k=k+1; 
 datnew(k,:)=dat(n,:); 
 k=k+1; 
 elseif dat(n,7)>=12.5 
 datnew(k,1)=(dat(n,1)-dat(n-1,1))/3+dat(n-1,1); 
 datnew(k,2)=(dat(n,2)-dat(n-1,2))/3+dat(n-1,2); 
 datnew(k,3)=(dat(n,3)-dat(n-1,3))/3+dat(n-1,3); 
 datnew(k,4)=(dat(n-1,4)+dat(n,4))/2; 
 datnew(k,5)=(dat(n-1,5)+dat(n,5))/2; 
 datnew(k,6)=dat(n-1,6)+180; 
 k=k+1; 
 datnew(k,1)=2*(dat(n,1)-dat(n-1,1))/3+dat(n-1,1); 
 datnew(k,2)=2*(dat(n,2)-dat(n-1,2))/3+dat(n-1,2); 
 datnew(k,3)=2*(dat(n,3)-dat(n-1,3))/3+dat(n-1,3); 
 datnew(k,4)=(dat(n-1,4)+dat(n,4))/2; 
 datnew(k,5)=(dat(n-1,5)+dat(n,5))/2; 
 datnew(k,6)=dat(n-1,6)+180; 
 k=k+1; 
 datnew(k,:)=dat(n,:); 
 k=k+1; 
end 
end 
  
for I=2:length(datnew) 
 x=datnew(I-1,1); 
 y=datnew(I-1,2); 
 z=datnew(I-1,3); 
 x1=datnew(I,1); 
 y1=datnew(I,2); 
 z1=datnew(I,3); 
 datnew(I,7)=sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2+(z-z1)^2); 
 datnew(I,8)=datnew(I,6)-datnew(I-1,6); 
  
 if datnew(I,6) >180 
    datnew(I,6)=datnew(I,8)-360; 
 elseif datnew(I,6)<-180 
    datnew(I,6)=datnew(I,8)+360; 
 end 
  
 if datnew(I,8) >0 
    datnew(I,8)=datnew(I,8)-360; 
 elseif datnew(I,8)<-360 
    datnew(I,8)=datnew(I,8)+360; 
 end 
  
end 
  
fid=fopen(fnout,'w'); 
 for I=1:length(datnew) 
 fprintf(fid, '%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f\n',datnew(I,:)); 
 end 
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 fclose(fid); 
  
figure; 
plot3(dat(:,1),dat(:,2),dat(:,3),'r+'); 
hold on; 
plot3(datnew(:,1),datnew(:,2),datnew(:,3),'go'); 
title('Coordinates Plot'); 
xlabel('x'); 
ylabel('y'); 
zlabel('z'); 
set(gca,'ZLim',[-100 100]) 
  
figure; 
S1=subplot(2,1,1); 
histfit(dat(2:end,7)) 
S1=subplot(2,1,2); 
histfit(datnew(2:end,7)) 
title('Spacing before and after Plot'); 
  
figure; 
S1=subplot(3,1,1); 
plot(S1,datnew(:,4),'r+'); 
title('Euler angle 1 Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
S2=subplot(3,1,2); 
plot(S2,datnew(:,5),'r+'); 
title('Euler angle 2 Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
S3=subplot(3,1,3); 
plot(S3,datnew(:,6),'r+'); 
title('Euler angle 3 Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
 
================================================================================  
dat_analysis.m  
# Do statistical analysis and plotting on spacing between the neighboring raw subvolume and the 
difference in spin angles. Plot the coordinate in 3-D, and plot the Euler angles distrubution. SeeTable 3.2. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function dat_analysis(fname) 
% This script analysis euler angle 
% fname is the dat file 
% Example: 
% dat_analysis('h_10_1.dat') 
  
dat=load(fname); 
max(dat(2:end,7)) 
min(dat(2:end,7)) 
mean(dat(2:end,7)) 
std(dat(2:end,7)) 
  
max(dat(2:end,8)) 
min(dat(2:end,8)) 
mean(dat(2:end,8)) 
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std(dat(2:end,8)) 
  
figure; 
S1=subplot(2,1,1); 
histfit(dat(2:end,7)) 
S2=subplot(2,1,2); 
histfit(dat(2:end,8),36) 
  
figure; 
plot3(dat(:,1),dat(:,2),dat(:,3),'r+'); 
title('Coordinates Plot'); 
xlabel('x'); 
ylabel('y'); 
zlabel('z'); 
set(gca,'ZLim',[-100 100]) 
  
figure; 
S1=subplot(3,1,1); 
plot(S1,dat(:,4),'r+'); 
title('Euler angle 1 Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
S2=subplot(3,1,2); 
plot(S2,dat(:,5),'r+'); 
title('Euler angle 2 Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
S3=subplot(3,1,3); 
plot(S3,dat(:,6),'r+'); 
title('Euler angle 3 Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
 
================================================================================ 
trf_smooth.m  
# Apply smoothing to the coordinates of each raw subvolume to make them follow a smooth curve and 
more evenly spaced. Plot the coordinate before and after smoothing. SeeTable 3.2. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 
function trf_smooth(fname,fnout) 
c=load(fname); 
d1=0; 
d2=100; 
for I=1:3 
c2(:,I)=smooth(c(:,I),0.1,'rloess'); 
end 
for I=4:6 
c2(:,I)=c(:,I); 
end 
for I=2:length(c2) 
c2(I,7)=sqrt((c2(I-1,1)-c2(I,1))^2+(c2(I-1,2)-c2(I,2))^2+(c2(I-1,3)-c2(I,3))^2); 
c2(I,8)=c2(I,6)-c2(I-1,6); 
if c2(I,8)>0 
c2(I,8)=c2(I,8)-360; 
end 
if d1< c2(I,7) 
d1=c2(I,7); 
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end 
if d2> c2(I,7) 
d2=c2(I,7); 
end 
end 
fprintf('Distance after smoothing is %f ~ %f\n',d2, d1) 
figure; 
plot3(c(:,1),c(:,2),c(:,3),'r+',c2(:,1),c2(:,2),c2(:,3),'go'); 
title('Coordinates Before & After Smooth Plot'); 
xlabel('x'); 
ylabel('y'); 
zlabel('z'); 
legend('Before','After'); 
  
figure; 
S1=subplot(2,1,1); 
histfit(c(2:end,7)) 
S1=subplot(2,1,2); 
histfit(c2(2:end,7)) 
title('Spacing before and after Plot'); 
  
fid = fopen(fnout, 'w'); 
for i=1:length(c2) 
fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f\n', c2(i,:)); 
end 
fclose(fid); 
 
================================================================================ 
Euler_smooth.m  
# Apply smoothing to the first two Euler angles (polar angles) to make neighboring raw motif change 
angles gradually. Fit the third Euler angle (spin angle) to apply a 166.67 angular difference along 
successive subvolumes from each actin filament. SeeTable 3.2. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 
function euler_smooth(fname,fnout) 
c=load(fname); 
% c=load('h_23_01.datm'); 
c2(:,1)=smooth(c(:,4),0.2,'rloess'); 
c2(:,2)=smooth(c(:,5),0.2,'rloess'); 
% c2(2:end,4)=smooth(c(2:end,8),0.9,'rlowess'); 
% c2(2:end,4)=mean(c(2:end,8)); 
% c2(2:end,4)=-166.7; 
c2(1,3)=c(1,6); 
  
fprintf('Spin angle difference is %f \n',mean(c(2:end,8))) 
  
% for n=2:length(c2); 
% c2(n,3)=c2(n-1,3)+c2(n,4); 
%  c2(n,4)=c2(n,3)-c2(n-1,3); 
%  if c2(n,3)>180 
%      c2(n,3)=c2(n,3)-360; 
%  elseif c2(n,3)<=-180 
%      c2(n,3)=c2(n,3)+360; 
%  end 
% end 
  
for n=2:length(c) 
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 c(n,6)=c(n-1,6)+c(n,8); 
end 
  
for n=1:length(c) 
c(n,9)=n; 
end 
  
% p=polyfit(c(:,9),c(:,6),1); 
  
p=fit(c(:,9),c(:,6),'poly1','Robust','Bisquare'); 
  
% p=fit(c(:,9),c(:,6),'poly1'); 
  
fprintf('New pin angle difference is %f \n',p.p1) 
  
for n=1:length(c) 
%        c2(n,3)=p.p1*n+p.p2; 
%        c2(n,3)=-166.67*n+p.p2; 
         c2(n,3)=-193.33*n+p.p2; 
end 
  
figure 
plot(c(:,6),'r+');hold on; 
plot(c2(:,3),'go'); 
title('Euler angle 3 Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
  
for n=1:length(c) 
    while c2(n,3)>180 
        c2(n,3)=c2(n,3)-360; 
    end 
    while c2(n,3)<=-180 
        c2(n,3)=c2(n,3)+360; 
    end 
end 
  
for n=2:length(c) 
    c2(n,4)=c2(n,3)-c2(n-1,3); 
    while c2(n,4)>0 
    c2(n,4)=c2(n,4)-360; 
    end 
    while c2(n,4)<=-360 
    c2(n,4)=c2(n,4)+360; 
    end   
end 
  
  
% figure; 
% plot(c(:,6),'r+');hold on; 
% plot(x,yfit,'g-.'); 
  
% c2(2:end,3)=smooth(c(2:end,6),0.5,'rlowess'); 
  
  
for n=2:length(c); 
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while c(n,6)>180 
    c(n,6)=c(n,6)-360; 
end 
while c(n,6)<=-180 
    c(n,6)=c(n,6)+360; 
end 
end 
  
figure; 
S1=subplot(4,1,1); 
plot(S1,c(:,4),'r+');hold on; 
plot(S1,c2(:,1),'go'); 
title('Euler angle 1 Before & After Smooth Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
legend('Before','After'); 
S2=subplot(4,1,2); 
plot(S2,c(:,5),'r+');hold on; 
plot(S2,c2(:,2),'go'); 
title('Euler angle 2 Before & After Smooth Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
legend('Before','After'); 
S3=subplot(4,1,3); 
plot(S3,c(:,6),'r+');hold on; 
plot(S3,c2(:,3),'go'); 
title('Euler angle 3 Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
S4=subplot(4,1,4); 
plot(S4,c(2:end,8),'r+');hold on; 
plot(S4,c2(2:end,4),'go'); 
title('Euler angle 3 difference Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle difference'); 
  
figure 
T1=subplot(3,1,1); 
plot(c(:,6),'r+');hold on; 
plot(c2(:,3),'go'); 
title('Euler angle 3 Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
  
T2=subplot(3,1,2); 
m=fix(length(c)/2); 
for n=1:m+1 
    if 2*n-1<=length(c) 
    a=2*n-1; 
    plot(T2,a,c(a,6),'r+');hold on; 
    plot(T2,a,c2(a,3),'go');hold on; 
    end 
end 
  
T3=subplot(3,1,3); 
for n=1:m 
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b=2*n; 
plot(T3,b,c(b,6),'r+');hold on; 
plot(T3,b,c2(b,3),'go');hold on; 
end 
  
fid = fopen(fnout, 'w'); 
for i=1:length(c2) 
fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f \n', c2(i,1:3)); 
end 
fclose(fid); 
 
================================================================================  
refine_angle.m 
# Compute the first two Euler angles by coordinates of successive raw subvolumes. The result can be 
compared with smoothed to verify the smoothing result. SeeTable 3.2. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 
function refine_angle(fname1,fname2,fnout) 
% fname1 is *_smooth.pos 
% fname2 is *_sort.euler 
pos=load(fname1); 
euler=load(fname2); 
euler_new(1,3)=euler(1,3); 
 x=pos(1,1); 
 y=pos(1,2); 
 z=pos(1,3); 
 x1=pos(2,1); 
 y1=pos(2,2); 
 z1=pos(2,3); 
 if x-x1 == 0 
 euler_new(1,1)=0; 
 else 
 euler_new(1,1)=asin((x-x1)/sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2))/pi*180; 
 end 
 if y-y1>0 
 euler_new(1,1)=-euler_new(1,1); 
 end 
  if y-y1 ==0 
 euler_new(1,2)=0; 
 else 
 euler_new(1,2)=asin(-(y-y1)/ sqrt((y-y1)^2+(z-z1)^2))/pi*180; 
 end 
 euler_new(1,3)=euler(1,3); 
for I=2:length(pos) 
 x=pos(I-1,1); 
 y=pos(I-1,2); 
 z=pos(I-1,3); 
 x1=pos(I,1); 
 y1=pos(I,2); 
 z1=pos(I,3); 
 if x-x1 == 0 
 euler_new(I,1)=0; 
 else 
 euler_new(I,1)=asin((x-x1)/ sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2))/pi*180; 
 end 
 if y-y1>0 
 euler_new(I,1)=-euler_new(I,1); 
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 end 
 if y-y1 ==0 
 euler_new(I,2)=0; 
 else 
 euler_new(I,2)=asin(-(y-y1)/ sqrt((y-y1)^2+(z-z1)^2))/pi*180; 
 end 
 euler_new(I,3)=euler_new(I-1,3)+166.67; 
 if euler_new(I,3)>=180 
   euler_new(I,3) = euler_new(I,3)-360; 
 end 
end 
figure; 
  
S1=subplot(2,1,1); 
plot(S1,euler(:,1),'r+');hold on; 
plot(S1,euler_new(:,1),'g+'); 
title('Euler angle 1 Before & After Smooth Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
legend('Before','After'); 
S2=subplot(2,1,2); 
plot(S2,euler(:,2),'r+');hold on; 
plot(S2,euler_new(:,2),'g+'); 
title('Euler angle 2 Before & After Smooth Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
legend('Before','After'); 
  
fid = fopen(fnout, 'w'); 
for I=1:length(euler_new) 
fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f\n', euler_new(I,:)); 
end 
fclose(fid); 
 
================================================================================ 
dat_rebuild.m  
# Rebuild .dat file from smoothed coordinates and Euler angles, so that dat_analysis.m can analyze the 
spacing and Euler angles. SeeTable 3.2. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
function dat_rebuild(fname1,fname2,fout) 
% This script put datsmooth and smooth.euler together 
% Example: 
% dat_rebuild('h_23_01.datsmooth','h_23_01_smooth.euler','h_23_01.newdat') 
  
d1=load(fname1); 
d2=load(fname2); 
if length(d1) ~= length(d2) 
    fprintf('Error, input files not match'); 
else 
    dat=[d1(:,1:3) d2]; 
  
    dat(1,7)=0; 
    dat(1,8)=0; 
for I=2:length(dat)     
 dat(I,7)=sqrt((dat(I,1)-dat(I-1,1))^2+(dat(I,2)-dat(I-1,2))^2+(dat(I,3)-dat(I-1,3))^2); 
 dat(I,8)=dat(I,6)-dat(I-1,6); 
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 if dat(I,8) >0 
 dat(I,8)=dat(I,8)-360; 
 end 
end 
  
max(dat(2:end,7)) 
min(dat(2:end,7)) 
mean(dat(2:end,7)) 
std(dat(2:end,7)) 
  
max(dat(2:end,8)) 
min(dat(2:end,8)) 
mean(dat(2:end,8)) 
std(dat(2:end,8)) 
  
figure; 
S1=subplot(2,1,1); 
histfit(dat(2:end,7)) 
S2=subplot(2,1,2); 
histfit(dat(2:end,8),36) 
  
figure; 
plot3(dat(:,1),dat(:,2),dat(:,3),'r+'); 
title('Coordinates Plot'); 
xlabel('x'); 
ylabel('y'); 
zlabel('z'); 
set(gca,'ZLim',[-100 100]) 
  
figure; 
S1=subplot(3,1,1); 
plot(S1,dat(:,4),'r+'); 
title('Euler angle 1 Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
S2=subplot(3,1,2); 
plot(S2,dat(:,5),'r+'); 
title('Euler angle 2 Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
S3=subplot(3,1,3); 
plot(S3,dat(:,6),'r+'); 
title('Euler angle 3 Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
  
end 
 
================================================================================  
trf_rebuild.sh  
# Rebuild trf file from smoothed coordinates and Euler angles. The new trf file can be used in I3.SeeTable 
3.2. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 
#!/bin/sh 
 
# use rotation angle of smoothed euler angle + original spin angle 
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#awk '{print "'$1'", int($1), int($2), int($3), $1-int($1), $2-int($2),$3-int($3)}' $1.datnew> $1_temp1.trf 
#awk '{print "i3euler", $4, $5, $6 }' $1.datnew >  $1_refine.euler.sh 
#source /panfs/storage.local/winkler/software/protomo-2.2.1/setup.sh 
#sh $1_refine.euler.sh > new_matrix 
#awk 'NR==FNR{_[NR]=$0;next}{print $0,_[FNR]}' new_matrix $1_temp1.trf>$1_refine.trf 
 
awk '{print "'$1'", int($1), int($2), int($3), $1-int($1), $2-int($2),$3-int($3)}' $1.datsmooth> $1_temp1.trf 
#awk '{print "i3euler", $4, $5, $6 }' $1.datsmooth >  $1_refine.euler.sh 
awk '{print "i3euler", $1, $2, $3 }' $1_smooth.euler >  $1_refine.euler.sh 
sh $1_refine.euler.sh > new_matrix 
awk 'NR==FNR{_[NR]=$0;next}{print $0,_[FNR]}' new_matrix $1_temp1.trf>$1.trf 
 
# $1_refine.trf use original coordinates + original euler angles 
# $1_smooth.trf use smoothed coordinates + original euler angles 
# they both have insersion and deletion (remove double picks, generate new picks where it is missing) 
# use smoothed euler angle and 
 
rm $1_refine.euler.sh *_temp1.trf new_matrix 
 
 
================================================================================ 
head_trf.sh 
# This scrip was applied to each filament separately. The input are head.trf and nohead.trf, which are the 
trf file of head classes and no head classes. One output is a trf file with marked head vs no head for each 
filament, and the positions that with head are marked with 1, while without is 0. Another output is the 
sorted Euler angle. See Table 3.3 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#!/bin/sh 
 
awk '{if($1=="'$1'") print$2+$5,$2,$3,$4,$5,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13,$14,$15,$16,"1";}=' ../head.trf > 
$1_head.trf 
awk '{if($1=="'$1'") print$2+$5,$2,$3,$4,$5,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13,$14,$15,$16,"0";}' ../nohead.trf > 
$1_nohead.trf 
 
cat $1_head.trf $1_nohead.trf >$1_head_nohead.trf 
sort -n -k1  $1_head_nohead.trf> $1_head_nohead_sort 
 
awk '{ print $2,$3,$4,$5,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13,$14,$15,$16,$17,$18;}' 
$1_head_nohead_sort  >$1_head_nohead_sort.trf 
 
awk '{print "i3euler", $7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13,$14,$15}' $1_head_nohead_sort.trf >$1.sh 
sh $1.sh>$1_sort.euler 
rm $1.sh $1_head_nohead_sort 
 
================================================================================ 
trfhead_analysis.m 
# The input is the trf file with marked head vs no head and the sorted Euler angles. The output is a .dat 
file which has coordinates, Euler angles and the one head binding status of each position.. The input is 
the trf file with marked head vs no head and the sorted Euler angles. The output is a .dat file which has 
coordinates, Euler angles and the one head binding status of each position. See Table 3.3 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 
function trfhead_analysis(fname1,fname2,fnout) 
trf=load(fname1); 
% trf=load('h_23_01_head_nohead_sort.trf'); 
euler=load(fname2); 
% euler=load('h_23_01_sort.euler'); 
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ms(1,1)=trf(1,1)+trf(1,4); 
ms(1,2)=trf(1,2)+trf(1,5); 
ms(1,3)=trf(1,3)+trf(1,6); 
ms(1,4)=euler(1,1); 
ms(1,5)=euler(1,2); 
ms(1,6)=euler(1,3); 
ms(1,9)=trf(1,16); 
for I=2:length(trf) 
 x=trf(I-1,1)+trf(I-1,4); 
 y=trf(I-1,2)+trf(I-1,5); 
 z=trf(I-1,3)+trf(I-1,6); 
 x1=trf(I,1)+trf(I,4); 
 y1=trf(I,2)+trf(I,5); 
 z1=trf(I,3)+trf(I,6); 
 ms(I,1)=x1; 
 ms(I,2)=y1; 
 ms(I,3)=z1; 
 ms(I,4)=euler(I,1); 
 ms(I,5)=euler(I,2); 
 ms(I,6)=euler(I,3); 
 ms(I,7)=sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2+(z-z1)^2); 
 ms(I,8)=euler(I,3)-euler(I-1,3); 
 ms(I,9)=trf(I,16); 
 if ms(I,8) >0 
 ms(I,8)=ms(I,8)-360; 
 end 
 end 
 fid=fopen(fnout,'w'); 
 for I=1:length(ms) 
 fprintf(fid, '%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %d\n',ms(I,:)); 
 end 
 fclose(fid); 
 
================================================================================ 
dathead_analysis.m 
# The input is the .dat file from trfhead_analysis.m. This script give a plot of head and no head, and the 
positions that have head are green, while those with no head are red. It also give another plot of Euler 
angles of all subvolumes in each filament. See Table 3.3 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- 
function dathead_analysis(fname) 
% This script analysis euler angle 
% fname is the dat file 
% Example: 
% dathead_analysis('h_23_01.dat') 
  
dat=load(fname); 
max(dat(2:end,7)) 
min(dat(2:end,7)) 
mean(dat(2:end,7)) 
std(dat(2:end,7)) 
  
max(dat(2:end,8)) 
min(dat(2:end,8)) 
mean(dat(2:end,8)) 
std(dat(2:end,8)) 
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figure; 
S1=subplot(2,1,1); 
histfit(dat(2:end,7)) 
S2=subplot(2,1,2); 
histfit(dat(2:end,8),36) 
  
m=1; 
n=1; 
for i=1:length(dat) 
if dat(i,9)==1 
    head(m,:)=dat(i,:); 
    m=m+1; 
elseif dat(i,9)==0 
    nohead(n,:)=dat(i,:); 
    n=n+1; 
end 
end 
     
figure; 
    plot3(head(:,1),head(:,2),head(:,3),'g+'); 
hold on; 
    plot3(nohead(:,1),nohead(:,2),nohead(:,3),'r+'); 
legend('head','nohead'); 
title('Coordinates Plot'); 
xlabel('x'); 
ylabel('y'); 
zlabel('z'); 
set(gca,'ZLim',[-100 100]) 
  
figure; 
S1=subplot(3,1,1); 
plot(S1,dat(:,4),'r+'); 
title('Euler angle 1 Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
S2=subplot(3,1,2); 
plot(S2,dat(:,5),'r+'); 
title('Euler angle 2 Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
S3=subplot(3,1,3); 
plot(S3,dat(:,6),'r+'); 
title('Euler angle 3 Plot'); 
xlabel('Subvolumn'); 
ylabel('Euler angle'); 
 
================================================================================ 
three_points.m  
# The input is the dat file from trfhead_analysis.m. For each position (subvolume), this scrips calculate the 
one head binding status of three actin subunits, and marks 1 as with head and 0 without (e.g., 111 or 011, 
etc). If there is no adjacent subvolume with correct distance (10 pixel) found, the missing position is 
marked as 6 (e.g.611 or 106, etc). The output is a 3head.dat file. See Table 3.3 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 
function three_points(fname,fnout) 
dat=load(fname); 
for I=1:length(dat) 
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datnew(I,:)=dat(I,:); 
end 
  
for I=1:length(dat) 
datnew(I,9)=6; 
datnew(I,10)=6; 
datnew(I,11)=6; 
end 
  
I=1; 
datnew(I,9)=7; 
datnew(I,10)=dat(1,9); 
H=7; 
for M=2:7 
    d2=sqrt((dat(I,1)-dat(M,1))^2+(dat(I,2)-dat(M,2))^2+(dat(I,3)-dat(M,3))^2); 
    if  (d2>7.5)&&(d2<12.5) 
        if datnew(I,11)==6 || datnew(I,11)==0 
            datnew(I,11)=dat(M,9); 
        end 
    H=1; 
    end 
end 
if H==7 
    datnew(I,11)=H; 
end 
  
I=length(dat); 
datnew(I,10)=dat(I,9); 
datnew(I,11)=7; 
H=7; 
K=I-5; 
for M=K:I-1 
    d1=sqrt((dat(I,1)-dat(M,1))^2+(dat(I,2)-dat(M,2))^2+(dat(I,3)-dat(M,3))^2);    
    if  (d1>7.5)&&(d1<12.5) 
        if datnew(I,11)==6 || datnew(I,11)==0 
        datnew(I,9)=dat(M,9); 
        H=1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
% if H==7 
%    datnew(I,9)=H; 
% end 
  
for I=2:length(dat)-1 
    datnew(I,10)=dat(I,9); 
     
    if I-5<1 
        K=1; 
    else K=I-5; 
    end 
    if I+5>length(dat) 
        L=length(dat); 
    else L=I+5; 
    end 
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    for M=K:I-1 
    d1=sqrt((dat(I,1)-dat(M,1))^2+(dat(I,2)-dat(M,2))^2+(dat(I,3)-dat(M,3))^2);    
    if  (d1>7.5)&&(d1<12.5) 
        if datnew(I,11)==6 || datnew(I,11)==0 
        datnew(I,9)=dat(M,9); 
        H=1; 
        end 
    end 
    end 
     
    for M=I+1:L 
    d2=sqrt((dat(I,1)-dat(M,1))^2+(dat(I,2)-dat(M,2))^2+(dat(I,3)-dat(M,3))^2); 
    if  (d2>7.5)&&(d2<12.5) 
        if datnew(I,11)==6 || datnew(I,11)==0 
        datnew(I,11)=dat(M,9); 
        H=1; 
        end 
    end 
    end 
  
end 
  
fid=fopen(fnout,'w'); 
for I=1:length(datnew) 
 fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %d %d %d \n',datnew(I,:)); 
end 
fclose(fid); 
 
================================================================================  
get111.m 
# The input is the dat file from trfhead_analysis.m. For each position (subvolume), this scrips calculate the 
one head binding status of three actin subunits, and marks 1 as with head and 0 without (e.g., 111 or 011, 
etc). If there is no adjacent subvolume with correct distance (10 pixel) found, the missing position is 
marked as 6 (e.g.611 or 106, etc). The output is a 3head.dat file. See Table 3.3 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 
function get111(fname,fnout) 
  
dat=load(fname); 
% dat=load('h_23_01_3head.dat'); 
  
k=1; 
for I=1:size(dat,1) 
    if dat(I,9)==1 && dat(I,10)==1 && dat(I,11)==1 
    datnew(k,:)=dat(I,:); 
    k=k+1; 
    end 
end 
  
if k>1 
  
 if size(datnew,1)>1 
     
    for I=2:size(datnew,1) 
     x=datnew(I-1,1); 
     y=datnew(I-1,2); 
     z=datnew(I-1,3); 
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     x1=datnew(I,1); 
     y1=datnew(I,2); 
     z1=datnew(I,3); 
     datnew(I,7)=sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2+(z-z1)^2); 
    end 
  
    ms(1,:)=datnew(1,:); 
    k=2; 
    I=2; 
    while I<=size(datnew,1) 
        if datnew(I,7)>1 
           ms(k,:)=datnew(I,:); 
           k=k+1; 
        end 
        I=I+1; 
    end 
  
    for I=2:size(ms,1) 
     x=ms(I-1,1); 
     y=ms(I-1,2); 
     z=ms(I-1,3); 
     x1=ms(I,1); 
     y1=ms(I,2); 
     z1=ms(I,3); 
     ms(I,7)=sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2+(z-z1)^2); 
    end 
  
 else 
 ms=datnew; 
 end 
 
================================================================================  
get110.m 
# See Table 3.3 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- 
function get110(fname,fnout) 
  
dat=load(fname); 
% dat=load('h_23_01_3head.dat'); 
  
k=1; 
for I=1:size(dat,1) 
    if dat(I,9)==1 && dat(I,10)==1 && dat(I,11)==0 
    datnew(k,:)=dat(I,:); 
    k=k+1; 
    end 
end 
if k>1 
  
 if size(datnew,1)>1 
     
    for I=2:size(datnew,1) 
     x=datnew(I-1,1); 
     y=datnew(I-1,2); 
     z=datnew(I-1,3); 
     x1=datnew(I,1); 
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     y1=datnew(I,2); 
     z1=datnew(I,3); 
     datnew(I,7)=sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2+(z-z1)^2); 
    end 
  
    ms(1,:)=datnew(1,:); 
    k=2; 
    I=2; 
    while I<=size(datnew,1) 
        if datnew(I,7)>1 
           ms(k,:)=datnew(I,:); 
           k=k+1; 
        end 
        I=I+1; 
    end 
  
    for I=2:size(ms,1) 
     x=ms(I-1,1); 
     y=ms(I-1,2); 
     z=ms(I-1,3); 
     x1=ms(I,1); 
     y1=ms(I,2); 
     z1=ms(I,3); 
     ms(I,7)=sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2+(z-z1)^2); 
    end 
  
 else 
 ms=datnew; 
 end 
  
figure; 
plot3(dat(:,1),dat(:,2),dat(:,3),'r+'); 
title('Coordinates Plot1'); 
xlabel('x'); 
ylabel('y'); 
zlabel('z'); 
set(gca,'ZLim',[-100 100]) 
  
figure; 
 plot3(datnew(:,1),datnew(:,2),datnew(:,3),'r+'); 
title('Coordinates Plot2'); 
xlabel('x'); 
ylabel('y'); 
zlabel('z'); 
set(gca,'ZLim',[-100 100]) 
  
figure 
 plot3(ms(:,1),ms(:,2),ms(:,3),'r+'); 
title('Coordinates Plot3'); 
xlabel('x'); 
ylabel('y'); 
zlabel('z'); 
set(gca,'ZLim',[-100 100]) 
  
else 
ms=[]; 
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end 
  
fid=fopen(fnout,'w'); 
for I=1:size(ms,1) 
 fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %d %d %d\n',ms(I,:)); 
end 
fclose(fid); 
 
================================================================================ 
get011.m 
# See Table 3.3 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 
function get011(fname,fnout) 
  
dat=load(fname); 
% dat=load('h_23_01_3head.dat'); 
  
k=1; 
for I=1:size(dat,1) 
    if dat(I,9)==0 && dat(I,10)==1 && dat(I,11)==1 
    datnew(k,:)=dat(I,:); 
    k=k+1; 
    end 
end 
  
if k>1 
  
 if size(datnew,1)>1 
     
    for I=2:size(datnew,1) 
     x=datnew(I-1,1); 
     y=datnew(I-1,2); 
     z=datnew(I-1,3); 
     x1=datnew(I,1); 
     y1=datnew(I,2); 
     z1=datnew(I,3); 
     datnew(I,7)=sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2+(z-z1)^2); 
    end 
  
    ms(1,:)=datnew(1,:); 
    k=2; 
    I=2; 
    while I<=size(datnew,1) 
        if datnew(I,7)>1 
           ms(k,:)=datnew(I,:); 
           k=k+1; 
        end 
        I=I+1; 
    end 
  
    for I=2:size(ms,1) 
     x=ms(I-1,1); 
     y=ms(I-1,2); 
     z=ms(I-1,3); 
     x1=ms(I,1); 
     y1=ms(I,2); 
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     z1=ms(I,3); 
     ms(I,7)=sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2+(z-z1)^2); 
    end 
  
 else 
 ms=datnew; 
 end 
  
figure; 
plot3(dat(:,1),dat(:,2),dat(:,3),'r+'); 
title('Coordinates Plot1'); 
xlabel('x'); 
ylabel('y'); 
zlabel('z'); 
set(gca,'ZLim',[-100 100]) 
  
figure; 
 plot3(datnew(:,1),datnew(:,2),datnew(:,3),'r+'); 
title('Coordinates Plot2'); 
xlabel('x'); 
ylabel('y'); 
zlabel('z'); 
set(gca,'ZLim',[-100 100]) 
  
figure 
 plot3(ms(:,1),ms(:,2),ms(:,3),'r+'); 
title('Coordinates Plot3'); 
xlabel('x'); 
ylabel('y'); 
zlabel('z'); 
set(gca,'ZLim',[-100 100]) 
  
else 
ms=[]; 
end 
  
fid=fopen(fnout,'w'); 
for I=1:size(ms,1) 
 fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %d %d %d\n',ms(I,:)); 
end 
fclose(fid); 
 
================================================================================  
get010.m 
# See Table 3.3 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 
function get010(fname,fnout) 
  
% get010('h_23_02_3head.dat','./010dat/h_23_02_010.dat'); 
  
dat=load(fname); 
% dat=load('h_23_01_3head.dat'); 
  
k=1; 
for I=1:size(dat,1) 
    if dat(I,9)==0 && dat(I,10)==1 && dat(I,11)==0 
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    datnew(k,:)=dat(I,:); 
    k=k+1; 
    end 
end 
  
if k>1 
  
 if size(datnew,1)>1 
     
    for I=2:size(datnew,1) 
     x=datnew(I-1,1); 
     y=datnew(I-1,2); 
     z=datnew(I-1,3); 
     x1=datnew(I,1); 
     y1=datnew(I,2); 
     z1=datnew(I,3); 
     datnew(I,7)=sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2+(z-z1)^2); 
    end 
  
    ms(1,:)=datnew(1,:); 
    k=2; 
    I=2; 
    while I<=size(datnew,1) 
        if datnew(I,7)>1 
           ms(k,:)=datnew(I,:); 
           k=k+1; 
        end 
        I=I+1; 
    end 
  
    for I=2:size(ms,1) 
     x=ms(I-1,1); 
     y=ms(I-1,2); 
     z=ms(I-1,3); 
     x1=ms(I,1); 
     y1=ms(I,2); 
     z1=ms(I,3); 
     ms(I,7)=sqrt((x-x1)^2+(y-y1)^2+(z-z1)^2); 
    end 
  
 else 
 ms=datnew; 
 end 
  
figure; 
plot3(dat(:,1),dat(:,2),dat(:,3),'r+'); 
title('Coordinates Plot1'); 
xlabel('x'); 
ylabel('y'); 
zlabel('z'); 
set(gca,'ZLim',[-100 100]) 
  
figure; 
 plot3(datnew(:,1),datnew(:,2),datnew(:,3),'r+'); 
title('Coordinates Plot2'); 
xlabel('x'); 
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ylabel('y'); 
zlabel('z'); 
set(gca,'ZLim',[-100 100]) 
  
figure 
 plot3(ms(:,1),ms(:,2),ms(:,3),'r+'); 
title('Coordinates Plot3'); 
xlabel('x'); 
ylabel('y'); 
zlabel('z'); 
set(gca,'ZLim',[-100 100]) 
  
else 
ms=[]; 
end 
  
fid=fopen(fnout,'w'); 
for I=1:size(ms,1) 
 fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %d %d %d\n',ms(I,:)); 
end 
fclose(fid); 
 
================================================================================ 
trfhead_rebuild.sh 
# This script reads the .dat files from one group, and rebuilds the .dat file into a .trf file so that I3 can use. 
See Table 3.3 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- 
#!/bin/sh 
 
awk '{print "'$1'", int($1), int($2), int($3), $1-int($1), $2-int($2),$3-int($3)}' $1_???.dat> $1_temp1.trf 
awk '{print "i3euler", $4 ,$5, $6 }' $1_???.dat >  $1.euler.sh 
sh $1.euler.sh > new_matrix 
awk 'NR==FNR{_[NR]=$0;next}{print $0,_[FNR]}' new_matrix $1_temp1.trf>$1.trf 
 
rm $1.euler.sh *_temp1.trf new_matrix 
 
================================================================================ 
run1.sh 
# See Table 3.4 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
head_trf.sh h_14_01 
head_trf_y.sh h_14_02 
head_trf_y.sh h_14_03 
head_trf.sh h_14_04 
head_trf.sh h_14_05 
head_trf.sh h_14_06 
head_trf.sh h_14_07 
head_trf.sh h_14_08 
 
head_trf.sh h_18_01 
head_trf_y.sh h_18_02 
 
head_trf.sh h_10_01 
head_trf.sh h_10_02 
head_trf.sh h_10_03 
head_trf_y.sh h_10_04 
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head_trf.sh h_10_05 
 
head_trf.sh h_2_01 
head_trf.sh h_2_02 
head_trf_y.sh h_2_03 
 
================================================================================ 
run2.sh 
# See Table 3.4 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- 
#! /bin/sh 
 
/scratch3/MATLAB/R2013b/bin/matlab -nosplash -nodisplay -r \ 
"trfhead_analysis('h_14_01_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_14_01_sort.euler','h_14_01.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_14_02_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_14_02_sort.euler','h_14_02.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_14_03_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_14_03_sort.euler','h_14_03.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_14_04_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_14_04_sort.euler','h_14_04.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_14_05_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_14_05_sort.euler','h_14_05.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_14_06_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_14_06_sort.euler','h_14_06.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_14_07_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_14_07_sort.euler','h_14_07.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_14_08_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_14_08_sort.euler','h_14_08.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_18_01_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_18_01_sort.euler','h_18_01.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_18_02_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_18_02_sort.euler','h_18_02.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_10_01_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_10_01_sort.euler','h_10_01.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_10_02_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_10_02_sort.euler','h_10_02.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_10_03_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_10_03_sort.euler','h_10_03.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_10_04_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_10_04_sort.euler','h_10_04.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_10_05_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_10_05_sort.euler','h_10_05.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_2_01_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_2_01_sort.euler','h_2_01.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_2_02_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_2_02_sort.euler','h_2_02.dat');\ 
 trfhead_analysis('h_2_03_head_nohead_sort.trf','h_2_03_sort.euler','h_2_03.dat');\ 
exit" 
 
================================================================================ 
run3.sh 
# See Table 3.4 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- 
#! /bin/sh 
 
/scratch3/MATLAB/R2013b/bin/matlab -nosplash -nodisplay -r \ 
"three_points('h_14_01.dat','h_14_01_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_14_02.dat','h_14_02_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_14_03.dat','h_14_03_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_14_04.dat','h_14_04_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_14_05.dat','h_14_05_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_14_06.dat','h_14_06_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_14_07.dat','h_14_07_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_14_08.dat','h_14_08_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_18_01.dat','h_18_01_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_18_02.dat','h_18_02_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_10_01.dat','h_10_01_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_10_02.dat','h_10_02_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_10_03.dat','h_10_03_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_10_04.dat','h_10_04_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_10_05.dat','h_10_05_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_2_01.dat','h_2_01_3head.dat');\ 
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 three_points('h_2_02.dat','h_2_02_3head.dat');\ 
 three_points('h_2_03.dat','h_2_03_3head.dat');\ 
 exit" 
 
================================================================================ 
run4_110.sh 
# The run4_111.sh, run4_011.sh and run4_010.sh are different versions and not shown here. See Table 
3.4 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- 
#! /bin/sh 
 
/scratch3/MATLAB/R2013b/bin/matlab -nosplash -nodisplay -r \ 
"get011('h_14_01_3head.dat','./110dat/h_14_01_011.dat');\ 
 get011('h_14_02_3head.dat','./110dat/h_14_02_011.dat');\ 
 get011('h_14_03_3head.dat','./110dat/h_14_03_011.dat');\ 
 get110('h_14_04_3head.dat','./110dat/h_14_04_110.dat');\ 
 get011('h_14_05_3head.dat','./110dat/h_14_05_011.dat');\ 
 get110('h_14_06_3head.dat','./110dat/h_14_06_110.dat');\ 
 get011('h_14_07_3head.dat','./110dat/h_14_07_011.dat');\ 
 get011('h_14_08_3head.dat','./110dat/h_14_08_011.dat');\ 
 get011('h_18_01_3head.dat','./110dat/h_18_01_011.dat');\ 
 get110('h_18_02_3head.dat','./110dat/h_18_02_110.dat');\ 
 get011('h_10_01_3head.dat','./110dat/h_10_01_011.dat');\ 
 get011('h_10_02_3head.dat','./110dat/h_10_02_011.dat');\ 
 get011('h_10_03_3head.dat','./110dat/h_10_03_011.dat');\ 
 get011('h_10_04_3head.dat','./110dat/h_10_04_011.dat');\ 
 get011('h_10_05_3head.dat','./110dat/h_10_05_011.dat');\ 
 get011('h_2_01_3head.dat','./110dat/h_2_01_011.dat');\ 
 get011('h_2_02_3head.dat','./110dat/h_2_02_011.dat');\ 
 get011('h_2_03_3head.dat','./110dat/h_2_03_011.dat');\ 
 exit" 
 
================================================================================ 
run5.sh 
# See Table 3.4 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#! /bin/sh 
 
trfhead_rebuild.sh h_14_01 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_14_02 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_14_03 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_14_04 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_14_05 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_14_06 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_14_07 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_14_08 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_18_01 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_18_02 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_10_01 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_10_02 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_10_03 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_10_04 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_10_05 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_2_01 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_2_02 
 trfhead_rebuild.sh h_2_03 
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================================================================================ 
1head.sh 
# See Table 3.5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- 
#! /bin/sh 
 
awk '{if($1=="'$1'") print $0;}' ./1head.trf> $1_1head.trf 
awk '{print $2+$5,$3+$6,$4+$7;}' $1_1head.trf >$1_1head.pos 
 
======================================================== 
2head.sh 
See Table 3.5 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
#! /bin/sh 
 
awk '{if($1=="'$1'") print $0;}' ./2head.trf> $1_2head.trf 
awk '{print $2+$5,$3+$6,$4+$7;}' $1_2head.trf >$1_2head.pos 
 
======================================================== 
find2head_111_x.m 
# Different versions not shown are: find2head_111_x_F.m, find2head_111_y_F.m, find2head_111_y.m. 
See Table 3.5 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
function find2head_111_x(fname1,fname2,fname3,fnout1,fnout2,fnout3) 
  
% 
find2head('h_10_01_111.dat','h_10_01_2head.pos','h_10_01_1head.pos','h_10_01_111_a.trf','h_10_01_1
11_b.trf','h_10_01_111_c.trf'); 
  
dat1=load(fname1); 
dat2=load(fname2); 
dat3=load(fname3); 
c=1; 
for a=1:size(dat1,1) 
x1=dat1(a,1); 
y1=dat1(a,2); 
z1=dat1(a,3); 
    for b=1:size(dat2,1) 
    x2=dat2(b,1); 
    y2=dat2(b,2); 
    z2=dat2(b,3); 
     if ((x1-x2)^2+(y1-y2)^2+(z1-z2)^2<1) 
        datnew2(c,:)=dat1(a,:); 
        c=c+1; 
    end 
    end 
end 
  
c=1; 
for a=1:size(dat1,1) 
x1=dat1(a,1); 
y1=dat1(a,2); 
z1=dat1(a,3); 
    for b=1:size(dat2,1) 
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    x2=dat2(b,1); 
    y2=dat2(b,2); 
    z2=dat2(b,3); 
    if (x1<x2) && sqrt((x1-x2)^2+(y1-y2)^2+(z1-z2)^2)<11 && sqrt((x1-x2)^2+(y1-y2)^2+(z1-z2)^2)>9 
        datnew1(c,:)=dat1(a,:); 
        c=c+1; 
    end 
    end 
end 
  
c=1; 
for a=1:size(dat1,1) 
x1=dat1(a,1); 
y1=dat1(a,2); 
z1=dat1(a,3); 
    for b=1:size(dat3,1) 
    x2=dat3(b,1); 
    y2=dat3(b,2); 
    z2=dat3(b,3); 
     if ((x1-x2)^2+(y1-y2)^2+(z1-z2)^2<1) 
         k=0; 
         if exist('datnew1')>0 
         for d=1:size(datnew1,1) 
             x3=datnew1(d,1); 
             y3=datnew1(d,2); 
             z3=datnew1(d,3); 
             if ((x1-x3)^2+(y1-y3)^2+(z1-z3)^2<1) 
             k=1; 
             end 
         end 
         end 
         if k==0 
         datnew3(c,:)=dat1(a,:); 
         c=c+1; 
         end 
    end 
    end 
end 
  
% plot(datnew1(:,1),datnew1(:,2),'g+'); 
% hold on 
% plot(datnew2(:,1),datnew2(:,2),'r+'); 
% hold on 
% plot(datnew3(:,1),datnew3(:,2),'b+'); 
  
if exist('datnew1')>0 
fid=fopen(fnout1,'w'); 
for I=1:size(datnew1,1) 
 fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %d %d %d\n',datnew1(I,:)); 
end 
fclose(fid); 
end 
  
if exist('datnew2')>0 
fid=fopen(fnout2,'w'); 
for I=1:size(datnew2,1) 
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 fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %d %d %d\n',datnew2(I,:)); 
end 
fclose(fid); 
end 
  
if exist('datnew3')>0 
fid=fopen(fnout3,'w'); 
for I=1:size(datnew3,1) 
 fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %d %d %d\n',datnew3(I,:)); 
end 
fclose(fid); 
end 
 
================================================================================ 
find2head_111.sh 
# See Table 3.5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- 
#! /bin/sh 
 
2head.sh h_14_01 
2head.sh h_14_02 
2head.sh h_14_03 
2head.sh h_14_04 
2head.sh h_14_05 
2head.sh h_14_06 
2head.sh h_14_07 
2head.sh h_14_08 
 
2head.sh h_18_01 
2head.sh h_18_02 
 
2head.sh h_10_01 
2head.sh h_10_02 
2head.sh h_10_03 
2head.sh h_10_04 
2head.sh h_10_05 
 
2head.sh h_2_01 
2head.sh h_2_02 
2head.sh h_2_03 
 
1head.sh h_14_01 
1head.sh h_14_02 
1head.sh h_14_03 
1head.sh h_14_04 
1head.sh h_14_05 
1head.sh h_14_06 
1head.sh h_14_07 
1head.sh h_14_08 
 
1head.sh h_18_01 
1head.sh h_18_02 
 
1head.sh h_10_01 
1head.sh h_10_02 
1head.sh h_10_03 
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1head.sh h_10_04 
1head.sh h_10_05 
 
1head.sh h_2_01 
1head.sh h_2_02 
1head.sh h_2_03 
 
/scratch3/MATLAB/R2013b/bin/matlab -nosplash -nodisplay -r \ 
"find2head_111_x('h_14_01_111.dat','h_14_01_2head.pos','h_14_01_1head.pos','h_14_01_111_a.dat','h_
14_01_111_b.dat','h_14_01_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_y_F('h_14_02_111.dat','h_14_02_2head.pos','h_14_02_1head.pos','h_14_02_111_a.dat','
h_14_02_111_b.dat','h_14_02_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_y_F('h_14_03_111.dat','h_14_03_2head.pos','h_14_03_1head.pos','h_14_03_111_a.dat','
h_14_03_111_b.dat','h_14_03_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_x('h_14_04_111.dat','h_14_04_2head.pos','h_14_04_1head.pos','h_14_04_111_a.dat','h_
14_04_111_b.dat','h_14_04_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_x('h_14_05_111.dat','h_14_05_2head.pos','h_14_05_1head.pos','h_14_05_111_a.dat','h_
14_05_111_b.dat','h_14_05_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_x_F('h_14_06_111.dat','h_14_06_2head.pos','h_14_06_1head.pos','h_14_06_111_a.dat','
h_14_06_111_b.dat','h_14_06_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_x('h_14_07_111.dat','h_14_07_2head.pos','h_14_07_1head.pos','h_14_07_111_a.dat','h_
14_07_111_b.dat','h_14_07_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_x('h_14_08_111.dat','h_14_08_2head.pos','h_14_08_1head.pos','h_14_08_111_a.dat','h_
14_08_111_b.dat','h_14_08_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_x('h_18_01_111.dat','h_18_01_2head.pos','h_18_01_1head.pos','h_18_01_111_a.dat','h_
18_01_111_b.dat','h_18_01_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_y('h_18_02_111.dat','h_18_02_2head.pos','h_18_02_1head.pos','h_18_02_111_a.dat','h_
18_02_111_b.dat','h_18_02_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_x('h_10_01_111.dat','h_10_01_2head.pos','h_10_01_1head.pos','h_10_01_111_a.dat','h_
10_01_111_b.dat','h_10_01_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_x('h_10_02_111.dat','h_10_02_2head.pos','h_10_02_1head.pos','h_10_02_111_a.dat','h_
10_02_111_b.dat','h_10_02_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_x('h_10_03_111.dat','h_10_03_2head.pos','h_10_03_1head.pos','h_10_03_111_a.dat','h_
10_03_111_b.dat','h_10_03_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_y_F('h_10_04_111.dat','h_10_04_2head.pos','h_10_04_1head.pos','h_10_04_111_a.dat','
h_10_04_111_b.dat','h_10_04_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_x('h_10_05_111.dat','h_10_05_2head.pos','h_10_05_1head.pos','h_10_05_111_a.dat','h_
10_05_111_b.dat','h_10_05_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_x('h_2_01_111.dat','h_2_01_2head.pos','h_2_01_1head.pos','h_2_01_111_a.dat','h_2_01
_111_b.dat','h_2_01_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_x('h_2_02_111.dat','h_2_02_2head.pos','h_2_02_1head.pos','h_2_02_111_a.dat','h_2_02
_111_b.dat','h_2_02_111_c.dat');\ 
find2head_111_y_F('h_2_03_111.dat','h_2_03_2head.pos','h_2_03_1head.pos','h_2_03_111_a.dat','h_2_
03_111_b.dat','h_2_03_111_c.dat');\ 
exit" 
 
================================================================================ 
trfhead_rebuild_c.sh 
# trfhead_rebuild_e.sh and trfhead_rebuild_g.sh are similar to this script and thus were not shown. See 
Table 3.5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- 
#!/bin/sh 
 
awk '{print "'$1'", int($1), int($2), int($3), $1-int($1), $2-int($2),$3-int($3)}' $1_???_c.dat> $1_temp1.trf 
awk '{print "i3euler", $4 ,$5, $6 }' $1_???_c.dat >  $1.euler.sh 
sh $1.euler.sh > new_matrix 
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awk 'NR==FNR{_[NR]=$0;next}{print $0,_[FNR]}' new_matrix $1_temp1.trf>$1_111_c.trf 
 
rm $1.euler.sh *_temp1.trf new_matrix 
 
 
================================================================================ 
run5_c.sh 
# run5_e.sh and run5_g.sh are similar to this script and thus were not shown. See Table 3.5 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#! /bin/sh 
 
trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_14_01 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_14_02 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_14_03 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_14_04 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_14_05 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_14_06 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_14_07 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_14_08 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_18_01 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_18_02 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_10_01 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_10_02 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_10_03 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_10_04 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_10_05 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_2_01 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_2_02 
 trfhead_rebuild_c.sh h_2_03 
 
================================================================================ 
find2head_011.sh 
# See Table 3.5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- 
#! /bin/sh 
 
2head.sh h_14_01 
2head.sh h_14_02 
2head.sh h_14_03 
2head.sh h_14_04 
2head.sh h_14_05 
2head.sh h_14_06 
2head.sh h_14_07 
2head.sh h_14_08 
 
2head.sh h_18_01 
2head.sh h_18_02 
 
2head.sh h_10_01 
2head.sh h_10_02 
2head.sh h_10_03 
2head.sh h_10_04 
2head.sh h_10_05 
 
2head.sh h_2_01 
2head.sh h_2_02 
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2head.sh h_2_03 
 
1head.sh h_14_01 
1head.sh h_14_02 
1head.sh h_14_03 
1head.sh h_14_04 
1head.sh h_14_05 
1head.sh h_14_06 
1head.sh h_14_07 
1head.sh h_14_08 
 
1head.sh h_18_01 
1head.sh h_18_02 
 
1head.sh h_10_01 
1head.sh h_10_02 
1head.sh h_10_03 
1head.sh h_10_04 
1head.sh h_10_05 
 
1head.sh h_2_01 
1head.sh h_2_02 
1head.sh h_2_03 
 
/scratch3/MATLAB/R2013b/bin/matlab -nosplash -nodisplay -r \ 
"find2head_011('h_14_01_110.dat','h_14_01_2head.pos','h_14_01_1head.pos','h_14_01_011_f.dat','h_14
_01_011_g.dat');\ 
find2head_011('h_14_02_110.dat','h_14_02_2head.pos','h_14_02_1head.pos','h_14_02_011_f.dat','h_14
_02_011_g.dat');\ 
find2head_011('h_14_03_110.dat','h_14_03_2head.pos','h_14_03_1head.pos','h_14_03_011_f.dat','h_14
_03_011_g.dat');\ 
find2head_011('h_14_04_011.dat','h_14_04_2head.pos','h_14_04_1head.pos','h_14_04_011_f.dat','h_14
_04_011_g.dat');\ 
find2head_011('h_14_05_110.dat','h_14_05_2head.pos','h_14_05_1head.pos','h_14_05_011_f.dat','h_14
_05_011_g.dat');\ 
find2head_011('h_14_06_011.dat','h_14_06_2head.pos','h_14_06_1head.pos','h_14_06_011_f.dat','h_14
_06_011_g.dat');\ 
 
find2head_011('h_14_07_110.dat','h_14_07_2head.pos','h_14_07_1head.pos','h_14_07_011_f.dat','h_14
_07_011_g.dat');\ 
find2head_011('h_14_08_110.dat','h_14_08_2head.pos','h_14_08_1head.pos','h_14_08_011_f.dat','h_14
_08_011_g.dat');\ 
find2head_011('h_18_01_110.dat','h_18_01_2head.pos','h_18_01_1head.pos','h_18_01_011_f.dat','h_18
_01_011_g.dat');\ 
find2head_011('h_18_02_011.dat','h_18_02_2head.pos','h_18_02_1head.pos','h_18_02_011_f.dat','h_18
_02_011_g.dat');\ 
find2head_011('h_10_01_110.dat','h_10_01_2head.pos','h_10_01_1head.pos','h_10_01_011_f.dat','h_10
_01_011_g.dat');\ 
find2head_011('h_10_02_110.dat','h_10_02_2head.pos','h_10_02_1head.pos','h_10_02_011_f.dat','h_10
_02_011_g.dat');\ 
find2head_011('h_10_03_110.dat','h_10_03_2head.pos','h_10_03_1head.pos','h_10_03_011_f.dat','h_10
_03_011_g.dat');\ 
find2head_011('h_10_04_110.dat','h_10_04_2head.pos','h_10_04_1head.pos','h_10_04_011_f.dat','h_10
_04_011_g.dat');\ 
find2head_011('h_10_05_110.dat','h_10_05_2head.pos','h_10_05_1head.pos','h_10_05_011_f.dat','h_10
_05_011_g.dat');\ 
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find2head_011('h_2_01_110.dat','h_2_01_2head.pos','h_2_01_1head.pos','h_2_01_011_f.dat','h_2_01_0
11_g.dat');\ 
find2head_011('h_2_02_110.dat','h_2_02_2head.pos','h_2_02_1head.pos','h_2_02_011_f.dat','h_2_02_0
11_g.dat');\ 
find2head_011('h_2_03_110.dat','h_2_03_2head.pos','h_2_03_1head.pos','h_2_03_011_f.dat','h_2_03_0
11_g.dat');\ 
exit" 
 
================================================================================ 
find2head_011.m 
# See Table 3.5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- 
function find2head_011(fname1,fname2,fname3,fnout1,fnout2) 
% 
find2head('h_10_01_011.dat','h_10_01_2head.pos','h_10_01_1head.pos','h_10_01_011_f.trf','h_10_01_0
11_g.trf'); 
dat1=load(fname1); 
dat2=load(fname2); 
dat3=load(fname3); 
  
  
% find dat1 in dat2 
c=1; 
for a=1:size(dat1,1) 
x1=dat1(a,1); 
y1=dat1(a,2); 
z1=dat1(a,3); 
    for b=1:size(dat2,1) 
    x2=dat2(b,1); 
    y2=dat2(b,2); 
    z2=dat2(b,3); 
     if ((x1-x2)^2+(y1-y2)^2+(z1-z2)^2<1) 
        datnew1(c,:)=dat1(a,:); 
        c=c+1; 
    end 
    end 
end 
  
% find dat1 in dat3 
c=1; 
for a=1:size(dat1,1) 
x1=dat1(a,1); 
y1=dat1(a,2); 
z1=dat1(a,3); 
    for b=1:size(dat3,1) 
    x2=dat3(b,1); 
    y2=dat3(b,2); 
    z2=dat3(b,3); 
     if ((x1-x2)^2+(y1-y2)^2+(z1-z2)^2<1) 
        datnew2(c,:)=dat1(a,:); 
        c=c+1; 
    end 
    end 
end 
  
if exist('datnew1')>0 
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fid=fopen(fnout1,'w'); 
for I=1:size(datnew1,1) 
 fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %d %d %d\n',datnew1(I,:)); 
end 
fclose(fid); 
end 
  
  
if exist('datnew2')>0 
fid=fopen(fnout2,'w'); 
for I=1:size(datnew2,1) 
 fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %d %d %d\n',datnew2(I,:)); 
end 
fclose(fid); 
end 
 
================================================================================ 
find2head_110.sh 
# See Table 3.5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- 
#! /bin/sh 
 
2head.sh h_14_01 
2head.sh h_14_02 
2head.sh h_14_03 
2head.sh h_14_04 
2head.sh h_14_05 
2head.sh h_14_06 
2head.sh h_14_07 
2head.sh h_14_08 
 
2head.sh h_18_01 
2head.sh h_18_02 
 
2head.sh h_10_01 
2head.sh h_10_02 
2head.sh h_10_03 
2head.sh h_10_04 
2head.sh h_10_05 
 
2head.sh h_2_01 
2head.sh h_2_02 
2head.sh h_2_03 
 
1head.sh h_14_01 
1head.sh h_14_02 
1head.sh h_14_03 
1head.sh h_14_04 
1head.sh h_14_05 
1head.sh h_14_06 
1head.sh h_14_07 
1head.sh h_14_08 
 
1head.sh h_18_01 
1head.sh h_18_02 
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1head.sh h_10_01 
1head.sh h_10_02 
1head.sh h_10_03 
1head.sh h_10_04 
1head.sh h_10_05 
 
1head.sh h_2_01 
1head.sh h_2_02 
1head.sh h_2_03 
 
/scratch3/MATLAB/R2013b/bin/matlab -nosplash -nodisplay -r \ 
"find2head_110_x('h_14_01_011.dat','h_14_01_2head.pos','h_14_01_1head.pos','h_14_01_110_d.dat','h
_14_01_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_y('h_14_02_011.dat','h_14_02_2head.pos','h_14_02_1head.pos','h_14_02_110_d.dat','h_
14_02_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_y('h_14_03_011.dat','h_14_03_2head.pos','h_14_03_1head.pos','h_14_03_110_d.dat','h_
14_03_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_x_F('h_14_04_110.dat','h_14_04_2head.pos','h_14_04_1head.pos','h_14_04_110_d.dat','
h_14_04_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_x('h_14_05_011.dat','h_14_05_2head.pos','h_14_05_1head.pos','h_14_05_110_d.dat','h_
14_05_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_x_F('h_14_06_110.dat','h_14_06_2head.pos','h_14_06_1head.pos','h_14_06_110_d.dat','
h_14_06_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_x('h_14_07_011.dat','h_14_07_2head.pos','h_14_07_1head.pos','h_14_07_110_d.dat','h_
14_07_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_x('h_14_08_011.dat','h_14_08_2head.pos','h_14_08_1head.pos','h_14_08_110_d.dat','h_
14_08_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_x('h_18_01_011.dat','h_18_01_2head.pos','h_18_01_1head.pos','h_18_01_110_d.dat','h_
18_01_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_y_F('h_18_02_110.dat','h_18_02_2head.pos','h_18_02_1head.pos','h_18_02_110_d.dat','
h_18_02_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_x('h_10_01_011.dat','h_10_01_2head.pos','h_10_01_1head.pos','h_10_01_110_d.dat','h_
10_01_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_x('h_10_02_011.dat','h_10_02_2head.pos','h_10_02_1head.pos','h_10_02_110_d.dat','h_
10_02_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_x('h_10_03_011.dat','h_10_03_2head.pos','h_10_03_1head.pos','h_10_03_110_d.dat','h_
10_03_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_y('h_10_04_011.dat','h_10_04_2head.pos','h_10_04_1head.pos','h_10_04_110_d.dat','h_
10_04_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_x('h_10_05_011.dat','h_10_05_2head.pos','h_10_05_1head.pos','h_10_05_110_d.dat','h_
10_05_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_x('h_2_01_011.dat','h_2_01_2head.pos','h_2_01_1head.pos','h_2_01_110_d.dat','h_2_01
_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_x('h_2_02_011.dat','h_2_02_2head.pos','h_2_02_1head.pos','h_2_02_110_d.dat','h_2_02
_110_e.dat');\ 
find2head_110_y('h_2_03_011.dat','h_2_03_2head.pos','h_2_03_1head.pos','h_2_03_110_d.dat','h_2_03
_110_e.dat');\ 
exit" 
 
================================================================================ 
find2head_110_x.m 
# different versions not shown are: find2head_110_x_F.m, find2head_110_y_F.m, find2head_110_y.m. 
See Table 3.5 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function find2head_110_x(fname1,fname2,fname3,fnout1,fnout2) 
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% 
find2head('h_10_01_110.dat','h_10_01_2head.pos','h_10_01_1head.pos','h_10_01_110_d.trf','h_10_01_
110_e.trf'); 
  
dat1=load(fname1); 
dat2=load(fname2); 
dat3=load(fname3); 
  
% find dat1 in dat2 
c=1; 
for a=1:size(dat1,1) 
x1=dat1(a,1); 
y1=dat1(a,2); 
z1=dat1(a,3); 
    for b=1:size(dat2,1) 
    x2=dat2(b,1); 
    y2=dat2(b,2); 
    z2=dat2(b,3); 
    if (x1<x2) && sqrt((x1-x2)^2+(y1-y2)^2+(z1-z2)^2)<11 && sqrt((x1-x2)^2+(y1-y2)^2+(z1-z2)^2)>9 
        datnew1(c,:)=dat1(a,:); 
        c=c+1; 
    end 
    end 
end 
  
% find dat1 in dat3 
c=1; 
for a=1:size(dat1,1) 
x1=dat1(a,1); 
y1=dat1(a,2); 
z1=dat1(a,3); 
    for b=1:size(dat3,1) 
    x2=dat3(b,1); 
    y2=dat3(b,2); 
    z2=dat3(b,3); 
     if (x1<x2) && sqrt((x1-x2)^2+(y1-y2)^2+(z1-z2)^2)<11 && sqrt((x1-x2)^2+(y1-y2)^2+(z1-z2)^2)>9 
         datnew2(c,:)=dat1(a,:); 
         c=c+1; 
         end 
    end 
end 
  
% plot(datnew1(:,1),datnew1(:,2),'g+'); 
% hold on 
% plot(datnew2(:,1),datnew2(:,2),'r+'); 
% hold on 
% plot(datnew3(:,1),datnew3(:,2),'b+'); 
  
if exist('datnew1')>0 
fid=fopen(fnout1,'w'); 
for I=1:size(datnew1,1) 
 fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %d %d %d\n',datnew1(I,:)); 
end 
fclose(fid); 
end 
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if exist('datnew2')>0 
fid=fopen(fnout2,'w'); 
for I=1:size(datnew2,1) 
 fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %d %d %d\n',datnew2(I,:)); 
end 
fclose(fid); 
end 
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